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CHOIRMASURS (VlRVWH(R( AR( CRATUUU
resser presents. · · (9hristmas

Nutcracker Suite

The First Christmas

Crosspatch Fairies

Ada Richter

Tschaikowsky.Richter

Turner, Dale

Delightful play and lovely music make this a
roost popular operetta. Three scenes, with fou~
teen characters, two girl soloists and sever
small choruses; are easily staged and costumed.
A wooden soldier drill adds color. Forty-five

The Bible story beautifully
told for small children, with illustrations that serve as mod~ls for
tableaus or pantomimes. Children dramatIze,
the teacher or narrator unfolds the story. T~adl.
tional carols may be sung by the group. Plano
accompaniments are very easy.

a:'

412-40255

minutes.
412-40075

.. $.7l

410·40178 -.

$.75

Santa's Surprise

Santa Claus' Christmas Party

.

_

Le Massena

Aitken, McRae

Hosking-Richter
A recent publication in one act! Eight leading
characters. including five solo voices, choruses of
Carol Singers, Toy Snowflake Fairies, and Sandman's Helpers, perform the spirited music. Costumes and stage sets are simple. Dances clearly
described! Performance time, one hour.
412.41003

With catchy tunes for the chorus, solos for Santa
and Mr. Snowman and three other characters,
this lively one-act operetta
pleases all! Stage set
and costuming are easy in this production. requiring thirty-five

minutes.

412.40171.

$.75
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(9hristmas Rnthems
s.tz

331·40083

"tALL GLOIY ON HIGH (Sop. solo, Aust,ian
George Lynn

432-.cOO66 ,_ .....•

.16

331-40043

CANDLE IN THE WINDOW
Lynn

.16

332-40085

CIIRISTMAS CAROL
(lerambault·Mlles

.15
.16

331·40071

CIIRISTMAS FANTASY
Verrall

311-40083

.10

CHIISTMAS HYMN
McKoy

JJl-40074

.15

THE 0001 CAROL
Lovelace

331-15JJ9

.15

IN EXCEUIS DEOI (SSlAnDB)
lip.

_16

311·40099

"tGLORIOUS MYSTEIY SUBLIME (0 Ma9num Myllerium)
G.brl.II·Lynn
311-40063
tGO TELL IT ON THE MOUNtAINS (SAB)
Lynn
"tGOD IElT YOU MEllY,
Lynn
(For four choirs,
Adult Mixed)

.11

311·40089

.18

GENTLEMEN

Junior,

tWestminster

311-40094
Junior

High
•

Senior

331-40071

.16

IN THE SILENCE OF YIIE WINTEI NIGHT
Ipp.lII.ff.l"noff
And.n .. 311·11640

.10

.18

311-40011

BEHOLD, A SIMPLE TENDEI BAlE
Nagle

S.16

.16

High

and

NOW THE PEAL OF CHIISTMAS
N.gl.

"tJESUS, BOIN IN BETIILEA
S,,"

3 \1·40093

JUNIOR CHOII CIIRISTMAS COUftTION
Lynn

331·40081

.11

_11

THE UMB AND JESUS SLEPt
H.II

331·40036

.16

LORD JESUS, IN TilE WINTER TIME
M.rryn1t

331-15336

.16

NOWEll WE SING
Sellew

311-11639

.16

o

CHRISTMAS, BlEllED BY HEAVEN
Hopkins
MY DIEI HEll,

lAW YOU NEVEl IN 1lIf TWILIGHT
BI.k.
SHEPHEIDS, WI
THE SONG
0",,1,
OF THf SlY
6od1t1l·P.g.
THIEE CHRISTMAS WOU (Ii>urtb 501)
Wbll.I,ud

YOUNG JESUS SWEll
N.gl.

ON CHRISTMAS DAY
Slrlcklond

.15

331·40078

.15

OF THE COVERLET
I"k.f.ller

SING NOEll

311·40097

.18

331-40044

.15
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Goergo LJI'
CHIISTMAS lTlEET
Mmyoff
o COM£, All YE F1ITHF1IL
0'0._11

.16

ONLY A MANGER

THEODORE

seleclions

PRESSER CO.,

10

332·15340 .12

d f price
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33240086 .12
332-15111 .Il
31240030 .16

Here's What Choirmasters Say:
"These arrangements are the best of their kind I
have ever seen. They should fill a real need for the
director who wants to develop genuine taste and
appreciation for good church music."
REV. HERBERT C. GREE«LAND
Chairman of Music & Worship Commission
Methodist Conference of New York City
"In my twenty years of volunteer choir work, I have
never found any other arrangements of sacred music
which compare to these, They have taken the drudgery out of Choir practice."

Mmyoff
T.laldl'

Dept. EOC.l1.51

33240029 .16
31240021 .11

DILMORE

Edgewood Park Methodist Church
Wheeling, West Virginia
"My. choir and congregation
are thrilled with your
mUSIc. I am going to build an entire library of your
wonderful anthems for every Sunday in the year."
MRS. R. C. SCHINDLER
Christ Ev. Luth. ChuTch
Milton, Penna.
"This series is the best thing that has happened to
choral music in years, It makes possible the singing
of otherwise too difficult but desirable and lovely
numbers."

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

MRS. FRANK MADSEN

Windermere Union Church
Orlando, Florida

ETUDE-NOVEMBER

1951

JAMES ALLAN DASH

A

SENSATION IN the world of choral music. Never before has a
new choral series met with such universal and overwhelming
acclaim. Here for the first time a nationally distinguished musician
has squarely faced the problem of the volunteer choruses and produced an entire library of really singable selections.

Here are the immortal pages of the Masters so skillfully arranged
that all the charm and beauty are retained ... even enhanced, while
unnecessarily difficult passages are eliminated.
In one short season these splendid arrangements have brought
new life til dispirited choirs and choruses in every state in America,
every province in Canada and in places as distant as Alaska
Hawaii, India, Egypt, Brazil, Cuba, Argentina, South Afric~
and Greenland.
Think what it can mean to your choir! Rehearsal without drudgery ... performances without worry ... a new era of truly pleasurable singing. (\ 3c stamp will bring you the handsome 100 page
catalog showmg the full first page of each of these beautiful
selections. Let the music itself convince you. Mail the coupon
below, today,

312.40021 .12

RUTH

CHIISTMAS lTlEET

Choir Coll1l98 selection,

Send all orders for tne obove

31240031 .16

MEN'S VOICEs--FOUR PAlT

SING WE NOWEll
Marryolt

31240031 .16

UNISON

"m
311·40010

332-153381.16

33240030 .Il
1I1Inl
"WilEN CHRISTMAS MORN IS DAW'l11G (llAT!I
Sol.".
33240011 11

TREBLE vOiCes-TWO

331·40071

"tONE EVENING IN WINTER
Doddy

$15

UNTO THIS lOSE

WOL

James Allan Dash
Choral Arrangements
Are Acclaimed
The World Around!

PfR COP~

SUI

(Unison chorus, With Sweetesl Songs of Joy. 0 Blu•• d
Saviour, MOd: Birthed a Littl. Son, Come ond a. Joyful,
The Shepher s Carol)

o

,., , .......

and (9arols
311·40036

HAIII

C"ol)
311·40086

ANGEll, FROM THE IEAlMS OF GLORY
Rasley

HAllOWED NIGHT
Hernrled

In two acts a.nd five scenes, with two boysand
one girl in solo roles and any number in the
choruses, the usual story is reversed, in that
ante gets the presents. Among the several
dances, one by Penguins adds a unique touch.
Time. one hour,

$.75

SATB Unless Otherwise Specified

"ALL WERE THERE
George Lynn

"A capella

This delightful,
familiar music is simply arranged to accompany an interesting playletreo
quiring six minor characters. Each danceof the
ballet may be interpreted creatively. Anynumber
may be used in the party scene. Forty.five
minutes.

$.75

Merry Christmas, Mr. Snowman

"tGLOIIA

Operettas

SEND fOR THEMATIC CATALOG TODAY!
.....................................................................................................

SEND fOR

fRlf

CATALOG

THE

1"0

BALTIMORE MUSIC

Co., 325 N. Charles

se.,

Baltimore 1, Md.

Please send me my FREE copy of the James Allan Dash Thematic
Catalog ~ontaining_the ENTIRE first page of the 96 Dash Arrangements WIth a cross mdex of composers and titles, I understand that
receiving this booklet places me UNDER
NO OBLIGATION
WHATSOEVER
to the Baltimore Music Company.
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These arc just a few of the questions
every thoughtful person wants to ask
before choosing a piano for the home.
By asking them, you will get more
piano value for your money, and assurancc that your choice will give you
lasting musical satisfaction.
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Piano Coursein

Authorities are agreed that
this "NEW"
SHEFTE
COURSE is SHEfTE'S best
work and the greatest lor.
ward step in the nation.
wide movement to MOD.
ERNIZE and SIMPLIFY
piano insrruction.
VOLUMES 1-2-3
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volume
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The booklet. "How to Choose the
Best Piano," answers 20 important
questions people ask most often. They
arc answers you should know before
making
a final decision.
Send the
coupon for your free copy, today.
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the lovely SYMPHONIC,
the superb
CATHEDRAL.
Send for illustrated
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nearest dealer. Priced
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Sl07S, plus tax and freight.
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famous, too, for built.to-plan
PlPE
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Symphony

Filar

and Rudolf Firviolinists
Szvmon Cold-

kusny;
berg and Werner Lyw~n; and cellist John Martin.
The opening concert of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra on
October
5 was dedicated to the
memory of the late distinguished
conductor
of that organization,
Serge
Koussevitaky.
Charles
Munch, beginning his third season
An easy-to-play Estey Organ quickly be- as conductor
of the Boston Symcomes the center of social and cultural
phony, directed
the orchestra
in
pleasure
in the Home, School,
Club, Mozart's
"Masonic
Funeral
Church, Lodge or Orchestra.
Young or March,"
Strauss'
"Death
and
old create their own wonderful
music
Transfiguration,"
and Tchaikovon a budget-priced
Estey.
sky's "Symphony
Pathetique."
Pierre
Monteltx,
noted symTeachers, especially, favor the Estey
phony conductor,
late in the sumbecause it presents none of the problems
mer gave a unique concert at his
of some of the more intricate
organs.
School
in Hancock,
Anyone who can playa
piano can play conductor's
an Estey! The beginner's
sense of tone Maine, when he presented
a fiftyis quickly acquired,
because an ESley piece symphony
orchestra with 12
is always in tunc. Practice is a pleasure.
conductors
taking part.
The
Philadelphia
Orchestra,
Choose a compact, space-saving model
with Eugene Ormmuly on the
to match your budget ... from the portpodium,
opened
its 52nd season

Teacher-Salesmen-If
you are an
organ teacher and have a car at
your disposal,
you can
make
money both in teaching
and in
selling populal'-priced
Estey Organs. Write for details and open
territories.
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Mitchell conductal', which opened its 21st sea·
son on October
23, will include,
as a highlight
of its anniversary
observation,
the first complete pre·
sentation
of Beethoven's
cycle of
seven
concertos,
never
before
given in anyone
season in Wash·
ington. The artists to appear with
the orchestra
are pianists
Wil·
Ham
Kapell,
Ania
Dorfmann,
Emerson
Meyers,
Jorge
Bolet,

)faicr

G.,hrkens

qual.

The
National
Orchestra, Howard
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The "NEW" SHEFTE
RAPID COURSEin
MODERN PIANO PLAYING

CORPORATION
10, Vermont

100 Yeors Of Fine Organ

Z1eij
ETUDE-NOVEMBER

Making

ORGANS

1951

CO~1PETITIONS

on October 5 and 6. An imposing
list of soloists for the season includes Claudio Arrau,
Alexander
Brailowsky,
Oscar Levant, Nathan
Milstein,
Rudolf Serkin,
Maryan
Filar, Agi- Jambor,
Marital
Sing.
her, Nadia Koutzen, Marcel Tabuteau, and the new concertmaster,
Jacob Krachmalnick.
Seven new
members
are among
the
104
mUSICIanS of the orchestra,
Fritz Busch, internationally
known opera conductor,
died suddenly in London on September
14.
Mr. Busch was a conductor
for
the Metropolitan
Opera,
and the
Glyndbourne
Opera in England.
His last performance
was with the
Glyndbourne
company on September 8 when he conducted
Mozart's
"Don
Giovanni,"
the final per·
formance
of the Edinburgh
Festival.
Arturo Toscanini has returned
to New York from an extended
visit to Italy, and will make his
first appearance of the season condueling
the NBC Symphony
on
November
3. A series of 12 concerts has been scheduled.
Ernest Krenek will conduct
the premiere of his Fourth Piano
Concerto
with the Cologne
Symphony
this season with Miriam
Molin, American pianist, as soloist. His double concerto for violin,
piano and chamber orchestra
will
be presented
in Donaueschingen,
Germany,
with Mara and Anahid
Ajemian taking the solo parts.

Take advantage

America's
tastest-selttng
elementary piano books!

additional books you may wish will
be sent postage prepaid at 40~ each
book.

31 BOOKS:
_BALLET MUSIC
_CHILDREN'S HYMNS
_CHILDREN'S SONGS
_CHOPIN PIECES
_CHRISTMAS SONGS
_CLASSIC GEMS
_COWBOY
MUSIC
_EASTER MUSIC
_FOLK SONGS
_STEPHEN FOSTER
_GAY
NINETIES
_HYMNS
_IRISH MELODIES
_LULLABIES
_LATIN
AMERICANA
---.MARCHES
_THE MIKADO
---.MINUETS
---.MUSICAL GEMS
_NUTCRACKER SUITE
_OLD TIME WALTZES
_PIANO
FAVORITES
_H.
M. S. PINAFORE
_POLKAS
_SACRED MELODIES
_SERENADES
_SONG
FAVORITES
_SONGS OF FAITH
_SPIRITUALS
_STRAUSS WALTZES
_TCHAIKOVSKY WALTZES
_WALTZES
fach book 40~
Cut Out and Mall Today~
(Good on ,hi. form only)
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offer good until Dec. I, 1951). Any

(For details, write to sponsor listed)

• Purple Heal·t Songwriting Awards. Popular, standard
or sacred
songs. First prize, $1000; second prize, $500; four prizes of $250 each.
Closing date not announced. Order of the Purple Heart, ~30 w.
54th St., N. Y. C.
• Sacred vocal solo, 5·10 minutes in length, with accompaniment
of
organ and one solo instrument.
Prize, $100. Closing date, Feb. 1,
1952. H. W. Gray Co. will publish winning work. Church of the
Ascension, Secretary Anthem Competition, 12 W. 11th St., N. Y. C.
• Four·voice setting for congregational
singing, of Psalm 100. Prize
$100. Closing date February 29, 1952. Thomas H. Hamilton
Mon.
mouth College, Monmouth, Illinois.
'

with

series

Select any single book which will be
mailed to you absolutely free. (This

• Rome Prize Fellowships, $3,000 for one year's study in Rome of
classics and the fine arts. Closing date for 1952·53 scholarships, ·Jan.
1, 1952. American Academy, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y. C.
• Marian Anderson Scholarships
for vocal study. Closing date not
announced.
Marian Anderson Scholarship
Fund, c/o Miss Alyse
Anderson, 762 S. Martin St., Philadelphia
46, Pa.
• "The Friends of Harvey Gaul" 5th anllual composition contest.
Easter vocal solo or duet, prize $300; composition for harp, prize
$200. Closing date, Dec. 1, 1951. Friends of Harvey Gaul Contest,
Victor Saudek, chairman, 315 Shady Avenue, Pittsburgh
6, Pa.
• Chorus for male voices by an American composer. Prize, $100.
Closing date, Jan. 1, 1952. Mendelssohn Glee Club, 154 W. 18th St.,

N. Y. C.

of this unusual,

special offer to get- acquainted

I
I
I

CHAS. H. HANSENMUSIC CO. I
Sox 92, NEW HYDE PARK, L. I., N. Y.
•
r
'

Gentlemen:
Please send my Iree Jumbo Note Book
checked above.

51".

I
I
I
I

P.S::.Enclosed find $
forthe
additional books in quantities che,ked.

I
f

Name
Address;_________
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~

I
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I
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1844. Adolphe Sax visited him in
his Paris villa to demonstrate a
new model of his saxophone. Rossini turned to a friend, Troupenas
by name, and observed : "You will
hear the most perfect. wind instrument, the saxophone, la plus belle
pale de sons que je connaisse."
This episode is found in a contemporary biography of Rossini. The
author emphasizes that Rossini's
remark was reported verbatim.

"
ETUDE SUBSCRIPTION
When you say "MclTY Christmas" with Etude you
are provildimg Chri
rrs t mas c'heer every month of the
year. To those interested in music, there is .no. finer
gift than Etude. You give $60 worth of mUsIC III addition to entertaining and constructive articles. How
else can you give so much for so little, so easily.
To each one you remember with a gift subscription,
Etude will send a cheery greeting card in your name,
timed to arrive in the Christmas mails.
I YEAR-$3 50
* 2 YEARS-$6.00
* 3 YEARS-$a.ao
TWO I YEAR-Ib.OO
EACH ADDITIONAL'
YEAR-IJ.OO
ADD'L. POSTAGE,CANADA-.25¢
PERYR.• FOREIGN-II.OO
PER YR.

RATES:

To enter a g'ift subscription,

fill in the order

blank bound else-

where in this issue and mail with your remittance

to ...

the music magazine

BRYN

MAWR.

PENNSYLVANIA

FIRST YEAR IN MUSIC
with BIG NOTES and WORDS
Parade 01 the
Wooden Soldiers
Play Fiddle Play
Poinciana
Rancho Grande. EI
Song 01 the Islands
Tango of ROBes
There11 Be Some
Changes Made
Toymaker's Dream
Yours
Price 35c Each

Amapola
Andalucia
Down South
Fraaquita Serenade
Glow-Worm
Ida Sw~~~: Cider
.m the Little Red
School House
Love's Own Sweet
Song
Malaguena
Paper Doll

PIANO DUET ALBUMS
Vol, 1

Vol. II

Chimes of Sprinq
Elegie
EI Rancho Grande
Dancing Doll

Country

Gardens

Mattinata
Cielito
Lindo
Ich Liebe Dich
Liebestraum

Star of the Sea

75¢
AND OTHER

SElECTIONS CAREFULLY
FOR BEGINNERS

CHOSEN

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
RCA Bldg •• Radio City. New York. N. Y.

NICOL~S
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SLONIMSKY

of Johann Nepomuk
is remembered nowadays only through his surviving
piano studies. But in his timehe was a contemporary of Beethoven-he
was regarded
as a
great master. The first edition of
Grove's Dictionary describes him
bluntly as "a classic of the piano.
forte-but a dull classic ... quite
incapable of humor or of passion,
but fully equipped with every musical virtue that can be acquired
by steady plodding," and sums up
his personality as "expressly cut
out for the hero of respectable
mediocrity." The subsequent editions of Grove eliminated this
vivid estimate in favor of a feetual account.

T Hummel
HE

ANS VON BULOW

H

in"

practical

.enjoyed pla~~
Jokes

on

his

friends~ In the 1380's, when the
problem of the Bulgarian
throne
occupied the attention of the European powers, he telegTa~hed to
Gutmann, the Vienna publisher of
Bruckner's music: "At popular reo
quest, Anion Bruckner h.as"~een
elected the Czar of Bulgaria.
I'he
teicg'ram arrived during the night,
and routed poor Gutmann out of
bed. Two hours
later, another
telegram arrived, saying: "Anton
J the Czar of the Bulgars, was
received with gr-eat enthu iasm ill
Sofia. and 11<:'salready formed hi
first ~abinct." A list of members
of the cabinet was added, which
included the names of Bruckn r'$
friends and followers.
A st,ulell.L ill Dvorak's Ina tcr
class ill composition at the Prague
Conscrvatory
asked him why he
insisted
on writing
symphonies
always in four movements. In reo
ply~ Dvorak spread out the flllgers
of his right hand, and said: "God
gave us five fingers. Why not four
or six? Well, Beethoven gave {our
movcments to a symphony. Three
movemcnts are too few; five. loa
many." But Josef Suk~ DVOfltk's
favorite pupil, who later married
Dvorak~s daughtel-. wrote a sym·
phony in five movements!

•
most intriguing
pieces of symphonic
music is
the set of Elgar's "Variations
on an
Original Theme. Op. 36," subtitled
"Engima,"
in which each varia·
tion is dcsignated by cryptic initials. Elgar explained:
"I have
sketched.
{or their
amusement
and mine, the idiosyncrasies
of
fourteen of my friends, not necessarily musicians." For some years,
a guessing contest went on throuO'h.
o
out the music world as to who is
who in Elgar's Enigma Variations,
until finally their identity was disclosed.

O

NE

OF

Til E

Elgar l,robubly did not realize
that be was not the first to write
this type of musical cryptogram.
j\s long ago as 1325, Boosey and
Co. published in London a piem
suite by Cipriuni Potter, the noll'
completely
Iorgoucn composer.
\\ ho cn j yed great reputation in
England
in the carly nineteenth
c ntury. Thc tit!
r the piece was
"The
EllifYlIw-VariatiollS and
Funtn in on n Favorite Irish Air
for the Pieuo Forte, in the Stj'!e
()f
Ftve Emiucru Artists, Com·
posed and D di ·ttl cl to the Orig.
iunls by ipr inui Potter." The 00t
O'UC$"
as to the identity o[ the
oofl\,
min nt artists," were llie,
Kalkbrenner
ranter, Ro~ini.
nu I ~Io. 'hrl".

•
II F.

'rtlon~IIIP o[ the famous
~ollg f the Ib'~.)(r$, Tarara·
\

bCC8Jl1' Ih· subject III
n -t ion ill En~lnlld in IB9'1
Th
i\luoi nl
uri r reported.
,h(' lime: " \ mot ion had been made
hl' SI1t;~urd..
olll))an)' to r~train
1iart Pa,t n and others [rompub.
li.hing the IntH ,ill) .nd popoln
~OrttT. kno\\ n b) it:':lidiotic refum.
·Tnrnrnboomdc8'.'
The pieceh~
he 11 running
t1~roughthe mu9c
hnll. like "ildfirc .• nd the hear·
inO' of the case brought an Un·
men~
rowd to the court.The d:
fendanls
produced an affidal1l
from flora ~Ioon~. \,ho sars ~
:5ung th :same song .III th e (.ilul
lnl
n fnr bnck • 18&l·11<
fun am in when counsel."(1~
his high and dr I gal \·~ice.reaJ
the words. The textllTHlltssol~
d 1iv r b' the hl\I)'cr were1J1't'
. 'bl COIllIC.
. all d IIIe ,,,....
SbLJ
~r~'ta'O,
IJoomtlc(ly

('Ol! rt

roared. and there \~u.san att~
to join in al the choru~. '" tk
,\ a~ ~lernly repr -sed by
ourt."
U!'/, It Ross;"i, who "a~~
great gourmet. \\'i~hed.to e.~
his appreciation of IUU5~C. ~o ID
u~ed ga~troL1ol11ical ~e5.
G
.
..Jt...
D~_VOVf:.I/B£R /9,

·1

ET

NAME

Hummel may have been humorless and solemn in life. But
there is plenty of unconscious humor in his quaint advice to young
piano students in his manual published in Vienna in 1828, and in
Boston in 1835. "The pupil must
sit opposite to the middle of the
keyboard/' the instruction reads~
"at a distance of fro111 six to ten
inches, according to his stature,
and the length of his arms; so
that the right hand may conveniently reach the highest, and the
left hand the lowest keys, without
altering the position of the body
... Unbecoming habits should be
carefully avoided; as, holding the
face too near the book, biting the
lips, nodding the head to mark
the time, opening or distorting the
mouth, etc., as they are prejudi.
cial to the health and contrary to
gracefulness of demeanor."
e.

pianist
Iworth his salt wasevcry
supposed to
N OLDEN

TIMES,

be able to render an agreeable im·
provisation.
Johann
Nepomuk
Hummel was justly regarded as
an eminent artist in this unique
field. He tells how he acquired his
skill: "I made myself master of
playing on the instrument; of harETUDE-NOVEMBER

mony, with all its applications; of
the art of modulating correctly
and agreeably;
of enharmonic
transition. By a diligent study of
the best ancient and modern compositions, I had already acquired
taste, invention of melody, ideas,
together with the art of arranging, connecting, and combining
them. In the evening, during the
hours of twilight, I occupied myself with extemporizing on the
pianoforte, sometimes in the free,
and at other times, in the strict
or fugal style; giving myself up
entirely to my own feelings and
invention. When by degrees, the
taste and judgment were correctly
formed, and when, after a couple
of years' quiet study in my chamber, I had acquired dexterity and
confidence, and certainty and ease
of executing, mechanically with
the fingers, what the mind had
suggested-I
ventured to externporize before a few persons only,
some of which were connoisseurs,
others unacquainted with the science. When I had succeeded in
satisfying both parties equally, I
ventured to offer myself before
the public. From that moment, I
have always felt less embarrassment in' extemporizing before an
audience of two or three thousand
persons, than in executing any
written composition to which I
was slavishly tied down."
To this account, Hummel adds
sententiously:
'Time,
Patience,
and Industry, lead to the Desired
End."
Hummel was a good businessman, and made flowery dedications of his works to the royalty,
to the rich, and to the noble. He
dedicated his piano mallual to
two monarchs at once: the German edition to Czar Nicholas I of
Russia, and the French edition to
Charles X of France.

Vladimir

Horowitz at the Steinway

PHOTOC;R~PH BY ~ORIMI

SltCtL

For your home:
the piano chosen by
the world's great artists
To perform at his best, the gifted
aItist requires the finest piano made.
That is why the Stein way is the
exclusive choice of virtually every
famous musician.
Yet this magnificent piano is pri·
marily for the home. The nation's
foremost music teachers enlhusiastically recommend it for the beginner
and experienced performer alike.
Only the Steinway has the Acceler·
ated Action, so responsjve to the
touch; and the Diaphragmatic

Sound board, which helps create big
piano tone in even the smalJest
Steinway Vertical
The standard of piano perfection
for nearly a century, the Stein way
will, with proper care, serve for
generations. In terms of abiding
rewards, it is the wisest piano investment you can make! For a free
copy of our illustrated booklel,
"How to Choose Your Piano," write
to Stein way & Sons, Stein way Hall.
109 W. 57th Sl., New York 19, N. Y.

e

WHEN
Artur Nikisch conducted
concerts in Moscow early in
the century, he was greeted in public places like a prima donna.
After one of his concerts, he went
with a group of friends to a restaurant. Immediately, the restaurant orchestra stopped playjng,
and the first violinist asked Nikisch
to conduct a Strauss Waltz. ~'I
have no baton:" said Nikisch. Then
someone handed him a rose with
the words: "Here~s a litting baton
for you!" Nikisch obliged, and
led the orchestra through the "Blue
Danube Waltz~" gently waving the
red flower.

The Stelnway is used exclusively
by Curzon,
Firkusny,
Magaloff, Skolovsky,
Smit, Solomon,
Tellschik

Brothers,

Webster.

and

many

others.

Illustrated is the Model "S" Grand in Mahogany.
Now you may purchase a Steinway at convenient
terms. Your local Steinway dealer is fisted in the
classified

telephone directory.

~
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enjoy the beauty of

lJlusic Love,-'s

HIGH·FIDELITY MUSIC

BOOKSHELF

from Records or Radio

By THOMAS

By

Schubert:

Die

Willterreise

Cycle

select your high-fidelity
custom audio components
at.
Now you can enjoy brilliant highfidelity reproduction of recorded and
radio music at low cost. Make the proper
selection of audio components with ~he
expert counsel of ALLIEO'Shigh-fidelity
custom specialists ... own a fine systef!!
that meets your precise needs and grat ifies your own personal listening ,tastes.
ALLIED supplies all the quality lines of
high-fidelity amplifiers, speakers, FM
and AM radio tuners, a-speed record
changers and accessories ... plus Cll,stom
cabinet furniture to blend beautIfully
with your home furnishings. Assembly
of components into a complete custom
home music system is very simple-and
substantial savings are assured.

Everything in Recorders
for effective musical training
•

." ,;'
.

It'seasyandecono~ical to record instrumental
music and
, voice with ALLIED
equipment.
To help
you own this perroa·

_

nent, invaluable
,

for study

and

cism, ALLIED offers complete li.nes of professional quality tape and dlSC recorders as well as all accessories. Take adva~tage
of our experience
i,n this
specialized field-own the eqUIpment
that exactly suits your requirements at
lowest cost.
~212-PAGE

......u.:I CATALOG

Largesl

of

unsur-

passed
values in quality apparatus.
Write
today for your free complete ALLIED catalog.

•
I

I
I

: 833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 54-l-1
I Chicago 7, Illinois

1
:

:
I

I

Please send FREE 1952
ALLIED Catalog.
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The Rise of English Dpcra
By Eric Walter White

GAS COYNE
D,'o'i.ii.k: Mllehrische
from Mortlv;a)

Klaeuge

(SOl/gil

d
Marta Fuchs, soprano, .al~
~V1argarete Klose, contra~to, JOI.n
their voices in presennng
t~IS
series of thirteen
duets which
breathe the atmosphere
of the
composer's native country. These
charming and innocent number
are ziven a truly worthy presentation °and the two artists ar ably
assisted by Michael Raucheisen at
the piano. (Urania Record,
ne
lO-inch disc.)

Bremen artist.type
pianos

Bartok:

lt1.ikrokosmos

This record is one of the first
to be issued in Columbia's new
series "Meet the Composer." It includes 35 of the collection of 153
short pieces written by the late
noted Hungarian
composer as
studies for the pianist. They are
short, but in spite of their brevity,
they have solid musical worth.
The composer plays his own work
in a highly sensitive performance.
(Columbia, 12-inch disc.)
Quartet,

Op. 64

Composed in 1938 this opus
by the Viennese Ernst Toch. is presented in a quite satisfactory recording !JY the American. Art
Quartet llnth the composer lumself
at the piano. (Aleo, 12-inch disc.)
(I"d FOltr VariaKmn/llermus;.k
No.4,

Themi?

The Theme and Four Van ations C'The Four Temperaments")
which fill one side of this record is
given a sympathetic reading by the
Vienna Symphony directed by
Henry Swoboda, with the piano
solo played by Frank Holetschek.
On the reverse side the composer's
Kammermusik No. 4 receives a
splendid interpretation
by the
Winterthur
Orchestra also conducted by Mr. Swoboda. This work
is sometimes referred to as a violin
concerto, because of the prominence given to this instrument.
The extended violin passages are
handled in a highly skilled manner
by Peter Rybar. (V?estminster, one
12-inch disc.)

Classic Ail's:

.

In these days of long playing
records, the vocalist must giv a
reaular recital in order to fill all
Ih; space on the slow moving eli .
And thus it happens that th r ar
any number of recorded song recitals lurning up. Among th be t
of these is a disc made by erara
Souzay, the French baritone wh
gave such an arresting account of
himself in his Town Hall re ital
last season. The recordinO" includes works by Handel, Monteverdi,
Lully,
Beethoven
(In
Questa Tomba Osell,ra), Debuss)
and Ravel (Three
Don QuixOI
songs). The singer is accompanied
by the Orchestre de la Societe des
Concerts du Conservatoire
de
Pari5, conducted by Edouard Lindenberg. The reproduction is wellnigh perfect. (London,
one 12inch disc.)

Bremen

.pinet

piano is a SUperior

musical in.tfumenc-your
kty
(0 a lifetime
er mu.ical enjoyment.

Ol'g31l

Music

Dietrich Buxtehude, predecessor
of Bach, is represented on records
by a series of organ pieces as
played by the distinguished organist, Robert Noehren at the console
of the beautiful organ of the Grace
Episcopal Cblll"ch in Sandusky_
Ohio. The selections
include a
Choral Prelude, A1agnificat Primi
Toni, the choral
fantasia
Wie
Schoen Leuchtet der M or genstern J
and Fugues ill D major and F.
sharp lnino/". Organ students in
listening to this record will very
likely note with surprise
that
some of (Continued
on Page 10)

brochure.

BI"~tn~n o6~", f~tu"''''''t1,pedaldiJcolll\l.
Wl"he fOI"""me.ollo("Df
(.I',Uhoritcddtaltr.

Bremen Pi no Corpor~lion
Department
E
aTfoll Ave., Chicago 12

eu,.

.. "AnION

posrc,uD

BALDWIN·WALLACE
CONSERVATDRY
OF MUSIC
BERE .... OHIO

BUXlehude:

offer (or the

studio or home the beauty
of artistic 'tyUng ... the beautyo(
rich, 5padc.1ing tone. Built to the
most exactinJt .tandards ... the

Wr lte for (rtt

Op. 36, No.3.

equipment.

stocks

J

Hans Hottel', baritone w 10
sang last season with the Metropolitan Opera Company, has recorded this Schubert work, considered by many the greatest song
cycle by any composer. Michael
Raucheisen is the able accompanist: and toaether these two artists
'0
.
I
present the various emotl.ona
points of the music in a highly
competent manner. (Decca, two
12-inch discs.]

Hindemith:
tions;
and

Use Ihe complete
1952
ALLIED Buying Guide to
everything
in high-fidelity
radio, recording and reproducing
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.

Toch: Piallo
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SAROYA - ONOfRE I

By Hugo

STUDWl

Voice-Repertoire
Opera Workshop
Beginners
200

to fini,h.d artish

5Btlt St .. HI'" York 1'. N. Y.

West

==
DILLER-QUAILE
School

of Music

Teacher Training and General
Musidonthip Counts

66 Eo.t

BO

St.

New

The "rise" of English opera
is something of a misnomer,
that particular art-form having
been moribund from Purcell
to Benjamin Britten. English
opera is, as Mr. Britten himself points out in his introduction to the book, "the Cinderella of the arts ... The three
things English opera needs, as
does any opera, are business
organization (including cash),
public good will and composers
to write new operas. Never yet
1Il
this country have these
three things coincided."
On the other hand, un-operatic England is as opera·
minded as the United States.
While the native opera languished, all sorts of impre.
sarios, from Handel to John
Christie of Glyndebourne and
the Covent Garden Opera Trust
have busied themselves with
Italian and German opera. And
from time to time daring ex·
perimenters have brought forth
operas in the native tongueDr. Pepusch's "Beggar's Opera," the romantic operas of
M. W. Balfe, and a host of
other works now forgotten. If
the experiments have mostly
ended in failure, the record of
the failures is nevertheless a
fascinating one. Mr. White's
narrative is illustrated with
many rare prints of long·dead
actors in performances of long.
abandoned works.
Philosophical Library
$6

York21.N.Y.

ETUDE-NOVEMBER

J..
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Leichtentritt

The immense subject of musical form is presented here ·with
ease and clarity by a musicologist of world-wide renown. Dr.
Leichtentritt considers in turn
the song forms and their relation to the polka, waltz, mazurka: minuet and other evolved
dance forms; the fugue, invention and similar contrapuntal
forms; the suite, beloved of
Bach, Handel and their contemporaries; theme and variaETUDE-NOVEMBER

1951

NIfd l/uJJJjv~Okf~
you can own
and Elay

FAULKNER

tions, rondo-form; the sonata,
both in its rudimentary early
form and in its later elaboration; and the vocal forms to
be found in opera.
Dr. Leichtentritt's lucid presentation of all these matters is
proof of his copious knowledge
-since
foggy writing is generally the result of foggy thinking or insufficient learning.
The book is valuable for anyone
interested
in knowing how
musical works are put together.
Harvard Il niuersiiv Press, $'6.50
The
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If you think fine organs are only for the
wealthy) you have a pleasant surprise coming! The magnificent new Wurlitzer Home
Organ, a complete instrument) sells for no
more than many fine pianos do!
Maybe you've never played an organ before. All right. Even beginners can learn,
start right out playing beautiful music, with
Wurlitzer's new easy lesson book-the
world's fastest, most modern organ course.
Send coupon today for full information.

Scherchen

This is a fascinating book
that could only have been written by a thoroughgoing German
musician of the old school. It
is earnest, dogmatic: arrogant
with a peculiarly Teutonic intellectual arrogance, opinionated, obscure, frequently wrongheaded and often serving up as
indisputable fact things which
are at most matters of opinion.
The book recalls Dorothy
Thompson's famous observation
that the average German intellectual is a brilliantly culti.
vated person who also is a
complete fool, building elabo.
rate dialectical structures upon
hypotheses which a child could
demolish.
Mr. Scherchen fairly takes
one's breath away in his introduction with the calm statement that "it is unfair to call
the 18th century the century .Jf
mathematics and philosophy.
Its real significance lies in the
fact that then for the first time
music achieved complete maturity." To see this as the "real
significance" of a century that
witnessed, in addition to mathematics and philosophy, the
world·shaking discoveries 0:£
James Watt and Benjamin
Franklin, the Declaration of
Independence and the French
Revolution, is to suffer from
that scholarly myopia which is
essentially a form of stupidity.
the stupidity of overstuffed
Continued

on ned

_

page
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\Vurlitzer puts at your command
a vast selectiDn Df brilliant tonal
effects. With just basiclessons,yol/
can summon the sounds of twentyfive different orchestral instru.
ments! Built in the traditiDn Df
the "Mighty Wurlitzer," here is a
musical instrument the whole fam.
ily can enjoy.
Exquisite furniture, too. The
new Wurlitzer Home Organ is CDm.
plete) ready to plug in and play the
minute it is deli ,rered tDyour hDme.
Here is America's lowest.priced
standard two-manual organ (two
full 61-note keyboards and 25-note
pedal board) •.• and it's available
on easy terms. Ask your dealer
about generous trade-ins.

WURLmER
World's Lorgesr Builder of Organs ood Pian03
Under One Great Nome

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

The Rudolph Wurlilzer Company
Dept. E-)., North Tonawanda, N. Y. :
Yes. I'd like to know more about the new
Wurlitzer Home Organ and Easr. Coune
Booklet. Please send me full detai 9.
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Slolll___
I

•

•
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MUSIC

LOVER'S
(Continued

Wherever there is music
at its best
there you willfind
the BALDWIN
A hush-fingers touch the keys-the first notes,
clear and majestic, fill the concert hall.
Here, indeed, is the inspired art of a master ••• here,
indeed, is the incomparable tone of the
.
Baldwin piano, the piano preferred by today's leading
concert artists. When you make your selection,
make it for a lifetime of musical pleasure and satisfaction.
Let the considered opinion of experts
be your guide. Choose the Baldwin.
.,..

~

Consult your classified lele.
phone directory for the name
and address of ,'our Baldwin
sales represcntative-or
write
The Baldwin

Piano Compa7/.'Y~

Dept. E-ll, Cincillllati2, Ohio.

1!JalblDin

THE BALDWIN PIANO C~MPANY. CINCINNATI
80ldwin atsQ,.Qujlds ,I~e exquisite Acrosonic
Verticals and Grands.

2, OHIO

Spinet,

and Baldwin Electronic

Hamilton

Organ;

savants who have ko?wledge
but not wisdom, learning but
not common sense.
Mr Scherchen observes that
"Music makes nonsense of the
stale proverb; 'There is nothing
new under the sun. "'I'tb t IS 0 e
hoped it will not be news to
ETUDE readers that this "stale
proverb" is a quotation
from
the Book of Ecclesiastes.
One
suspects Mr. Scherchen
is not
a Biblical scholar.
Moreover
it is a rash man
who will a~sert that there is
anything new under the sun.
Everything that is written about
the music of the Greeks. th
Romans and the ancient Egyptians for example,
is almo t
pure'speculation,
since no. n tation
system
has
survived
which makes sense t modern
musicologists. Many hypothe 5
have been based on pa ages
concerning music in the works
of contemporary
writers,
but
this is a process about as accurate as reconstructing
a
ew
York Philharmonic-Symphony
program from Sinclair Lewi '
description
of Dr. Martin Arrowsmith's
reaction
to an orchestral concert.
Altogether,
"The Nature or
Music" is a baffling, infur iat ing
work that nevertheless manag
to be quite stimulating reading.
Henry Regnery Co.
3.75
Music in the Life of Albert
SchweitzerEtlitell b)' Charles R. Joy

Dr. Albert Schweitzer,
who
combines the piety of a med ieval Anchorite and the versatility
of a Renaissance man, has from
his earliest years been passionately devoted to music. One of
the great organis~s of our time,
he is also famous as a teacher
and has wriUen extensively on a
variety of musical topics.
Now, in this volume, are col.
lected
17
essa)'s
by
Dr.
Schweitzer. They cover a wide
range of subjects. Dr. Schweitzer
recalls his first meeting with
Cosima Wagner.
He wa repelled by her imperious
man.
ner; he felt that, instead of putting guests at their ease, she ex.
pected the homage
due to a
princess.
Without
malice but
with great amusement he chronicles occasions
on which the

BOOKSHELF

LETTeRS

from Page 7)

First Lady of Bayreuth Was
made to appear slightly ridicu.
lous.
Elsewhere,
Dr. Schweitzer
pays tribute to the memory01
his first organ teacher, Ernesl
Munch
(father of the Boston
Symphony
Orchestra's present
conductor,
Charles Munch). He
devotes a series or sevenessays
to the I ife and character of Bach.
And he pleads for a return to
the arched violin-bow or Bach's
day, on which it is possibleto
play on all four strings simul.
taneously-a
feat impossible
with the modern Tourte bo•.
Only
with
thi
bow, Dr.
chweitzcr maintain, cana vio
lini t perf rm Bach's pol,.
J honi
violin works as the comlor
intended them to sound.
A numb r of eSS8}S in the
b k a re concerned with 8 topic
dear tOr.
chweiteer's heart,
rgan
and organ-building, As
an Al at ian, Dr. chweitzerwas
familiar with the practicesof
both Fr neh and
rmanorganbuilder.
If di us es the con,
flictinz
thcoric of these two
seho I of organ-building. reo
veali n thot his sympathiesare
\ h II with the French build,"
and hi ta I unashamedly old
fashion d. H deplores the wids
I r ad u
r the crescendo
p dal and longs (or a return10
tra k r-a tion keyboards. Aur·
on
inter ted in the buildin~
and voicing or organ will be
intere led in what Dr. hweiue
ha to say n this ore.
II the essays reprinted in
thi
volume have apeared in
various
periodicals. but are
"athered
into a book for me
first lime. Each is prefacedhva
complete but unoblrusi,-e.f~re'\ ord from Mr. Jo)' explammg
wh n and how the e55SY 11"115
written and its relation to Dr.
chw j~ r
activities at the
time.
IJ
Harper & Brothers
'\: ago r: .. iClfried Jdyll"

.",1·

Thi
is another of the
lent pocket scores pubfuhed by
Penguin
Books. Their haD:
format, clear printing and~ .
.
est pnce
roa ke th em an 1te.
.
.'
f 0r aDj'o",
wo rth mvesltgal1ng
.
.
d' m 01UJe5
_L
t raI !DU9"
lIllereste

P eTeguin Book.

T
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llDon't Imitate Your Teacher"
Sir; In this month's issue
(Sept. 1951) there occurred one
of the most interesting, timely,
and forcefully written articles I
have ever read; "Don't Imitate
Your Teacher."
The article, by Jerome Hines,
applies not only to voice, but
to any art, be it piano, painting,
dancing or writing.
May I suggest more articles
of this calibre by the same author? He knows what he's talking
about. This type of constructive
and instructive material should
appear more often in print.
I'm sure you will agree with
me that one good article .by an
authority is worth a book of advice from amateurs.
Thank you for a magazine of
music.
Mary Edith Ludwig
Cleveland, Ohio
Music Section
Sir: I like the ETUDE and
it would take a long time to express how much. I've even met
a friend through your Letter Box.
But I've got one little complaint. I wish you could put
more violin music in your music
sheets. I sure hope you can.
Thank you.
Coralie Turner
Milwaukee, Wis.
Sir: My sincere congratulations and thanks for including
sacred solos in the ETUDE Musical Supplement.
Frank Morton
Auckland, New Zealand
Sir: I would like to take this
opportunity to tell you how much
I enjoy "Etude," especially the
music section and the organist's
page, as I am an organ pupil.
Jane E . Widmann
Alingerlands. N. Y.
Adult Study

Sir; Last month you published
an article concerning a 57-year
old Nebraska farm woman's
musical accomplishment. I would
like to tell you my story. I took
my first piano lesson at age thirty,

how much better you'll play
with a famous master-made

EDITOR
1941. Until the advent of radioconcerts, I had never heard a
symphony, never heard a recital,
never attended a concert. We
owned a victrola earlier, but all
our records seemed to feature
singers.
Through the years I learned
to read music for singing purposes in the public schools, and
carrying the melodies in my ear,
learned also to improvise on our
otherwise unused piano.
This was the extent of my
music until at age thirty, with
a family of four, I decided to
study piano. Feeling very foolish, overgrown, I took my first
lesson in 1941.
No one likes to admit lack of
success, but for two years of
study and practice, my score was
pretty much a failure. There
were too many stiff and inflexible muscles and joints, too rigid
an arm. Besides, the music seemed
too difficult. After two years, I
learned that I did have one good
point, i.e., I could memorize
easily. From 1943 to 1946 there
were no piano lessons.
In 1946, with renewed determination I tackled it again. This
time my teacher started me in
a more elementary grade, seeing
that it wasn't "piece playing"
that I wanted. We continued to
battle this tightness and tension
until last year when I decided to
go at music in a more leisurely
fashion.
Something happened after that
point which unlocked the musical door of relaxed playing and
now after a total of seven years
study, I understand what my
teacher means by "letting the
fingers sink into the keys, with
arms dead weight."
In 1950 I took tests from National Guild of Piano Teachers,
La Salle Spier as judge, passing
College A tests. In 1951, passed
College B tests although the
score dropped from 92 to 90 this
year.
As though this doesn't seem
to be enough, I'd like very much
to study at a conservatory, and
work for a diploma. I've even
thought of selfisllly muscling in
on those scholarship auditions.
Edna Ballenger
Salem. N. 1.

WILKANOWSKI
Each and every Wilkanowski violin is the personal production of Mr. W. Wilkanowski, one
of America's greatest living violin makers. As a
result of Mr. Wiikanowski's master craftsmanship and painstaking artistry the violinist has
available an instrument of long lasting beauty
and truly brilliant tonal qualities. For the talented student or the professional seeking a really
fine instrument at a very moderate price there
can be no better choice than.a WILKANOWSKI.

Get complete details of the amazing
Wilkanowski G-day NO RISK trial plan
Best way to appreciate the exceptional tone and
playing qualities of these superb violins is to
actually have one in your home or studio for a
full 6-day trial. You send no money and you
must be completely satisfied within 6 days or
there is no sale. Fill in and mail coupon so we
can rush complete details of the Wilkanowski
violin and the 6-day NO RISK trial plan.

Teachers
Attention!

Illustrated: Tbe lVilkanolllski COOHervatory Vio.
/in. A sle'lder. graceful model with well arrbed
body produdllg a smootb, rirb tOile-No.
7273VioliJl oll[Y-$125 •••
No. 7234 Complete outfit
induding
streamlined
case, genuine Pernambuco
wood bow and arressories, $150 (otber Wi/ka,wlll'
ski IHodels to $175).

r~~e~::;;-Mf9'
~,~;-E~.

t
I

I
I
II

60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

\'Qhy nor see to it that your
students get a chance to
discover how much better
they will play with a Wilkanowski violin. You risk
nothing. Send the coupon
for our special prices and
terms to teachers together
with complete details concerning Wilkanowski violins and the 6 - day NO
RI~K Trial Plan. (Note:
the plan is especially appealing
to
parents with
moderate incomes).

Teacher

0

Student

0

II

Professional

II

Nam"____________
AddresL'

I

I

Please rush me withaut any obligation on my part complete information concerning famous Wilkanowski
violins together with fuJI details of your 6-day
NO RISK tr!al plan. I have your assurance that no sales representative
will
call on me In connection with this offer without my express consent.

o

_

City-----------

L_

DE_NOVEMBER 19'1
J ,6

I

Stote

~-------_~

THE FRED GRETSCH MFG.
exclusive U. S. distributors

tor Wilkanowski

co.
violins
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_

I
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~. CHILDREN'S GARLAND of
CHRISTMAS CAROLS
by Mabel
.

,.

Besthoff
Carols with words. music, and

t

Ch ns mas
An ilIu!trated
collection 0 f
.
.
b
res
Contents
!lCuy piano occompanlmenl.
lum (I no
.
ORlO
BEUS, THE FIRST NOWEll,
JOY TO THE W.
fAITHFUL, ond of hers .•••..•..•.•..•....••.....•

. I d.
Inc u e.
0 COME

JINGLE
ALL YE

'

2S

. ...•.••••

CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS
30 Christmas Carols and Hymns - C hor Ies OIe· kens 't s ory. "A Ch,i,tmcu Carol,"
60
plus "TWos The Night Before Christmas:'
lei to music, and other featurel.
••

CHRISTMAS.

A CHRISTMAS
STORY

MUSIC

'or Piano 5.10
Call_ned alld Arrang."
JUNE WEYI.,ONT
.60
.ook One-Secular ..••...
.ook Two-Sacred ,', , , , ••• .7S

by

.v

The

HARRIEr

Story

NORDHOlM

of the

Nativity.

most

Selected, fingered

12-il1ch

YOUR CHOPIN

THINKING

BOOK

MAIER and
.RADSHAW

Essential, eA'ective finger exercises for
the development of pionistic control
and facility ..•.......•..•...
1.00
I • •

I
Sequence·Natu,al

Uninterrupted

Progression

.60
..
each I.DO
.. 1.00

MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER
GRADES ONE • TWO • THREE • FOUR
MICHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE..
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNICBooks 1, 2
·

HAZEL COBB

Piano

ACQUAINTED

REASON

KEYBOARD

with the

• Book One: PRACTICE PAnERNS
• Book Two: SCALE PATTERNS

A Learning

diec.)

TIre Rurher

0/ Seville

The

WOII"'" ill

.ach

book

7S¢

Music Program

by FLORENCE FENDER BINKLEY
MY MUSIC DRAWING
BOOK .••••.••••••••
, •• ,.......
MY MUSIC WRITING
lOOK ..•••••••••••
, , ••••••
,•
MY MUSIC SPELLING
lOOK .••••
, •••••••••••
, , , • ••
MY MUSIC READING
BOOK .••.••••••
, •• , • • • • • • • • •
PRACTICIN'
TIME ••••••••.•••••••••••••••
""".,..
"NI(UY
MUSIC READING DRILL (AltOS ••••••••••••••
, ,

INROLLMENT
AND USSON RICOItDllteport

, , •
•• •
• ••
•••

Card},.",....

.60
.60

.60
.60
.60
.75

.15

Citttler,·lIo

number

by

Eula Ashworth

Lindfors

Key Mastery! EweryMaior and Minor Key in Scales, Thirdl, Sixth.
and Tenths and 011 Dominant and Diminished Seventh Chard.
with Arpeggios of every position, in twa·odave form with corn.
plete fingering. Also fingering of all Common Chotd Atpeggios
in all posifions, b'ocked 1i(lgeti(l9, e'c •.•.••........•••••
75
32 .....
Plano Catalog' Write D.pt. '·12

II....~~~',
..

•

MILLS MUSIC,
1619Bro.dw.y
Ch'cogo"

I I

INC.

New Yo', 19. N
lOi
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arias
and
p rue arc

Beelhoven.: Stri"g
Q,wrtf·, i" £j1.l1t, Op. 127. (lmf
Iri"g Qultrtet in B-p.", Op. 130.

Pascal

Quartet

plays

two Beethoven"
ork in II en itive, evenly balanced prrformallce. The Gp. 12i wa ",rillen a
year before the death of the
composer', and is a work of
serenity and at the same time
one of surging pulse. The Op.
130 is a more intil1"\3te work, in·
clined to humorous rhythms and
fanciful whispers.
The Pascal
Quartet
misses
no detail of
finesse in its playing of U"\C8C two
master works.
(Concert
Hall,
one 12·illcb disc.)

Strauss: UigMigl".

Itom

dies, as played

by AI Gollodoro.

the best

of these

H ora Staccato,
(Columbia,

one

are

PerLiza

and Dark Eyes:
10-inch

disc.)

'~lsee fine times ahead . •
'
never put me down as a pessimist."

erma us" in its wealth of haunt .
ingly beautiful melodies "The
Gypsy Baron" is here presented
by a group of singers who, in
the main, do justice to the mu,
sic. Maud Cunits, Walther Lud.
wig, Hans Hopl, a chorus, and
the Bavarian State Orchestra
turn out an energetic perform.
ance. (Mercury,
one lO,inch

-JUDGE

HAROLD R. MEDINA

disc.)

Fine Times Ahead

Ameeicauu

Th
first recording in a
entitl d "That's OUf Mu.
is this disc of 'ocnlmu.sic
by Hnndolph S)'lIlonctle,
nco Pes sor of a big
vole • and with clear diction he
pr cuts on one side of the reo
.ord 0 scr i ~of unfamiliar folk
ongs in new and rrCi:h·sounding
arrang mcnts by
ftnlll Copland. Include]
ill thiggrouJlisa
dramalic
rendition of I\"~'

series
ic,"
made
barit

harley

Ruttledg.

~idc
Wilfr d
v r8

On the reo

nrc CIlC re

undersoll\

Ife, I OCI11. To) lor
la ·Gil11!\C)'. (
12·ineh <Ii .)

rt
n

illiAnl

S..hwlUllln:

IlOI\IYS

b)

jacque!

ond Rob10" urn.
,.mJlhorl~

olumhin
n('Cord~ and the
all r' . ~OUll1brrrr American
omp s: r h\nrd are collaborating to pr . 'nl r ording: of
('onl mp rury composer:',.~
firsl one last ~car was -~1Olli'
econd
ymphOll)l. They no'!\'
brin a out lh ~ ond pre5enta·
ti n, a recording or William
humann's
)'llIphony \0. 3.
composed
in 19H. It is playe<!
by

th

Philadelphia

Orehestrt

under EU(rcnc Ormand)'. II IS an
{lect;"e ~·ork. pla)'ed hrillianl'
Iy.
(olu",bia.
one 12·jnch
di

.)

Rrol.l
Coplnnd:
CO/lu.rIO
fIN
Clarinet
(HId
S,ri,,& Ort.h.CJ1tJ
Quarter lor PiariO and

~'~Jn'~

Th

ContrasI8

Some of the subtle expres.
siveness and tonal beauty o£
which the saxophone is capable
in the hands of an artist are
brought out in this recording of
a number of well-known melo-

haps
Col,I

Johann

"The C,'psy Boron."
Almost equal to "Die Fled.

to.3.

VIrtuoso of the instrument.

V.

,t.nq('ICI

of

scenes from Rossini
presented in an excelle~lt TC' ~d.
ina made by the noted pan! h
m;zzo.soprano,
Conchita
u·
pCr\rja,
before
h r d alh in
1936. These arc authent.ic per·
formances of coloratura
parts
sung, as they almost never arc,
in the orig'inal low keys. Thi is
a fiue recording
and student of
the voice would do "'cll to usc it
in conjunction,
ilh thcir study
of the arias pres nt d. (De' ilT
one 12·inch (1 isc.)

Saxophone

~1.Il~~~

lwliltlt

Algiers

The

Books

• THIS WAY TO MUSIC
• RHYTHM with
RHYME and

GEnlNG

.75

ach

in

Bach,

Andre KosteLanetz conducts
the orchestra in this recording
of some of Bizet's most end~rina' melodies - music which
10;e5none of its char-m with t~le
passing of years. (ColumbIa,
one 12-inch disc.)

A musl-

FINGERS

by GUY
HEItBERr

of

Bizet: L'Arl.es;ctltlc
Suites, Nos.
1 (Iud 2. DllIIse Bohemienlle.

(II ploylet with piano accompani.
ment
•.••...••...•..••..•••
50

2" loch compositions, chosen from Suites, Partitas,,, Two.~n~ Three.V;ic;~
invention, Well·Tempered Clavichord and "Goldberg
Variations ....•.•

effects

works

from Page 6)

many of
d
were really invented and use
before his time. (Allegro, one

Rossini:

and Edited by

thrilling
the

A

Perfect

RECORDS

cOllcerto COllunlS5-10tl
b
nny Goodman, is pl8f~
b
Goodman
on It splendl~
recording
wilh the COIll~
condu ting. Oil the re\'erse Side
is the
ew York Quartet'~

d

cording

of

anou,er

Cop!,,_

opus, the artis15 being )hear~'
"kxan_ dtr
Hor~7.0w~ k-.1,
"\ •• _ arHl
Imeider :\liltoTl l\atUD:l

law

Frank

for Music and Musicians
F

EDERAL

JUDGE

Harold

R. Medina,

one of the 1110sl able,

the most fearless and most wise jurists of the new world~ who
meted out the nineteen famous convictions to communist enemies
of our country, recently said:
"I see fine times ahead. Fine times for all of us. We ha\re chal·
lenges to meet, but never put me down as a pessimist."
If the wise judge is right, that includes music teachers, musie
lovers and students. It behooves no American to take a dark view
of things at tllis critical moment in history. There are, however.
some music teachers who do great damage to our progress in
musical art by spreading pessimism. A well·established teacher,
said inadvisedly:
"What are music teachers going to do? Television is ruining
our prospects. Pretty soon we will all be out of business."
This confused lady had probably repeated this nonsense to
half a dozen people. Her ridiculous and shortsighted statement
was like the fears of those badly fooled teachers in the early
years of the century who were led to believe that the talking
machine would displace music. The writer even at that time, had
one of the old horn machines in his studio because he realized
that it had great value to music students. The phonograph soon
proved a great incentive to musical progress and led to the intro·
duction of large record library rooms in the new and magnificent
buildings of modern music schools.
When the radio was introduced in the twenties, a much quoted
American economist made a prediction that the radio would even·
tually make music teaching unnecessary and inferred that the
manufacture of pianos was doomed. Since then, music study ill
all its phases in America has advanced at a rale that can only
he described with Hollywood superlatives. We learn from many
colleges that the demand for competent graduates has never been
so great.
As for the piano becoming extinct, have you tried to buy a new
piano lately? A leading piano manufacturer toltt the writer last
spring that the orders received by his firm were so great thaI
the factory could not possibly fill them for months to come.
Television, one of the marvels of the modern world, has been
introduced with such extreme suddenness that we are still blink·
ing over this amazing miracle. Admittedly some of the television
programs strike an incredibly low, almost moronic level, but
there are many other programs of exceptional educational and
artistic value, particularly in the field of music. Television will
find its place in the practical work of the music teacher and the

music student, and it will be an important one. Why? One of the
most human impulses is that of emulation. Millions of people
are moved to do what they see others do successfully. "Monkey
see, monkey do." When the little student sees another student on
television play or sing creditably, he is immediately stirred by an
ambition to do likewise. The sale of many types of musical instru.
ments has been greatly increased by television, It seems reason·
able to predict that television will prove one of the best means
of promoting the interests of music teachers.
In our wonderful country we are now in a period of notable
industrial and business activity. Optimistic, enterprising, practical
teachers in this era of greater activity, tell us that they have more
pupils this year than ever before. Others without confidence and
optillTisIll, with an "everything is going to the dogs" complex, are
not so fortunate. The pessimistic music teacher previously referred
to said:
"My younger pupils spend so much time looking at television
that they ha ve no time Ior practice."
Of course they did. Wouldn't you. have done the same thing
jf you were a youngster? The writer has never forgotten a prim
school teacher who kept the class in its seats while a joyous
circus parade was going by. The pupils did not forget it for weeks.
In homes where there is no parental discipline, tel~vision
presents a difficult problem. But in homes of well·balanced regime,
it has been found that when the privilege of viewing television
is given as a reward for faithful practice, high marks in school,
and good behavior, the results are often surprisingly excellent.
Now as our people pause at this opulent Thanksgiving season
to thank the Almighty for the very great blessings bestowed upon
all of us, we pray that changing political conditions in other lands
wilJ remove millions from the state of utter poverty which has
prevailed over much of the world for a decade.
But this is no moment for any American music teacher to
spread pessimism in powerful, confident America. Remember the
clever lines of McLandburgh Wilson:
"Twixt optimist and pessimist
The difference is droll,
The optimist sees the doughnut
The pessimist sees the hole."
~ee things right and your future in music should be noteworthy,
1.£ you are prepared to render valuable service.

-JAMES

FRANCIS COOKE
Editor Emeritus

?ollUer. (Columbia, one

12·inch

disc.)
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Singing Voice-Speaking Voice

"THE PUPILS TALI( IT OVER"
This teacher encouragel I 1LBr pllpt '1so·t
I' "and encouraging
uiith. most revea tn"
'

.,
after their toork shop recitai
-

The suiging vOtce zs said to be produced exactly the same way as the speaking voice, only more so; and
that "more so" makes a great difference!

"taU' it over"

by Ray Middleton

results.

S

the need to produce audible
and beautiful sounds, the singer and
the actor have much to learn hom each
other. The impact of the lesson grOlvs out
of the work in which they begin.
I began my career as a singer. During
HARING

BY RUTH TEEPLE REID

NE JUNIOR

O

mentary

HIGH

and seven ele-

school piano pupils met for

a Piano Work Shop at my studio one day
not so long ago.
The purpose of this

Shop-recital-was

particular

Wark

to direct the emphasis

of each player toward individual strengths
and weaknesses without calling them by
name. I suggested they give close attention to such tools of musicianship as louds
and softs, fasts and slows, or more properly speaking-c-creecendos
and diminuendoes; accelerandos and ritardandos.
Pupils labor diligently to learn to say
the terms correctly only to turn up with a
shorter word which is j list as meaningful,

to the pupil.
Each player announced the composition,
its composer and said a word or two about
them. The playing was of good quality
and good tone. Hand, arm and body positions
were universally
good. Knuckle
bridges were up. Posture was good, better
than usual.
Now we are getting somewhere, T thought
to myself, as one player followed another,
though I admit I was disappointed that so
many pupils in my class of twenty were
not on hand. Ranging in ages frolU a very
tender four to a ripe mature fifty-eight it
was not possible to get all of them out for
any event, musical or otherwise. I hoped,
to myself, that the quality would offset

the lack of quantity.
During the season one hour is allotted
for these small, intimate
studio Work
Shops, but vacation
time gave us more
freedom from other schedules, other lessons, etc.
Today the pupils were in a talkative
mood. One youngster asked why a miss·
ing pupil had not come, to be answered by
another who said "If
was a really

gnod pnpil he wonld be here today." The
immediate response to this challenge was
electric and presently I found myself an
umpire trying to keep them from all talk·
ing at once, interrupting
each other. One

idea led tn another and I decided to take
advantage

of tl;is

golden

opportunity

to

find out what these pupils thought about
"things"
collectively,
since I thought
I
knew them so well as individuals.
Much
freedom had always been given them at all
Work Shops, but today the group was small
and the feeling was expressing
itself in a
different way.
We adjourned
to the patio lor refreshments and this is what I found out about
many things as we consumed
icc cream
sandwiches in the clean fresh air.
I opened up the avenues for free speech

abont GOOD PUPILS

and this is what

I

learned.
Susan said she couldn't
think of any·
thing "good"
about herself but she had
heard Stephen tell me he "did wish he
could learn to follow the written inerructions in his notebook,
and remember
to
bring ALL the music he was expected
to
appear with," so she-Susan-thought
a

Good Pnpil wnuld do both.
Sandra offered that a Good Pupil would
the required
work and not spend the
practice time wandering
off into fanciful
bypaths just because
the music is pretty
or the theory assignment
is fun to do.
Mary Kay said that since 1had told her
she was a pretty fair reader she was try.
ing harder to improve
her weaker points
-hand
position and timing, aT counting.
She thinks a good pupil would do lhis,
adding that she "is just living for the day
when you will tell me my timing is aU
right and my wrists have stayed up where
they belong for a whole lesson instead
of
lying down on the wooden ledge beneath
the bed of the keys."

DO

Cheryl

said

a gnnd

pnpil

A L WAYS

practices, ALWAYS works on the lesson
and doesn't just play things over and over,
as in sight·reading.
"You have to think
about what you are doing and how the
composer wants it, and then work at i.t
with ope hand at a time, over and over
before you put two hands together.
They
have to be a team, just like ponies."
Second grader
Jimmy
said his "morn
always goes over the lesson as soon as we
get home, while it's fresh in my mind. It

helps me to rememb

r what

I

am

upposed

my childhood,

to do and how J am supposed to do it."
Everyone agreed with Palsy who Mid
hould

"\\?C

alway

unt, and mo~tly count

out loud, inc a om] os r wants his music
played the way HE wrote it nnd not the
\ ay it turns out H we don't
aunt."
J anne said h didn't think he WI\5 a
vcr y g od puj il but sh thought that "a
good pupil w uld stny on the less It written in th n tebook
until it wag learned.
\Ve would 'livid th nssignm nt into the
num er of days w had t work and then
do ea ·h day'. \ rk v ry day. \
houldnt
be

·10 k watchers

if

we want

you to call

u CO D, Mr s. R i!.'
( ot to render"
Joanne Jag
od I upil.)
Alison th ught h . uld b more careful of her fingering, sin e a good pupil
would use th
fingering
marl d on the
music eith r by th
1 rint r or by me.
··'Vhen T wat h th fin"' ring the first time
J I ractice the n W mu ic t don't have
much

trouble.
It'
wh n 1 I am the not
ounting
first and I \'C fingering till
last that I com with bad I "ns."
usan added at thL point "our altitude
must be nice, too.
c mustn't gel mad
when :M:rs. Reid has to correct us for something we do wrOI1"'. That has been hard
for me to rememl
r.·
Sandra
thinks
cOl1lu5ic
I
ns are like

an 1

meal. We should
be good pupils.

do /irst things first, ta
ly daddy ,,'on't let me
have dessert until my important things are
eaten. such a carrots potatoes. etc. 1 know
if I do my fing r sir ngtb ncrs first and
~ave the pretty piece or the oue I like best
until the real work is out o{ the way I
feel better when I "'0 to my I li;~on."

Ideas

poured

out-fagter

Ulan I could

write the names .. '.
ood pupils shouldn't
need many
orrectiolls but are willing to
have them,
over and' over. Good pupili

remember
play,

that

to count,

we

nre

to read

LEAR.~I\G-<o
music. develop de-

pendable rhythm;
u
the right 6n£er 00
the rigbt key at th ri bt time.
Good p~piI
try to remember that if
they knew all (Continued
on Pogo 59)
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my uncle, Arthnr Middle-

ton, was leading basso at the Metropolitan
and his influence was important in our
home; my aunt taught music, and all of us
studied ETUDE. In such an environment,
I concentrated on my voice and thought
of acting (if at all) as something which
might be agreeable
later on, in opera.
Then, in my early twenties, I came to New
York and became an actor.
I soon discovered that singing and acting place quite different requirements
on
the use of the voice. It has been said that
the singing voice is produced exactly the
same as the speaking voice, only more so.
This matter of "more so" makes all the difference!
Young, enthusiastic,
full of vocal techniques, I loved the sound of my own voice
-took
vast pleasure in hearing my tones
ring in my head when I spoke. I probably did too much of this, for experienced
stage critics told me I was projecting too
much. This surprised me. I had been projecting the best sustained singing tone of
which I was capable-what
was wrong
about that?
I learned
that
sustainment
of tone
represents the most important
difference
between the use of the voice in singing and
in speaking.
However the voice is used, there is only
one way of getting it out-through
the
vibration of air against the vocal chords. In
singing, the object is to prolong, or sustain,
the vocalized breath through a phrase of
music. One of the chief goals of practice
is to develop a breath which, when sent
against the chords, will be long enough,
strong enough, and firm enough to carry
a phrase of several measures.
Tn spoken lines, the goal is not the en·
compassing of a long, unbroken phrase,
but complete realism of utterance. Hence
too much sustained
tone has the unfor·
tunate effect of sounding hammy! On the
stage, sustained tone is the exception rather
than the rule. There come individual moments, of course, when a word, a syllable,
a cry, need special projection;
but for

.6

the most part, the nearer the actor comes
to normal speech, the better. Indeed, his
greatest pitfall is the over-emphatic tone
(actually, a singing tonel ) which we have
come to associate with ranting.
The actor cures ranting by speaking as
naturally as possible, playing tone down
rather than up. For the actor who is a
singer, this involves learning not to depend on the sustained tones he has spent
years in developing. Compare the clipped
speech of the radio commentator
with the
rolling
oratory
of Winston
Churchill,
whose delivery lies somewhere
between
singing and speaking tone. Compare both
with the "declamation"
of the old-time
Shakespearean barnstormer.
The commentator represents the (to our ears) normal;
Mr. Churchill represents
the admirable
though unusual; the old ham represents the
ludicrous. The difference is chiefly (but
not entirely) one of sustained tone.
Otherwise, the actor's vocal emission is
the same as the singer's. He needs to learn
how to breathe-better,
perhaps, how to
exhale his breath as vocalized tone; how
to conserve and budget tone; how to focus
tone (in the'masque)
for good resonance.
Thus, the actor often takes singing lessons
-and
skirts another pitfall!
He isn't a singer, he argues, and isn't
trying to be; all he wants is to speak well.
So he looks around
for shortcuts and
tricks; if only he can find the right Indian
sign, all will be well. That, of course, is as
untrue in speech work as it is in singing.
There aren't any tricks. The elements of
voice production must be mastered, and as
naturally, as unfreakishly,
as possible.
Most of all, the career-aspirant
must
learn the individualities
of his own voice,
as against that of his idol's, his teacher's,
or his teacher's other pupils'. He must know
what to do and what to let alone-also
when. The actor's severest problem is the
need to give eight top-rank performances
a week, week after week (he hopes!). Each
audience regards the performance it sees
as the Big Night. In the normal course of
nature, no actor feels his best every night
(and two matinees);
there come moments
when he'd love to ring down the curtain on
himself. Those are the moments when he
needs a solid resource of technique.
Whether my part involves straight acting
or acting.plus·singing,
as it did in South
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Ray Middleton.
formerly with

populor
young singer.aC+or,
the "South Pacjfic" company.

Pacific, I practice every day. My best vocalizes are scales and arpeggios--especially
scales. I practice them in my middle register (never exceeding ten tones), and sing
them on vowels preceded by a nasal con·
sonant or another vowel. For my vocal
needs, exercises involving the release of
explosive consonants
are never helpful,
Placing the voice in the masque should
be a matter of skill rather than a forcing
by violent B}s, p's, and Yip's. The test of
the good scale. of course, is the even, unbroken quality of ils tone in all levels of
range.
But voice production
is only half the
story. Both singer and actor must make
their tones count for something meaningful, and this is achieved through clarity of
enunciation. If the audience cannot under.
stand every word, of lines or songs, it
feels cheated-I

know that I do!

Clarity of enunciation in singinO' and in
speaking is affected by the same ~uestion
of sustainment
which enters into the use
of tone.
In the spoken
tween consonant
than in singing.
th~ir D.ormal pace

blllld

III

terms

word, the time lapse be.
and consonant is shorter
You speak the words at
as words. In singing you

(Continued

on Page 50)
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Reading

Is SIGHT

to read music by "patterns"

Teaching pU/Jils
help in the solution of the sight reading

By FRANK

T

HE INABILITY
of the average piano
student to read simple school songs
and folk tunes at sight has led to more
printed panaceas than any other aspect of
piano study and the problem today
apparently remains about as unsolved as it
ever was. There just aren't very many good
sight readers.
Before we suggest our remedy for this
perennial
problem,
it might be well to
find out what is known about how the
eyes function when "looking" at something
other than music notation.
The way in
which the reading
of words is now taught
in practically all of our schools can ten us
a great deal about how the eyes operate in
reading anything.
Arthur 1. Gates, Professor of Education
at Teachers College, Columbia
University
in his "Educational
Psychology,"
published
in 194,8, says that,
as the result of intensive investigation,
more
is known about how we learn to read then
probably
about
any
other
educational
problem.
Early
in this
century
psychologists
worked out a method of photographing
eye
movements in reading, and modern reading
techniques
aloe based solidly upon their
findings, To the surprise of most people it
was found that the eyes do not move steadily along a line of print, from left to right,
but rather in a. series of jumps. At each
landing
the eye organizes
a group
of
printed
symbols,
translates
them
into
meaning
and jumps
to another spot for
another group of symbols, A good reader
makes fewer jumps per line of type and
picks up more symbols at one landing. The
amount of reading
material
taken in at
one glance is called the reader's "eye-span."
Modern reading
techniques
are aimed at
increasing
the "eye-span"
of each reader
and reducing the number
of landings
(or
fixations)
per line of type.
This explains
why word
reading
is
taught in our schools before spelling
is
introduced,
in fact, even before the alphabet is completely learned. The child reeog·

let us "look"
Mendelssohn:

at

a tune

Ex.1

G

nil lJ J
In

(l

lJ J ~+L

nil

AI-lee oOp>al-lee down;\Vith"

bughor

JJ I 1

c"-p or" crown,Sil.l)"

should

careers are founded!

FRIEDRICH

note-spelling.

G@ID

foundation rock upon.
which many great

problem.

nizes the entire word as a symbol instead
of laboriously
having
to decipher the individual letters.
Since the word means
an
idea to the child, comprehension
"is reached
much faster than if the word must he constructed from the individual
letters before
it can begin to mean an idea to him,
Modern reading
teaches
words as "patterns."
COW is a complete
symbol
and
when seen, calls up the picture of the animal, not the letters C-O-W. Beginning
reading material
is confined
to simple patterns
using words
that
have quite
distinctive
syeibol-cutlines.
When my own daughter
was only four years old I was reading
a
school pre-primer
to her and running
my
finger along under
the words to give her
an idea of what reading
was. After we had
finished
the page
she surprised
me by
pointing
out the word
"goodbye"
-wh ich
had appeared
several
times on the page.
It is impossible
to draw
a picture
of
"goodbye"
so she must have recognized
it
from the distinctive
"look"
of the complete word.
Fortunately
music notation
is also made
up of "patterns"
that
have
distinctive
shapes or outlines
and if we can translate
them into meaning
without having to "spell
them out," we should
be able to develop
more efficient readers
at the piano than we
have been producing
by the traditional
For example,
borrowed
from

Hail to the small town
music teacher, the

n frown, A clown.:\c1own

1] J J I J. ~

pants,sil-ly

go"'·n,A clown's"

clown,

First we should
learn
to recognize
the
tune as a "whole"
by hearing
it played or
sung, or by singing
it, for tunes have an
overall unity which the mind recoo-nizes
at
once. This tune consists
of two bphrases
alike except
for the final note and

w;

should try to make the student aware or the
different
"I cling" in th phrase endings.
The tune can then be broken down into
four pattern
I arf y 5 en in the notes: III
three not s as ending,
(2) there notes de.
sccnding, (3) t\
notes descending, and
(4) the final skip. Ea h 1 th se clements
Ci111 be related
to a corresponding direction
of 1110VCI11 nt n the keyboard and :1 reo
lated movement. in the sound.
It is possibl
that Rome reachers still fail
to explain
th tru
function
the lines of
the mu ic slUII. Many 01 us have taught for
y ar that th r ar
five lines lind four
spaces
in each ~tafT, \\ hereas the staff is
only a d vice f r rCI r du ing a group of
Lones "by location"
ill relation 10 one line
that r I r sents a definite I itch. euietimes
we need only
ne line, sometirn
1"0. and
sornet iIn
a ) t more than five, Early
manuscr-ipts
sh w -ompositions written
upon six- and
ev n-line stav
for \'oice
and upon
tip t si'et. n lines for instrumental
ornpositions.
Gregorian chant is
still printed
upon
a four-line
taiJ.
The old folk tun . 110/, Cross Buns. can
be written
upon one line. ( nd notice the
repeated
pattern
!)

or

Ex.2

'Ve have only to know where that ODe line
is on the piano
"by location and pitch"
and, knowing
that "down"
is to the left
and "up"
to tbe right on the ke)·board.
anyone can read and play at once \\;thoUI
thillking
of any single note excepting whe~
to start. J f music
readjng
were taught 10
this way. the fun tion of the lines 'would
be immediately
understood
by anyone regardless
of age and alJllo~t of intelligence,
Alphabetical
note names are ani)' needed
for purposes
of identification
and not!l5 an
aid to reading.
at least as far as beginning
instruction
is concerned.
Ole J acobseu
photographed
eye m~"
ments in reading
(Contin.ued on Page Jll

It's Time to Pay Tribute
by ~lauriee Ihimesnii

O

of the richest experiences a traveling artist can have is to discover
hidden talent and come in contact with
teachers who, in small communities,
carry
the good word and give their best efforts
toward the diffusion
of musical culture.
They form a countless
army of earnest,
hard working
people
who hardly
ever
reckon in terms of hours and minutes or
dollars and cents, who put up bravely with
many inconveniences
and discomforts
in-.
separable from their profession. Sometimes
they have to use much psychology
and
their patience is submitted
to a severe test
by parents whose failure to comprehend
their problems
proves both irritating
and
discouraging.
Many have to teach in the
students'
homes
and I have seen them
going from one lesson to another in weather
fair or foul, doing their utmost to keep a
schedule which in return is often disrupted
by the whims and fancies of inconsiderate
customers.
It is legitimate,
of course, to
cancel a lesson for a major cause. But in
too man y families the piano lesson suffers
whenever anything else-s-even of slight 'importance-turns
up. This may be the unexpected visit of a relative,
a tea or a .
bridge party, or a picnic suddenly arranged
because of beautiful
weather.
Invariably
the teacher is the victim, and the lesson
must be made up, if not lost entirely.
Indeed, small town music teachers
deserve great credit for their contribution
to
Music, for in many cases it is their guidance which launches
many a future -fi ne
musician on the right road.
Is this credit always granted?
The anNE
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swer, alas, is "no." Oftener than not the
early teacher is forgotten.
When a pupil
graduates to higher honors and eventually
becomes a successful
virtuoso, the recognition usually goes to the last and most
famous teacher he had, the one with a
NAME, who was selected because study
under him brought
prestige, thus making
the road to the concert stage an easier one.
After leaving school a young student may
go to New York or Chicago, or who knows,
perhaps
to Europe
on some scholarship
provided
by a civic organization
in the
home town. Then the local teacher is relegated to the background.
He becomes a
thing of the past, and should he be occasionall y referred
to, it is with a word or
two of condescending
praise;
more frequently he is ignored.
The above has been on my mind ever
since a recent trip during which I met a
great number of those worthwhile servants
of Music. It was my privilege to he able to
test their efficiency, and to discover some
unexpected talent.
It all happened during a clinic which I
conducted
in a large city of the Middle
West. Those familiar
with master classes
know well how necessary
it is, at first: to
Hbreak the ice." One must overcome a cer.
taill sense of reticence
which keeps the
audience from readily asking questions, or
wanting to play. Sure enough, there are
some who at this particular
time are struggling with a special problem
concerning
which they would welcome enlightenment.
They need, and want help. Still their timid·
ity prevails,
at least until the ball starts

rolling.
Then
everything
changes;
shyness vanishes;
self-consciousness
goes out
of the window;
stiff formality
turns
to
chatty friendliness.
How gratifying
it is, at
this point, to hear intelligent
questions,
to
enter into stimulating
exchanges of views,
to greet opinions expressed
and discussed
with genuine understanding.
The same occurs with the performances.
What a pleasure it is when a little student,
brought by her teacher, goes through
the
first movement of a Clementi Sonatina,
or
a Bach Minuet, or some appealing teaching
piece, with good rhythm,
counting,
hand
position, and even the forerunners
of what
will mature into interpretative
musicianship later on. This happens more frequently
than one might believe.
It is always a
heartwarming
experience,
for when congratulations
are bestowed
upon the little
one, with adequate praise for her teacher's
work, it is a joy to watch the happy smiles
coming up to the faces of both,
Some happy adventures,
likewise, occur
among the advanced grades. I might relate
one which took place at the same session,
for I feel it will be an inspiration
to many
students who for some reason-inadequate
funds or family conditions
perhaps-find
it impossible to go to the big tOWI1 and the
big teacher.
At the second session
of the Clinic I
noticed a young man who sat inconspicuously in the last row. Although he hadn't
said a word nor mixed with anybody yet,
I was interested
by his eager, serious attitude. There was something
uncommon and
quite personal in his general make-up. Investigation
disclosed
that he lived in a
small town with a population
of three
hundred and fifty. His parents, well-to-do
fanners,
were not interested
in music and
refused to help him in allY way, He had
never gone to college. In his village and
surrounding
territory he taught a fair number of beginners, at 75 cents per lesson.
I asked him if he wanted to play and he
said he would be glad to. But when he inquired if Chopin's
B-Aat minor Scherzo
would be all right, the teachers looked at
one another with a doubting
smile. Truly,
how could this young fellow from way out
among the corn fields he expected to do
justice to one of the most difficult numbers
of the repertoire?
They were in for a surprise, however.
After he finished the first section, glances
were again exchanged,
but this time it was
in amazement.
Here was a young pianist
with an already astonishing
technic; more,
with an insight into Chopin's style not al.
ways found among experienced performers!
At the end the class burst into spontaneous
applause.
Then for a half

(Continned

on Page 61)
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A school

An authoritative story
0/ the middle-man,
the releasing-agent between
music and players

music teacher
speaks

A Philosophy of
Conducting

With closer cooperation, piano teachers can give
much to public school music teachers, and vice-versa.
by Mary HotJrncl1l

by Guido

Cantelli,

ONDUCTING is perhaps. the most .complex and mysterious
task in the world. Here IS the mUSIC of a great composerhere is a group of men with instruments in their hands. Between
them stands a man with a baton, who must induce these different
men, all of different habits of thought and emotion, to give back
his own conception of what the composer had to say.
The task embraces everything-hands,
soul, mind, physical
energy, magnetism, scholarship, discipline. All these qua~ities
the conductor tries to gather together into his arms. Sometimes
he encompasses them with one wide gesture; sometimes he finds
that the best of what he wants has been left out. Then he seeks
to discover what has escaped him, and why. And that is a life
work!
In approaching it, the wise conductor asks himself three questions: What can I do? What must I do? What do I want to do?
The answer to the first resides in the quality of the orchestra
with which he works. The answer to the second lies in the music.
The answer to the third must be sought in the man himself. These
three elements can never, of course, be completely separated, for
the "man himself" determines both what he finds in the music and
what he can do with the men. Still, his performance will reveal
his mastery over each and all
Let us consider the three elements. It is of great advantage to
a conductor to work with an orchestra whose players are also
eood musicians; it must be admitted, though, that the
basic
o
.
requisite is technical proficiency. The orchestra must be able
to play! If a conductor can get men who thoroughly know their
instruments and can read well, he should be able to build the
performance he desires.
This question of technical proficiency is interesting to one who
has come to the United States from Italy where musical tradition
is old, but where immediate working conditions are in some ways
critical For one thing, it)s extremely difficult (especially for

C

Guido Cantelli, sensational younCJItalian conductor,
proteCJe of Toscanini, will conduct a series of con..
certs this season with the NBC Symphony Orchestra.

as tol<! to Rose

S

ago one of our leading
music magazines carried an article
by a piano teacher, in which she deplored
the unwillingness of the school music teacher
to cooperate with the private teacher in the
community. I should like to present the
case from the standpoint of the school
teacher.
If we look at it from the standpoint of
the child, this cooperation is vitally important. He may have one teacher for school
vocal music, another for band or orchestra, and still another for piano. but his music life shou ld not be in compartments, and
his music teachers should not be antagonistic one toward the other.
Being a school music teacher who
teaches piano out of school hours, or a
piano teacher who entered the school music
field, whichever you prefer, I can see no
reason why there should be, or need be,
antagonism between the private and the
public school music teachers. I can understand rivalry between two private teachers
when the community is too small to support both. But the work of the public
school and the private teacher so overlaps,
they are so interdependent each upon the
other. that the greater their cooperation the
greater the success of each.
We school music teachers talk "shop"
whenever we get together. I have yet to
hear one express resentment of the private
teacher. The band director is delighted
when the beginning instrumentalist comes
with a piano foundation, for he knows his
own work will be easier, and results more
speedy. The background
of piano gives
the child an advantage also in the vocal
classes. "What key is this?" the teacher
Oi.\tE l\'lONTHS

Heylbut

the smaller orchestras)
to gel ood players
ther than violinists
and cellists. Young people, today, h aitn to t d dicate themselves to the trumpet,
the tr mbone, th d uble-ba . Further,
facilities for scholarly
musical training
and fOI' XI ri nee in
chamber-playing
leave much to b d ired.
II this roots in 8
lack of adequate financial security. J am by no mean familiar
with general conditions in th
nite 1 totes, but my vi it to the
Curtis Institute in Philadelphia
filled In with admiration. Here
is a richly endowed conservatory
ofT rin"
II nl faciliti for
all kinds of study; and all kind of ill trum ntali Is take advantage of them. For Italy's current prohl 111_, 1 hove sugg ted rearranging the lesson schedules so that young I>Cple may tudy
at night, coming after a day's work to make good mu icians of
themselves. In the United States that i not necessary and wise
Americans will appreciate
their advantage.
Besides mastering his instrument.
the or h tral player should
try to become a good musician. Most of all, h should give himself wholeheartedly
to his work. Don't watch the clock during
rehearsals. Don't spare yourself. Remember
that the orchestra
is a great arch in which each player is a necessary stone. One
weak stone can topple the entire st.ructu re. Keep your mind and
your heart on your job. and give the be t you have.
The element of the music itself is, perhap , the simpl I to discuss (not to master J), because everything
the omposer has to
say is there in the SCore.
And the conductor,
the "man himself"
who stands as the reo
leasing-agent between the music and the players? As to actual
methods for his use, I disbelieve in domna . Due is born with
an individual
gift; one develops that :iIt in one's indi\'idual
. or der to convey individual thought." Some learn quicklyway 1Il
some do not; Some have excellent memory---oth
rs lack it. How
ca~ anyone set of "rules" assure SUCCes to all? Only in certain
attlt~des towards one's work is it possible to generalize.
First ~he conduct?c must ,.uake sure that his gilt is not merely
for musro but for directorship.
ot every fine musician call con'
duct Ther.efore I .advise extreme caution before making the leap
from playmg an mstrument
to wielding the baton.
It has been said that a good conductor
(Col/til/I/e<! on Pag' 621
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asks. Up go the hands of the pianists while
the rest of the class looks dumb. Rarely
does the pianist rate among the poorer
students in school music classes.
The school music teacher is one of the
busiest of mortals. In addition to a full
teaching load, she is expected by many
communities to direct at least one church
choir. In addition. she is supposed to provide music for community functions of all
sorts. These often entail out-of-school rehearsals with the young amateurs she will
present, and many evenings of performance. The better the teacher. the more
crowded her schedule becomes, especially
if she be one of those who is expected to
care for practically all the music needs of
the small school and surrounding community.
As a result, the reason for her seeming
lack of cooperation may lie in this busyness which does not give her time to cultivate the local musicians.
My experience. and that of my school
teacher friends: has been that there is a
dearth of accompanists in the small school.
Being a pianist myself, I am not entirely
at the mercy of the accompanists the high
school is able to provide, but even I regard
the price of a good student accompanist
as above rubies.
How many private piano teachers are
training their pupils to do accompanying?
Our criticism of the work of the private
teacher. if any, is that the child is being
trained as a soloist rather than an accompanist. One young high school pianist told
me that her piano teacher had warned her
against doing accompanying in school for
the reason that it would harm her as a

soloist. That girl married a young farmer
upon graduation from high school. Where
is she using her music now? Your guess
is as good as mine.
- I have known concert pianists who, to
my amazement, could not play hymns or
accompany a simple tune such as America
the Beautiful. On the other hand, I have
known rather mediocre pianists who were
surprisingly good accompanists. Accompanying is an art, as anyone who has to
depend upon accompanists will teU you.
Training the accompanist is a real job
which takes time and a good hit of patience.
The school music teacher may not be
using your prize pianist because she has
not the time to train her in the technique
of accompanying. It is much simpler for
the busy teacher to depend upon one faithful pianist who can accompany than to
be constantly developing new accompanists. Sometimes, too, she hesitates to give
a child pointers on accompanying for fear
of offending a sensitive piano teacher who
may regard the help as a criticism of her
teaching.
If you, a private teacher, want to win
the eternal gratitude of the school music
teacher, present her with a group of well
trained accompanists-even
one will do it,
especially if she can sight read. If she
can sight read! Ah, there's another point.
I know a teacher of piano who will not let
her pupils play anything with both hands
until they have spent hours doing each
hand separately, counting one-uh-and-uhtwo-uh-and-uh. I had a girl in one of my
schools who played a third grade piano
piece beautifully in recital (she shouldshe had practiced nothing else for six
months) but who could not sight-read simple grade one material. She played absolutely nothing until her teacher had
explained in detail exactly what to do and
exactly how to do it-then
she spent aU
week practicing those eight measures. But
enough of this!
For years I have been doing private
teaching in addition to public school music
teaching because of the dearth of private
teachers in my part of the country. No
public school teacher should have to do
private work. but when it is a matter of
teaching or of letting children go untaught, many of us will add lessons to an
already over-crowded schedule.
As a private teacher I stress piano playing of a sort that will make the child a
pianistic asset to his school. I find that
the young pianists love to accompany. In
a Christmas program one year we had a
half a dozen accompanists from the grades,
the youngest being Linda (see cut above)
in grade two. These eager young musicians
were constantly working out the melody
of their school songs from the book
(Continued on Page 49)
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therefore of the chromatic scale arranged in
their length. Present-day efforts by twelveany non repeating order one wishes, that
tone composers to build a rhythmic techorder, or row, being exposed in a series
nique comparable to their tonal system
of canons. Classical rhythm and metrics
have initiated a second period in atonal
are not forbidden. Neither is the imitation
research and composition.
of classical harmonic and centrapuntal texIf the first problem in atonality is to
tures, though the absence of graded interval
avoid familiar tonal relations, its second
relations gives to these observances a pureis surely to avoid familiar metrical ones.
ly rhythmic character. Twelve-tone music
Complete renewal of the musical language
tends, in consequence, toward a rhythmicand not a mere abandonment of its decayed
ally independent polyphony of equal voices.
portions, still less a spicing up of spoiled
According to Mr. Boulee, writing in
material, let us remember, is the aim of
Polyphonie, the twelve-tone-row technique
the atonal group. Also we must not forget
is now perfected. Any composer can master
that the Big Three, with slight exceptions
it and can write by means of it in virtuin the work of Webern, made virtually no
ally complete avoidance of classical toneeffort at originality in the rhythmic direcrelations. A new thing has been brought
tion. Here they remained conservative,
to completion. Or rather, let us say, to the
though less by principle, I should think,
first stage of completion. The next stage
than from the fact that all advance needs
belongs to rhythm and to the working out
to proceed in an orderly fashion, one thing
of a technique for avoiding classical metrics.
at a time. The rhythmic achievements that
This second stage is the preoccupation of
now form the backlog of the second-period
young twelve-tone composers everywhere.
atonalists, the knowledge they start from,
Its advanced front, however, is the Paris
came almost wholly from outside the atonal
group, because the Paris composing traditradition.
tion has a backlog of researches in asymThese are many. The exactly written-out
metrical rhythm extending from Stravinrubato of Mahler, the fragmentated develsky's early ballets through Messiaen's reopments of Debussy, studies of Chinese,
cent innovations imported from India.
Javanese, East Indian, and other exotic
Every century, as Lou Harrison once
musical systems, acquaintance with Ameripointed out, has its chromatic and its diacan ragtime and jazz, the epoch-making
tonic style. Atonality is our chromatic
Danse Sacrale from Stravinsky's "Rite of
style. Indeed, now that we have it in so
Spring" with its long, rhythmic phrases
highly evolved a form as twelve-tone comdeveloped from tiny cells or rhythmic moposition, it seems to be the ultimate contifs, the experiments of Varese and others
dition toward which chromatic harmony
in pure percussion, the introduction into
has always aspired. That condition is one
Western music by Messiaen of a Hindu deof extreme fluidity, and its attraction for
vice for varying a meter's minimum notethe pioneer-minded is that of the open sea.
length-call have prepared the way for the
Classical scales and harmonic relations, in
new atcnalists. Since the new rhythmic
this conception, constitute reefs and treachefforts have not yet brought about any
erous currents and are hence to be avoided.
standardization
of rhythmic procedures,
Arnold Schonberg's twelve-tone-row synthe field of rhythm is still full of sectarian
tax is a device for avoiding them. It is not
dispute. Anybody with a new trick can
the only one in existence, but it is the easiimagine himself as in possession of the
est to handle. Its simplicity and general
golden key. So far, however, there is no
practicability have caused its adoption by
golden key. The pedoq is a lively one, and
such a large majority among atonal writ·
all doors are still open, even to tonal writers.
ers that it may now be considered, I think,
The ideal of nonmetrical rhythm, like
as the official, the orthodox method of
that of atonality, is asymmetry. Pierre
composing in tones without composing in
Boulez states it as d' eviter La carrure, that
tonalities. Other methods, however excelis to say~ the avoidance of everything
lent or even superior~ constitute deviations
square. This means that metrical repeat·
from standard practice.
ing patterns are out and that even the
That practice is common to most of the
rhythmic canon by inversion, the hardest
mature music of atonality's Bjg Threeto hear of all rhythmic imitations, requires
Schonberg, Berg, and Webern. Now all
violation of its exactitude by means of the
these three are dead. Their favorite synHindu added-dot. There are problems of
tactical device, moreover, now available to
rhythmic construction, too~ that require
solution, though conservative twelve-tone
all, is widely employed. Hence there is
every reason to consider the epoch of adcomposers like Rene Liebowitz consider
vance that they represented to be a closed
them subsidary to tonal relations and not
one. Certainly those of their musical prosoluble independently. John Cage employs
geny who work by identical or nearly idena numerical ratio in any piece between
the phrase, the period and the whole~ the
tical methods bear all the signs of the
epigone. Others, however, who accept the
phrase occupying a time-measure which is
twelve-tone-row and canonic application
the square root of the whole time and the
. periods occupying times proportional to
as their basic method are not satisfied with
this as a complete method. For them it is
those of the different rhythmic motifs within the phrase.
satisfactory only as a way of arranging
tones with regard to their pitch. They wish
An example of such a numerical ratio
is found in Mr. Cage's Piano Sonata No.4.
a method equally convenient for ordering
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ATONALITY TODAY
By Virgil Thomson
NI USIC that avoids

classic scales and interval
of organized advance. Ten

relations is IIOW the chief region
years ago it might have been thought
that this music was
moribund,
that its major achievements
lay in the past, that
its surviving
practitioners
and their progeny were a minor

sectarian group, rigid, stalemated, immobilized by the complexity of their own syntax. Today it is clear that immobility
is a danger

facing

rather

the other

schools

of modernism

than that which derives from Schonberg and that the young,
far from being imprisoned by the twelve-tone syntax, are
finding a IlC\V freedom through its discipline. More than
that, they are engaged in research and experiment. Twelvetone writing is not at all nowadays,if
it ever was, a closed
technique or a closed aesthetic. On the contrary, it is the
main field of musical composition
where progress is taking
place.
This progress is now operating on all intercontinental,
though not a world-wide, scale. Its adepts are numerous in
the United States, in France, in Italy, in England, in Switzerland, in Argentina, and in Chile, but not, curiously
enough, in Austria, the country of its origin, or in Germany,
where its early expansion took place. These countries appear
to be relatively quiescent just now with regard to the movement; and Soviet Russia, lately followed by the Iron Curtain countries, is quite out of the picture, technical research
there in composition being at present under political ban.
Los Angeles, where Arnold Schonberg lived, the founding
father of it all, was until Schonberg's recent death a sort
of Mount Athos to which pilgrimages were made. New York,
London, and Venice (also Los Angeles and various European regjonal capitals) offer their concert privileges to
atonal music. Paris, however, is the world center of its creation, analysis, criticism, publication, and propaganda.
Its most authoritative analyst and most widely read propagandist is Rene Leibowitz. Its chid Parisian crea~Ol's are
mostly the pupils of Olivier Messiaen, himself no twelvetoner at al1. Its most intelligent critic, in my judgment, is
Pierre Boulez, also a composer of phenomenal gifts. The
publication most open to its exposition in deta'il is the
quarterly magazine Polyphonie. This review, though only
in its. fifth issue, has already elevoted a whole number to
the tonal aspects of dodecaphony and another to musical
rhythm 1n general with especial attention to the rhythmic
opportunities
of twelve-tone composition.
It is in the
rhythmic domain, as a matter of fact, that music's chief
advances are being made today; and the primacy of Paris
right now in atonal music is due largely, J am sure, to -its
already affirmed position as the world center of rhvthmic
research. It is French rhythmic awareness, applied -'to the

• From J\1I1src nrGHT AND LEFT, by Virgil Thomson. Reprinted by permission of Henry Holt & Co.• Inc. Copyright, 1951, by Virgil Thomson.

writing
of twelve-tone music, that has lately initiated a
second period in the development of the atonal, or to speak
more correctly, the asymmetrical style.
The first period of this development, led by Arnold S<hcin.
berg and two of his pupils, Alban Berg and Anton Webern,
saw the perfecting of a technique for a oiding classic tonal
relations, for keeping the harmonic, the int rval content of
u piece fluid and of a uniform viscosity.
In that technic
rhythm is a free, a purely cxp rca ive lemont. The interval
relations arc very strict,
however,
hornogen ity nnd the
avoiding of all key systems requiring
the almost constant
presence, or at least th frequrnt rcsuu III nt, of all twelve
chromatic tones. The device of arranging
th c tuclv ton
in a spec-ial order, particular
to [l h pi e and consistent
throughout it, is not an lidded ompll ati n of twelve-tone
writing hut a simplification,
n rule of thumb thm speeds up
composition. The uses of such a "row," as it is coiled, are
not necessarily
intended
for listr-ner-s 10 b nwnre of any
more than the devices of fugnl imitru ion nrc. They show
up under analysis.
of course,
hUI rhcy nrc mainly /I com.
poser's way of achieving thcmutic
coher nc \dlh fl minimum of effort.

No

SUCH 1'0\\1 W S I resent in atonal com.
before the carly 1920'~, and it \\ S .. -hollberg'
invention. After that prur-ticaliy
all at nal omp ~ rs employed it, though with varying d gr<'CS of ri or. \o\\adnys
some twelve-tone writers. like Boul z. will OCCOEli
nolly dispense with a fixed row altogether,
rei
lik th American
Milton Babbitt, conceal it so thoroughly
that only n ~killeJ
analyst can unmask it. All such mu~ic. ho\\,pver. relains the
'hematic coherence of thf' more straightforwnrd
row music.
It is a sophisticated
form of a.tonality, not tI primilire
one.
posruon

The other ehief simplifying
c1e,-ice of the
honbenrian
atonalists is the canon. Since atonal music. to be atonal. of
necessity lacks the architectural
s.lrength provided by har·
11l0ny~some system needed to be found for holding it 10'
geth~r, for a~suring at least a textural continuily. The only
classlCal deVICe of this kind not dependent on tonality is
~h~ can.on. Consequently
SchonbcTO" adopted it and ~pecified
~t ]n hIs S~l~lplification rules as the necessary concomitant
]n compoSlt]on of allY twelve-ton -row_ This ron can be
applied in any or all of its four tonal forms-forward.
backwards ~ upsid e (own.
I
an d· upSIde down backwards.
However , in the Sci··
b
.
. always
Ion erg system. sJI1ce
rhythm 1S
free ' canonic strict ness app I·les merely to the order .m "hIe
.h
the tones of the
.
Th
row appear. not Lo their length ,'alm:~.
. ey ean also appear vertically in chords, the row proceedlll"
upwards ,nwar
dow
d s, or I)oth wa '5. but nol in any
t:>
tonal order other than its predetermined
one.
Twelve-tone
w 't'
'.
.
TJ lng,
at lls snnplesl. C0l151SlS
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The explanation is by the composer:
"The rhythmic structure is 10 times 10
measures (=100), divided 3,3.22. That is:
each 10 measures is phrased (or rather
structuralized) 3,3,22 and the whole composition is 3 tens, 3 tens, (the repetition)
2 tens, 2 tens (also repetition) so that the
square root idea is here fused with the
familiar AABB structure. In 3 places
(measures 29, 63, 79) the structure is not
expressed. Also in the 4th measure there is
a free treatment. (Accidentals apply only to
the notes they directly precede-a hallmark
of atonality. This mUSIC IS for prepared
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piano~all of the sounds have been trans·
formed as regards pitch, duration~ timbre
and amplitude.)"
This procedure, though it allows for
asymmetry within the phrase and period,
produces a tight symmetry in the whole
composition and is not therefore quite the
rendering of spontaneous emotion that the
European atonalists hope to achieve.
The ·expressive aim of the atonalists has
always been a romantic one, the depiction
and provocation of intense, introverted
feelings. Berg's music, in this respect: is
closely related to that of Hugo Wolf and
Mahler. Schonberg oscillates in his feeling
allegiance between Wagner and Brahms.
Both go into a waltz at the slightest pretext or even with none. Webern is more
personal, more fastidious in his expression,
as he is more original, more reRective
in his applications of the twelve·tone tech.
nique. In both respects, and also through
his pulverization of sound into a kind of
luminous dust, he is an Austrian cousin of
Debussy. He it is, in fact. and not Schonberg or Berg, whom the French atonalists
tend most to revere and to stem from. He
it is, too, who will (Continued on Page 64)
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The Singer's Breath
PART

2

More nuggets of wisdom from leading voice
authorities

on

this

troublesome
By

W

ILLIAM

studied

(1349-1931)
under Francesco

SHAKESPEARE

singing

Lampert!
(father
of Giovanni)
at Milan,
was a successful concert singer, and became
well known throughout
England as a singing teacher. His book, "The Art of Sing-

ing," is stilt available (Ditson, 1921) and
contains the following statements with regard to the breath:
"When we wish to draw in a deep breath
the diaphragm contracts itself ... ; it descends upon the organs underneath, press·
ing them out of the way, so that a considerable abdominal expansion is felt.
.
"The ribs are so shaped that they must
expand whenever we raise them. The human bellows is thereby
enlarged and the
air drawn in.
"We can take a very deep breath by using
the diaphragm
only; in this case the abdomen is expanded
at its very lowest part.
If we do this, however, we cannot raise
the ribs; had we done so, the diaphragm,
being attached to the sixth and lower ribs,
would have been prevented
from descending to its fullest extent.
"For
singing
purposes
diaphragmatic
breathing
must be C'ombined
with rib
breathing;
but when using the rib-raising
muscles ...
we cannot breathe so deeply
with the diaphragm
... ; it can only con·
tract so as to cause the abdomen to bulge
higher up, at the soft place just under the
breastbone. "

Herbert Witberspoon

(1375-1935)

was

a well·known American
singer and teacher,
who, in the last year of his life became
general manager of the Metropolitan
Opera
Company.
His book
"Singing"
can be
quoted on the subject as follows:
"There are three kinds of breathing:
Clavicular
(the breath of exhaustion)
Diaphragmatic
(the breath
of life)
Costal or rib breathing
(the breath
of activity,
auxiliary
breathing).

problem.

EUGENE

CASSELMAN

"Diaphragmatic
breathing
is nccomplished by a contraction
of the diaphragm
_ .. which causes it to fall ...
in such a
fashion as to cause an expansion
of the
upper abdomen.
"Costal or rib breathing ....
is accomplished by lifting and widening
the 10weJ'
ribs by means of the intercostal
muscles,
which action is accompanied
by a pulling
in or flattening
of the upper abdomen,
ex·
pansion
of the back under the shoulderblades, a raising and widening of the chest
without disturbing
the collarbone.
"The respiration
of the singer is a COIllbination
of
diaphragmatic
and
costal
breathing,
just as this is the method
of
breathing
for any unusual
physical
activity."
Dr. Kenneth Westerman
of Ann Arbor,
Michigan, student of many sciences, makes
the following statement
in his recently
published book, "Emergent
Voice":
"An erect posture,
using combined
diaphragmatic
and intercostal
expansion
for
inspiration
with the use of the abdominal
musculatures
for the supporting
action
of
expiration,
is the singer's
breath."
These men are unanimous
in their opin.
ion that inhalation
of the kind necessary
for singing is a two-fold action: the expansion of the ribs, and the 10werinO" of the
di~phragm.
And these are but a f~w quotatIOns from many such sources. Practically
all who have studied
the physioloO"y
of
breathing
in recent years have com:
to a
similar conclusion
as to this double action
in inspiration.
Following the inhalation
the sinO"ll1O"act
begins, and here again
the physioloo{)"ists
have given us a fairly clear concept of ,~hat
Occurs. Nearly all agree that it is the ab.
dominal
muscles
pulling
in and upward
that put pressure
upon the viscera
and
th~ls upon the diaphragm
and lun~s.
in
thIS way supplying
the necessary
am~unt

breathing permits a firmness, otherwise unattainable, and he is enabled. to exert his
breath force
with
great
certainty
and
power, and as some maintain,
with all the
control necessary for even delicate effects."
This "forced"
method of breathing
does
not violate the idea of a two- fold action
for inhalation.
The combined
use of diephragm and ribs may still occur, though
the rib expansion
is emphasized more than
the diaphragmatic
expansion.
The abdominal muscles are still used in expiration,
though they are somewhat
tense to hold
the upper abdomen
in during inspiration.
In fact there seems to be a definite relationship between this kind of breathing
and that described by Garcia, Witherspoon
and Shakespeare,
in which the second part
of the inhalation,
the raising of the ribs,
is said to cause the upper abdomen to flatten. The difference is apparently
in degree.
Mackenzie believed
that the chest was to
be forcibly raised and the abdomen firmly

of energy
for the singing
act.
It is quite generally
accepted: too, that
the expansion
of the ribs is mainlained
to a considerable
degree, by this ahdominal
pressure,
and that they should lower grad.
ually only when the. breath supply begins
to he exhausted.
Witherspoon
emphasizes
this, declaring
that "one of the principles
advocated
by the old school was to altack
the tone without
permitting
the ribs to
fall." Here he says, is the secret of the
mysterious
"breath
support." Westerman
also mention
the old idea of not letting

the ribs fall, and
hak 51 arc makes an
important point of "bulnncina the upward
and downward
a t i n of the ribs while
balaucinz th dov nward movement of the
diaphragm
against
til
nrraction of the
abdominal
muscles." Tho- he claim as
the essentials
r breath control. Westerman
agrees emphnt i ally that ther
is II down.
ward pull of the diaphragm
agnin~t the
strong
upward
and
inward surze of the
abdominal
muscl S, stating it thus: "The
diaphragm's
eornr-ihuri
11 to breath control
is in it
mn rv I us ability of adjusting
resistance
to the supporting
acti n of the
great abdominalmuscl
~.U
1o~t other writ.

pulled in.
Light on the subject may be had from
another
source-testimony
of singers.
Caruso is quoted as saying that in taking
a full breath he raised the chest simultaneously with the drawing
in of the abdomen,
thus
agreeing
with Mackenzie
(Marafioti,
"Caruso's
Method of Voice
Production,"
1933). Calli-Cerci tells us
that one of the main ideas which she used
was that of always keeping the diaphragm
relaxed (meaning
no doubt the abdominal

crs and ten her
se m to agree that it is
the abdominal
mus I
that upply the
power to th voice \\Ih II it is correctly used.
There is One
rious
lift r 11 of opinion which must h her
discussed. That is
the method
of br athing
I) rai~ing the
chest and clrawir1g in th upperpart of the
abdomen forcibly,
as adv
led hy )10rell
Mackenzie.
Dr. .1a kenzie was a ph):!ician
of excellent
repute,
had treated many of
the fine singers
of his day. lind had examined
many
of their
throats with his
laryngoscope.
Thou,..,.h neith r a sing-er nor
a teacher,
his opinion
aTTics weight as
being that o( a careful
and t.horough mind.

Wesley

'lills. lormer

wall) .
The writer must here give his own opinion that the best results will be achieved
by not insisting
upon too high a chest
position, and by allowing
the abdominal
wall to expand freely without drawing
it
in during inspiration.
But it must be admitted that the matter can only be decided
on the basis of singing and teaching
experience, and with consideration
for ease
and efficiency in the use of the voice by
each individual
student
and singer. It is
entirely possible
that singers
of sturdy
ph ysical proportion
will be able to use
the "forced"
inspiration
to advantage.
However, inspiration
which permits
the
abdominal
wall to expand freely without
being tensed and drawn in is clearly most
in accord with natural
physiological
principles.
The discussion
thus far has been for
the purpose of explaining
the physiological
basis for the singer's breathing.
An exten·
sive knowledge of these ideas are a necessary part of the teacher's
equipment.
We
now come to the C'ore of the matter, which

pr [""or 01 Phy,i.

ology at McGill
niversity
and lecturer on
vocal physiology.
di u
the ,eame problem in "Voice
Pr ducti n for inging and
Speaking"
(1913). He \\Tites as follows:
"Among
even emin nl ~ingcrs and teac.h·
ers there is a lack of alTreement in regard
to the part the djaphragm
and abdomen
should
play in the 11105t vigorous singing.
"Singers
of renOW'll practice"
hat may
be termed
a sort of lIorcec:P abdominal or
diaphragmatic
breat.hing.
The bre3th is SO

taken

that

the

whole

ch <t i, filled. the

diaphragm
brouaht
well down. and the abdominal
walls drawn in. ,\hich !!in's the
singer
...
a bellows wilh tense "'walls in
all parts. with the !!Teat ad\-antao-e that such
"

is: how sball this knowledge

0
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be applied

in the process of teaching?
What
best way of developing
the singing

L
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is the
habits

of the student, so that his concept of breathing aids in giving him freedom and efficiency in the use of his voice?'
Victor A. Fields in "Training
the Sing.
ing Voice" (1947), tells us that of about
four hundred opinions
which he gathered
on the subject from the writings of singers
and teachers, nearly one fourth were in favor of what he calls the "psychological
approach."
That is to say, these people
believe that/the singer's breathing is never
to be mentioned by the teacher, nor thought
of by the student, but is to be secured by
indirect methods. A prime thought here is
that singing develops breathing.
Also that
interpretation
of the music through correct
phrasing
and emotional
expressiveness
is
the finest and most positive approach
to
the unrestrained
use of the breath.
The majority
opinion,
however, is that
breathing,
being a form of physical coordination,
can be dealt
with directly,
trained to the point of becoming a reflex
activity, at which time the singer no longer
needs to consciously
regulate it. Dr. O. G.
Russell, former director
of the phonetics
laboratory,
and speech clinic at Ohio State
University,
presents
this point of view

clearly ("Speech and Voice," 1931) :
"The artist strives to make his or her
singing as unconsciously
easy and natural
as possible. This does not mean that the
beginning
muscular
processes
be unconscious or felt as easy. Any psychologist
or
other scientist conversant
with the human
mechanism
would designate
such an assumption as a fallacy. It is unquestionably
true that the teacher will call for the breaking of many old habits and the forming
of new ones in their place."
Both of these points of view have value,
and their application
requires careful planning and restraint
on the part of the
teacher.
The cardinal
principle
is this:
teach breathing
sparingly;
the more the
student can gain with little or no mention

of tbe breath, the less inbibited will he be.
Students come with habits of all kinds; no
two are ever alike, and it is in his judg.
ment of the individual
that the teacher
succeeds or fails. Why teach breathing
to
a student who does it naturally
well, and
for whom the habits he already possesses
can be easily amplified to an adequate use

of the breatb?
On the other hand, there are students
who need specific aid in learning to breathe
correctly. They come with tensions and in·
hibitions so strong that the indirect methods do not suffice to break through the set
patterns of habit. Here it is necessary and
advantageous
to deal directly
with the
mechanics of breathing.
In every case the
hreath can be gradually
left more and more

to reflex action,

as habits

become correctly

established.
Finally the writer would like to make
several specific suggestions,
and to outline
one or two simple procedures
that he has
used in teaching. On the basis of the foregoing material it is obvious that the teacher
need to be aware of the double action in
inhalation,
and assure himself that each
student is inhaling in this manner. Expansion of the chest can be readily observed,
and many times is carried
on to the exclusion of the descending
diaphragm.
This
latter action, it will be remembered,
is
clearly demonstrated
by expansion around
the waist-front,
sides,
and slightly
in

back. Tbis may be cbecked very simply
by placing the hands on the student's waist
and exerting
pressure
there. The student
will almost always, with a little practice,
be able to expand
against that pressure,
and thus to use the diaphragm
action so
necessary. This can usually be established
in a few lessons, after which it may not
be necessary to do more than check it occasionally.
On the other hand, for some
students the process of breathing
requires
months of gradual
work to perfect. This
1S especially true where a great deal 'Of
singing has been done with high chest
breathing.
Frequently
the exhalation
is more difficult than the inhalation.
The abdominal
wall does not respond readily, and pressure
is put on the lungs by a lowering and contraction of the ribs. This is inevitably
accompanied
by throat
tensions, and ways
must be devised for changing
the coordinat jon so that the abdominal
muscles take
over their duties. These muscles must be
trained and made responsive.
There is a
set of easy exercises for this, the first one
being simply the act of blowing-as
of
blowing out a candle.
When this can be readily done with the
action at the waist, have the student blow
several times on one breath, then proceed
to making tones, usually
a spoken tone,
fairly high in pitch: on the 00 vowel. The
tone is to be bounced several times on the
same pitch. Be sure each bounce or impulse is accompanied
by a reaction at the
waist, and is not the result of rib action.
No "h" sound is to be permitted. This tone
bouncing can then be used a little in short
scales.
When this is mastered
have the student
sing scales without the bounce, but with
the use of a steady abdominal
"pull." The
bouncillg
will in time condition the abo
dominal muscles and make smooth fluent
'
smging possible. by giving an aliveness to
the singing which was not present at the
beginning.
THE END

.
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You need more than talent!
Courage and tireless effort
are necessary to complement the talent
of the artist in public life.
by Jorge Bolet

YOUNG pianist
generally
lets his
career-dreams
tend towards
a single
h-appy ending-somebody
"discovers"
him,
tells him he has the talent for a big career,
and helps him start. After that, he's set.
There is nothing
untrue in this, but it
doesn't represent
the whole truth. Launching a career requires
a great deal more
than talent.
An important
consideration
is age. A
young man in Havana recently came to ask
n:ty advice. He told about himself and his
six years of earnest work. Then he said he
was 23 and at once I became dubious.
In
view of the hazards of a public career, the
young age of 23 is an old age for a start.
The career-aspirant
should have certain
points well settled by the time he's 13. He
should, by then, already have demonstrated
prodigious mechanical
control of every possible keyboard
problem:
he should command a repertoire
of at least eight different
recital programs and from 12 to 20 orchestral works; his performances
should, in the
opinion of competent
judges, reveal extraordinary musical mentality.
All this is still
far from finished artistry. Still, anyone who
can show he possesses it at 18, is entitled
to try a career-without
expecting
too
much. Anyone
who, at that age, shows
less, does better to keep music as a private
love.
Careers begin in one of two ways. The
first type is based on a single spectacular
success which often grows out of the particular place or circumstances
of the performance-a
special award, a quick substitution, a public event, etc. The impact of
such a success generates
special publicity;
HE

T

BENJAMIN
or "musical

FRANKLIN, playing
glosses."
From a

his invention, the Armanico,
pointing
by Allan Foster.

JOSEF
has a

HOFMANN,
number
of

world-famous
piano virtuoso,
who
important
inventions
to his credit.

Musicians as Inventors
Many and varied inventions
throughout
by Chester G. Osborne

T

history,
musicians
have
been active in many fields that are
far removed from their art. Musicians
as
inventors have contributed
to the automatic
pencil, the color photograph,
the submarine
cable, the automatic
telegraph
and a long
list of other devices of significance.
Musicians,
as we might expect, have
contributed
greatly to the development
and
improvement
of their
instruments.
The
composer Theobald
Boehm, once first flutist with the Royal
Bavarian
Orchestra,
originated
the system of keys and fingerings which gives the contemporary
flute
its name. The Boehm flute is also notable
for its cylindrical
shape
and parabolic
head, and the "Schema"
Boehm used for
the location of tone holes is still held as
model. This inventor
also suggested ways
for working out overstringing
in pianos.
Francis Hopkinson,
early American
patriot, and composer of My Days Have Been
HROUGHOUT

have

ome from the minds

of musically "if ted men
the pages of history.

,

So Wondrous Free, invented a new method
for quilling
harpsichords.
Famous
as a
signer of the Declaration
of Independence,
Hopkinson
is also credited
with havinsr
e
been an excellent
musician,
and with the
improvement
of the harmonica.
The automatic
pencil is to a larae extent
the inventive
product
of 1. A. Ha wkins
who is known to music historians
for his
work on the upright
piano. He combined
iron with wood to make a practical
frame.
And there were other musicians
who developed the instrument
as we know it today.
Pleyel, the Austrian
composer,
improved
pianos and manufactured
them. Chickering (1798-1353)
improved
the l1prjcrht.
0
Steinert
invented
the form known as the
"Steinertone;"
Stein way made other
advances with the overstrung
scale. Josef Hofmann, famed piano virtuoso,
has contributed inventions
for improving
piano
actions, and has explored
many other areas

of invention:
measurin
devices. automobile and motorboat
mechanisms.
and he is
reported
to have engineered
the oil burner
which functioned
in hi- home.
The Kodachrome
"race
for color film
was made pc ssible
through
the effort~ of
L. D. :Mannes and Leopold Codowski. who
in 1928 patented
a method
for the controlled penetrat.ion
of photo-color.
_\Iannes,
a SOil of David
1annes and nephew of the
late Walter
Damrosch.
is a composer of
considerable
ability,
with compositions for
piano, chamber
groups, and the theatre.
Over a hundred
patents
are credited to

the late Oscar

Hannnerstein

118-17.1919).

who came
to America
a "penniless and
t~adeless
youth"
and found
a job as a
cigar-maker.
His
first notable in,"entioJl
w.as a cigar-making
machine which brought
111m what was. in tho e days. a small Iortune.
Hammerstein
wrote
the music for
one of several
(Continued
on Page 48)
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Jorge Bolet, Cuban piano virtuoso, studied .at
Curtis Institute, in Philadelphia and made a
Successful Town Hall debut in 1938.
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the world is made suddenly aware of the
young performer;
he has his place in the
sun together with the heavy responsibility
of living up to it. The second type of career
is based on a slow climb from the bottom
up. It means gradual, gruelling building of
one's self and one's art. Less thrilling,
it
has the solidity which comes from proving
intestinal fortitude.
It goes without saying that you can't
succeed in art without artistic merit. In the
long run, however, it is your courage and
powers of endurance
that you draw on
most---eertainly,
most consciously.
Once
touring
begins,
you lead with the chin.
There isn't much time for the Ivory Tower.

The first

hazard you encounter
includes
differences of opinion on your interpretations, even your choice of works. This does
not mean bad criticisms!
T have in mind
the often valuable
opiu ions and suggestions you get from friends, mentors,
experts, about your performance
of music
which you have worked out during years
of faithful study and about which you have
made up your own mind. No matter how
helpful such suggestions
may be, they create conflicts in your mind. And these conflicts can be settled by nobody but rOnTself. You must shift, choose, re-commence
work in the light of these counsels; mentally and emotionally,
yOll must decide
which advice to use and which to rejectand why. In doing this, you widen your
musical outlook.
You also get to know
yourself.
You must learn to play no work unless
you have faith in it, definite reasons for
playing it. A town, a committee,
a critic
may not "like"
a certain
composer.
Do
you play him or leave him alone? You
must decide when to stand firm and when
to be guided. You .leam to probe the integrity
of every move you make, doing

nothing which does not spring fr0111 wellreasoned preparation.
Only on such a Ioundation can you find a real basis for peace
of mind.
Once you are on your way, artistic abstractions become merged with time schedules and possible emergencies.
You can't
count 011 practicing.
Your pianistic equipment must be in such condition
that you
Can play without practicing.
The average
tour covers about three concerts a week, in
different towns, some near each other, some
not. You move by train, by bus, by car,
by plane. If all goes well, you may have
half a day in a new town before you play.
But don't count on it.
I remember the time I was due to arrive
in New Orleans
at 7 A.M., after having
played the night before. At 8 o'clock I was
to entrain
at a different
station for the
town where I was to play the same night.
My train was late, we got in at 8:15 instead of at 7, and the connection
was lost.
The next train to my town went the following morning. That meant scouting over
town for other connections.
At the third
station I tried, I found a bus that left at

2:30, reaching my town at 7 P.M. That left
time enough at either end, and turned out
to be one of the easier hops.
Another time, after three days of constant travel, T got into Temple, Texas, at
2 o'clock on a Sunday afternoon. My itinerary called for a recital at 8:15 that night,
so I looked forward to a good nap. At the
station, I was met by three very worried
members of the concert committee. It seems
there had been an error in typing-my
recital was at 3:15, not 8:15. In the 70 minutes between stepping
off the train and on

to the platform, I shook of! the idea of a
nap and did the following :-drove
to the
hotel; checked in: unpacked my afternoon
clothes; found there was no pressing service at that time; (Continued
on Page 56)
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Hymn Playing
in the Church Service
The organist can make the playing
of hymns an inspiration to the choir and congregation.
By ALEXANDER

H

McCURDY

YMN-SINGING is

Protestant

the backbone of a
church service. It is part

of the Protestant tradition. All of us recall
how Gustavus Adolphus led his men in
singing A Mighty Fortress Is Our God just
before the hattIe of Liitzen. And the final
section of Smetana's My Native Land, a
stirring

work that

is not heard as often as

it should be, is based on that grand hymn,
All Ye Who Are Warriors of God, which
was sung by the followers of John Huss
in Bohemia.
Martin Luther wrote hymns; and the
Protestantism
he founded has been a singing faith ever since. For that reason, if the
service is to be effective, hymns must be

effectively sung.
Unfortunately, this is not always the
case. In too many churches the hymns are
a tedious bore to be gotten through as
quickly as possible. There is no fire and
no conviction in the singing of the congregation. This is a great pity, because genu·
inely spirited hymn-singing can be the most
u.plifting, most worshipful and most heartwarming part of our services.
When hymns .are dry and uninspired, a]most invariably it is the fault of the choirmaster. Hymns don't sing themselves;
someone has to lead the singing. A congregation left to its own devices will sing
constantly slower in tempo and flatter in
pitch. It seems a universal tendency to drag
tempo and hold ends of phrases too long.
Most people, also, are self-conscious
about singing in church and wait for someone else to start the tune (though how
lustily they will join in if everyone around
them is singing too!).
Thus the organist has a twofold task; to
start the singing, and to keep it going
vigorously after it is started.
This is not as easy as some organists
seem to think it is. I often wonder why an
organist who is willing to spend two hours
perfecting his anthem and offertory for the
following Sunday will make no preparation
for the hymns, or at most will give them a
pedunctory run-through with the choir. Is

it because hymns look simple on paper?
To be adequately prepared to play a
hymn, the organist should know the music
and text perfectly. It is not necessary to
memorize the words, but the organist should
be familiar enough with them to know at
all times where he is, how many verses
have been sung, and how many are still to
come. He should be able to play the bass
part on either the upper or lower part of
the pedal board, and the soprano, alto and
tenor parts on the manuals. He should be
able to add notes to the chords to enrich
the harmony when he is playing the pedals
in the lower octave.
Too much care and thought cannot be
given to the question of suitable registration. The organ must be full enough to support the sh~ging, but not loud enough to
?verpower It. Too powerful a registration
IS as bad as one that is too thin. In the first
case, the congregation
can't make their
voices heard; in the second case, they will
be afraid to.
.
A. conscientious organist will always be
seeking new ways to add variety to hymn.

~iJ1ging. Hymns by their very nature have
an element of monotony, since they consist
of many verses sung to the same tune. It is
noteworthy that the great writers of songs,
with the possible exception of Schubert
have avoided the "Srropbenlied," or verse:
song, and in setting poems of several verses
have introduced new music for each verse.
The organist can hardly be expected to
compose new music for familiar and well.
loved hymns; but he can introduce variety
in many ways when playing them.
One method is by varying the harmony
from verse to verse. I do not think I have
ever heard this done better than in the
EugJish cathedrals
and parish churches. I
remember landing in Plymouth one Sunday and going to the parish church for
matins. I never heard better hymn.singing
than that by the large choir and congregs.
tion at Plymouth.
Tn each of the three
hymns sung that morning. the organist
changed the harmony in one verse (choir
and congregation
inging in unison). The
effect was un xp ctcd and thrilling. One
can hear the arne thing in Liverpool Ca.
thedral finy unday night.
These organists
(Dr. M rton and Dr.
Coss-Custard ) arc so expert that they can
change the harmony of any hymn at sight
and make it interesting.
Til usands of
organists in this country can do the same
thing. Other thousands can't. Many of our
finest organist
cann l r -harmcnize a
hymn at sight, skilled musicians a they
are, and I mu t say 1 think none the lessof
them for it. Fortunat
Iy for th
people,
there are numerou
helpful book on the
market. Among the be tare Geoffr )' Shaw's
"Descant Hymn Tune B ok" Book I and
TI, "18 Descants
on Well-Known Hymn
Tunes," by Henry Fry, Alan Gray's IlA
Book of De cants,"
(organ
dition and
voice edition), and "Free Accompaniments
to 100 Well-Known Hymn TUIl ." by T.
Tertius Noble.
It seems to me that, whether you are
clever enough to change the harmony at
sight, or write out a new harmonization.
or use a reharmonization
from one of the
books listed above, it is important not to
try it without preparing
choir and congregation in advance. The choir should be
rehearsed in the new version of the hymn,
The congregation
should know ahead of
time that in a certain stanza the harmony
will be changed, and they should sing the
melody only in that stanza. This informstion can be given in an announcement by
the minister, Or by a note in the church
calendar.
. You will note that three of the books
mentioned above bear the title, "Descants."
A descant
goes with each cheneed
har.
.
a
rnomzutron.
These counter-melodies may
?r may not be used. If they are used, it
15 even more
important
to rehearse the
choir on them in (Continued 011 Page 57)
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Conducted

by Harold

Berkley

"... When I was studying, my teacher
told me that octaves were very important
and made me practice a lot of them. But
1 don't remember his telling me why they
are so important ....
I am teaching now,
and I remember your article on the "Essentials of Teaching," and I try to explain the
"why" of everything to my pupils; so
would you mind telling me what it is about
octaves that makes them so necessary?"
-Miss
M. L. B., Illinois
Your teacher did an excellent thing for
you in stressing the importance of octave
practice, and you have benefited from it
more than probably you realize.
Here is the reason why they are essential to the building of a sound left-hand
technique. The basis of good intonation
is the maintaining of the interval of a perfect fourth between the first and fourth
fingers. This interval is frequently extended, but it is the root of good technique.
On the violin, an octave is fingered like
a perfect fourth, except that the fourth
finger is on the next higher string.
Every violinist finds out, as soon as he
begins to shift; that all intervals become
narrower the higher up the fingerboard he
goes. The necessity for this adjustment of
the distances between his fingers poses a
definite problem in accuracy of intonation.
This is where the study of octaves comes
in. If the interval between the first and
fourth fingers is true, the other fingers
find little difficulty in falling into their
proper places. And when the first and
fourth fingers adjust themselves automatically to the narrowing of the interval as the
player ascends, and the widening of it as
he descends, accuracy of pitch in the upper
positions is almost assured.
There are many good studies in octaves.
Those in the second book of Laoureux's
Meth'od may be considered fundamental.
The last stud)' in the third book of Kayser
is excellent, and should be followed b)'
the two studies in Kreutzer. Others, more
difficult, appear in the due course of study.
A word of caution must be given to all
students who are practicing octaves: Do
not practice them for long at anyone time.
It is very easy to. wear down the cushion
at the tip of the first finger so that the
nerve becomes sensitive. Five minutes at a
time is enough; but when a pupil is concentrating on octaves and accuracy in the
positions, he should repeat this five-minute period two or three times during his
practice hours.
You are right in making a point of explaining the "why" of the various points
you teach. It definitely interests a young
student to know a good reason for the
studies and exercises he is working on.
The more interesting your teaching is, the
more pupils you will have.
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by HAROLD

How to improve

tone

" ...
Do yon think yon could tell me
how to improve my tone? My teacher
seems to think of nothing but making me
play in tune and play brilliant. Brilliant
is the word he is always sa)'ing ....
Folks
tell me that lny tone is good when I play
loud but not so good when I play soft ..
What do yo/l, think is the reason for this?
. . . I am 17 years old and I am playing
the 7th Concerto by Rode and the 'Caprices' by Fiorillo."
-Y. I. B., Iowa
Be thankful
your teacher does insist
that you play in tune. Not every teacher
is so careful-and
good intonation is a
MUST for every violinist.
But a good quality of tone must go along
with true intonation. There could be two
or three reasons why your soft tone is not
as good as when yOll are playing forte; the
most likely one being that you do not use
enough left-hand finger pressure. Never
forget that it is as necessary to grip as
strongly in soft playing as in loud. The intensity of the left-hand grip makes the tone,
while the bow sets it in motion and gives
it life and color. Your fingers should feel
as though an electrical contact has been
made each time they grip the strings. A
good bow technique combined with a
weak left-hand grip will not produce a
good tone, and neither will an intense grip
combined with a poor bow technique. Both
right and left hands must be working
equally well if the results are to be good.
There are a number of exercises that
would help you to develop your tone. First,
you should work on the holding of steady
pianissimo tone for twenty seconds each.
with a strong finger pressure but no vibrato. When you can do this comfortably
and easily, try for thirty seconds and later
{or forty. If you can hold a pianissimo tone
for forty seconds, your bowing will be
steady and controlled and your fingers will
be doing their job well. These slow bows

BERKLEY

should, of course, be drawn quite close to
the bridge. You should also be practicing
faster pianissimo bow strokes-with
the
same strong finger pressure and with vi·
brnto. These strokes should be of two, four,
and eight seconds duration. But clon't forget this rule-which
is as nearly iron-clad
as any rule for violin playing can be: The
faster the stroke, the nearer the fingerboard; the slower the stroke, the nearer
the bridge. And keep this thought in the
front of your mind: No tone exercise will
do much good unless you have always
before you a vivid ideal of the tone you
want to produce.
When you can draw steady pianissimo
tones of good quality with different speeds
of the bow stroke, you should take more
than one note to each bow, giving, however, a second to each note. Start with two
notes to the bow; then go on to four, eight,
twelve, and sixteen. It is really difficult to
hold a stroke for twelve or sixteen seconds
and vibrate on each note played, so be content if you can play eight notes with vibra to. But keep always in mind that every
finger must hold the string firmly, vibrato
or no vibrato.
.q'he above suggestions will help you with
your problem of producing a better tone
when you play softly, but there is a great
deal more to the matter of tone production
than I have space here to give you. I would
suggest that you read several times (and
slowly l l the two articles on "The Art of
Expression" which appeared in ETUDE in
January and March 1948. These back numbers can almost certainly be obtained from
the publishers of the magazine. It would
also be a great help to you if you read
carefully the eleventh chapter of 111)' book,
"The Modern Technique of Violin Bowing." There you would find ideas and
exercises not given in the articles. However, to have a clear ideal of tone and a
strong desire to attain it will do more for
you than anything else.
THE END
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Adventures
of a piano teacher
How do you
end you;p;:ograms?

Lullaby

the end of the second line on p, 25, then
cutting directly
to the last line (rnolto
slentando) of p. 26. This eliminates those
impossible.to.play
measures on pages 25
and 26.
What are p-ianists afraid of? Just be.
cause the Rhapsody
has been regarded
from the beginning
as a rather original,
noisy, jazzy piece is no reason for passing
it by. This solo version gives ample evidence of Gershwin's ability to write beauti.
ful music. What a pity that he left us so
soon!
SCHUMANN'S

DAVIDSIlUNDLER

A widely-known

"cradle

song"

appears

in its original

Exce 11en t f or developing

key.

s ing-ingit

a beautiful

c ne . Grade

4.

ALEX. ILYINSKY, Op. 13, No.7
POCO

andante

(J ,72)
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DANCES
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by GUY MAIER

here

Pianists,
alas. are like sheep. Nose to
tail, the contents of their programs march
after each other. AII of them study and
play the same' om positions; almost nOne
has the COil rage 10 hew new paths. Every.
body plays
Schumann's
en
from
Childhood," "Fantusv Pieces," "Papillons,"
"Carnavnl."
"No\ cl 111"1'," II ymphonic
Studies,"
C i\linor
. onatn, Faschingschwank. The) even tackle the sacred C
Major Fantasia. A lew nttr-mpt the "Kreislerinna," which towel'S mightily above a]1110st all 0111('1' ~ chumaun
pi rill 0 works .
But who plays the 1R pieces of the "Davidsbiindler Tanze ?" (·-Dances of the Society
of David")
...
almost no one.
These a rc nOI I rue dances, hUI exquisite,
jeweled Irngmr-nrs. filII of fire and nash,
sensitively romnntic in csscncr.c-nnd very
rewarding
"'.... srudj . The "Dnnces'' with
thei r rnarvcllou-Iy intr icate and fascinating
interplay
f pol) phonic rh) thms and their
fantastic musical ~lIh~lnl1ce. challenge the
technical and inlerprrtativ<, po\,crs of the
player as no ot }WI' 5 humann compositions
excepting the Fantasia. and the c=Kreisleri-

Ped. simile

es p r essiro

~.

~l
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I which item of his programs
F YOU

fisk almost

any

concert

pianist

he finds the

most difficult to choose, he will say, "the
end-piece."
This usually
means that he
knows no more unhackneyed
display-pieces

which will bring down the house!
I do not understand
this. "WThy must
players

finish

their

concerts

with

cheap

razzle-dazzle? If they insist upon performing trash why not hide it somewhere in the
middle of the program? ... And why do
most concerts start out on a high musical
level and deteriorate
appallingly
by the
time the final number
and encores
are
reached?
Artur. Schnabel
often observed
acidly, "If pianists I1UM/. play inferior music why not reverse the process? Begin

t.he program with the encores then proceed
upward to beautiful music and send the
audience home in an exalted mood." The
answer is simple: a Liszt rhapsody or a
flashy Spanish dance will wow tIle hearers
and assure the player's re-engagement.
Yet, how much better to end the program with the Bach Chromatic Fantasia
and Fugue, the Brahms "Variations and
Fugue on a Theme of Handel:" the Schumann "Symphonic Studiesl~ or "Carnaval/'
Debussyls "Pour Ie Pianol' suite-or
any
of a dozen other master-pieces.
I am happy to observe in my classes
that many of our excellent ~roung pianists
no longer cling to this life-saver of the
superficial end-piece ...
They are much
more courageous and optimistic than the
older generation of pianists ...
GERSHWIN'S

RHAPSODY

IN BLUE

If you insist upon playing a brilliant,
dynamic end-piece you will be surprised by
my recommendation-Gershwin's
Rhapsody in Blue! Don't give a raucous Bronx

cheer until you read further ... I do not
refer to the familiar version of the Rhapsody for piano and orchestra (orchestrated
by Ferde Grafe) which I consider inferior,
but to the edition for piano solo wh ich
the publishers say was "secured from the
composer, wherein the solo piano and or.
cbestral parts are fused together making
the piece available for the piano alone."
Here then is the true "Rhapsody in Blue"
according to Gershwin. The tawdry, cackling instrumentation
which obscures the
solid substance of the piece is gone. The
coarse orchestral texture has always stood
ill the way of the music's quality. Almost
no one has had the courage to play the
Rhapsody as music; it is always nall nted
as clap-trap. To be convinced of this, just
listen to the recordings.
In spil'e of all this~ the Rhapsody-after
more theln 25 years-is
more invigomting
and exciting than ever. A \\ ork of such
persisting vitality must possess something
more than :'popular" appeal. You will discover this for yourseH if you approach it
seriously. Permit its beautiful themes to
sing to the hilt. take time to emphasize
the pas~ioJl and pathos of the music~ and
do not pass Ughtly over the disillusion.
ment and broken-hearted ness which per.
vade its pages ...
1 can lind sC'arcel" a
measure of triteness or cheapness in this
Gershwin original. Even its form is superior to the orchestral edition-le!'"s
loose
and diffuse. True, the solo version is more
difficult to plaYl but it is also much more
rewarding than the piano and orchestra
score.
Very discreetly I advise deletions such
as shortening the over·extended caden'za,
i.e. cutting from the bottom of p. 23 to the
top ?f p. 25, (omitting p. 24,) and again,
makIng a fermata after the glissando at
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Each Ilulllher is ~i~ned by "Florestan"
or "Eusebius."
~omctimcs by bolh when
Schumann couldn't decide which he was.
(This was of course a clear manifestation
of Schumann's
schizophrenic personality.)
When he compost"d them for his ador·
able Clara he wrote, "I was ne\-er 50 happy
composing all)'thinrr ... The whole series
is a Wedding En'lIing Festivity ending as
t.he clock strikes midnight." ... His poetic
introduction
to the opus ~ets the stage:
"At all timf'S are grief and joy entwined.
l\lfeet joy with humility:
Meet grie£ \\ ith courage."
And the score -issprinkled with surprising
indications
like "Play slightly cockeyed!"
Study all 18 Dances. then choose half a
dozen or more (the pieces probahly were
not meant to be played in toto). and put
them on your programs. You will find them
a superb addition
to your repertoire of
Schumann masterpieces.
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Here is. an excellent piano solo arrangement of a number originally composed by Mme. Chaminad~ for cello solo with piano
~c~ompaOlment. Although written when the composer was eighty years of age, the Romattza AppassJollata has all the character_
IStiCS of vital, youthful
melody so prevalent in her Scarf Dance, Air de Ballet, and other earlier works.
Grade 6.
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Struttin' Along
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to "swing

it" will find this a satisfying

shoufdbe pf ayed with dash and spontaneity.
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cato·touch should characterize the entire piece.
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A SCHOOL

MUSICIANS
(Continned

one-act comedies of his own composition,
developed
interest in opera, built several
opera houses, and brought
such works as
"Louise"
and "Elektrn" to the American
stage.
Machinery for use in the straw business
was invented by one of the historic Mason
family of early America.
Colonel Lowell
Mason, father of Lowell Mason was the
inventor, and a 'cellist and singer as welL
His son, Lowell, worked for a time with
him in the business of making straw hats.
The great composer
of choral music,

Hans Leo Hassler,

(1.564-1612) is known

to have made up different kinds of musical
clocks, and to have offered them for sale.
Two musicians.
Carl Maria von 'Veber
and Johann Andre, assisted Senefelder in
the invention
of lithography.
Andre, W110
was both a composer
and publisher, allied

himself with Senefelder

and applied the

new process to music. Von Weber, around
the year 1800, helped greatly to perfect
musical lithography,
and did the lithog-

raphy of his Opus 2 himself.
The history of engraving
shows many
improvements
credited to musicians,
or to
members
of the several
musical profes-

sions. Johann Breitkopf (1719-1794), son
of the founder of the famed publishing finn
of Breitkopf
and Hartel, introduced
movable musical type and thus revolutionized
the music trade in 1750. The use of catalogs is also due in large measure to him.
Gottfried Hartel, of the same firm, brought
in Senefe1der to assist with the setting up
of a lithographing
establishment,
and made
several practical improvements
himself, in
printing, and in introducing
the engraving
of music on pewter plates.
The history of engraving
would not be
complete without a reference
to the work

of 1. S. Bach, who added to the science by
engraving
a book of exercises. Bach is aiready
famous
for his "Well-Tempered
Clavichord"
as a piece of music, but the
device which made this possible -was his
contribution:
the equal-temperament
tun.
ing of strings in keyboard
instruments.
The inventor of the automatic
telegraph

was Sir Charles Wheatstone

(1802-1875).

one of the line of musical instrument
makers of the same name.
His interest
in
music led him to experiments
in acoustics,
to the invention of the concertina,
and of
the small mouth-organ
which he called an
~~Aeo1ina." He also inventecl
a cryptographic
machine,
deciphered
manuscripts
for the British Museum, invented the ka1eidophone, the stereoscope,
continued
Chla.
dni's experiments
in physics, and was the
first experimenter
with submarine
cables.
The discovery of the planet Urallus, the
improvement
of the telescope,
and the
theory of polar caps On Mars are a few of
the ~chlevements
of the English music
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composer,

William

Herschel,

(1738-1322).
'When he was fourteen,
Herschel played
oboe and violin, and joined his father
in
the reaimental
band
of
the
Hanover
o
.
•
Guards;
he stayed with that orgalllzallOn
until some time after it was transferred
to
Durham, England,
in 1757.
I-Ie became oraanlst at the Halifax
parish church, and later
moved to a similar
position
at the Octagon
Chapel in Bath.
There he gained respect as the town's l:ading musician. and managed
to teach thirtyfive pupils a week, to play outside engagements, to write anthems,
psalm-tunes,
and
entire services for his choir. Grove lists a
symphony
and two concerti
for wind instruments
as being published
during
this
time also.
Durng the years in Bath, Herschel develope.i a passionate
interest in astronomy.
In the little spare time left to him after
each professional
day was over, he began
to teach himsel-f th-is exacting
science. He
read and studied extensively,
secured a small
telescope, ann gazed at the stars at night.
But the combination
of these two demanding
fields-music
and astronomybecame too much for him, and he deter·
mined to find 3n assistant:
someone
to
help with his music and perhaps with the
rudimentary
chores associated
with science.
For this t~sk he thought
of his younger
sister, Caroline.
He made a trip to Hanover and brought
her back. and this was the beginninu
of
one of the most fortunate
cOl1lbinatiOJ~C:;;of
brother and sister in all history. Caroline
was a skilled violinist,
capable of performing the current concert repertoire.
and had
a good soprano
voice as well. She sang
such solos as occur
in "The Messiah,"
"Samson,"
and "Judas
lVIaccabeus_" under
her brotl1el"s
direction,
and took
over
many of his duties.
William became convincecl that his telescope was too small for the work he had
set himself, and lacking
the reSOUl'ces to
get a better one, he determined
to construct
his own. This
he did (Caroline
helped with the polishing
and grinding
of
the mirrors)
and the result was a Newtonian instrument
of six-foot length.
In 1781 he discovered the planet Uranus;
and. soon after, gave up his professional
music life, when he was awarded the post
of private astronomer
to the King. In addition to the discoveries
listed above, Herschel is remembered
for his contributions
to the kno-w1edge of the rotation of planets,
of double stars, and satellites;
the fortyfoot telescope devised
by him (the same
which Haydn
peered
through
with such
amazement)
was one of the greatest steps

forward of its kind.
But no less astonishing

a figure was Caro-

or by ear at home, and then coming
e asking for a left hand part.
tom
b
..
. I
They kept me usy wntmg srm p e
Some
of
I rd accompaniments.k
I·
learned to rna e t terr own
I
mem
. Ie accompaniments.
I know
SImp
.
public school music teachers
who
cannot do that, and I suspect there
are private teachers w~o cannot supply missing accompanIments.
It is an excellent thing to teach
, child Beethoven and Mozart. and I
aam not suggestmg
.
. hi
t b at we grve
11m
less of the classics. But can we not
servemusic, too, by teaching him to
play the National Anthem
f~'om
memoryand to accompany the smgina of the Rotary Clu.b? Schubert
was one of our greatest song composers. This may be heresy, but I
have a sneaking suspicion
that,
were he alive today, he would not
be above joining his cronies
in
Sweet Adeline, or even to furnishing
an accompaniment.
We school music teachers have to
be practical. We are not serving
ART (spelled with capitals). We are
leaching all the children of all the
peopleand trying to give them all,
the un-talented as well as the gi fted,
as muchof the beauty of music as we
can.We need pianists who can serve
the needs of the school and the community 1/.011.1.
And do we welcome I he bel p 0 f
the private teachers! However. we
hesitate to go to them to suggest
that they teach something for which
theymay see no need. Such a course
is fraught with too much danger to
one whose job depends upon the
good will of a community.
If you are a private teacher, why
not go to your school music teacher.
tell her you want to cooperate with
her ill every way you can, and suggest that if there is anything
she
wishesyour pupils to do you will be
glad to help train them. I am sure
yOIl will win her gratitude
and find
her cooperative.
Here are two possible results of
such a Course of action. At first
you may begrudge the time taken

line who became the first woman to discover
a c;met;
eight such discoveries
are credited

,,0

to her, and three nebulae

as well; she preCatalogue
with a list of

sented the British
561 stars omitted from its pages!
The inventor
of the metronome
has other
thinzs to his credit.
Johann Maelzel, a

Vie,~nese

music

teacher

(1772-1838)

de-

vised a "Panharmoniull1."
a sort of 18th
century
j uke-box which brought
forth the
sounds
of 1110st orchestral
instruments by
means
of weights
acting on cylinders. A
friend
of Beethoven
(and maker of that
composer's
ear-trumpet)
he once visited
the United
Slates
with a mechanical chess

player.
E. F. F. Chladni

(17.56-1827)

is rem m.

bered
to science
as the discoverer
of the
true
nature
of meteorites,
ane! is sometimes called "the father of modern ACOUS·
tics." To rnnsicinns,
he i~tho inventor of
the "Ell phon"
and the "Clavi-cylinder."
Chladni's
i nt rests seem t have vacillated bet wer-n music I11H1 cience f r most
of his life. His firs: studies
were of gcography;
at nineteen
years of agl' hl' studied
music. At thr- college
in Crimma.
ho took
law and medicine,
ond at T...cipzi~ he earned
the df"gree of Doctor
of Low~. Hr \Ient on
to become fl nMah1c ph),gici~t, tlnd in 1787
publishNl
his famous
rc~cnrches
on vibra·
tions of variously
shap d pIal eSt,
His olh('r rC'!'"cnrche
xlcndcel into the
theories
of consonancf"
and dil:.!':onnnce,
concert-hall
acoustiC's.
and the cla~ ification of musitfll
in::;tl"umrnis.
Tn thi!' type
of work hc wa!'" outstanding.
and h resolVf·d tn climax
all his findings wilh the
invention
of a ncw in Inlln nl. uTo this
objec!."
write~
Parry,
"he ...
elevoted
more time. trouhle.
and money. lhan 10 l1is
great scientifiC' researchcs.))
The result was
the "Euphon,"
an arrangement
of glass
cylinders
to be vibrated
with a Illoi telled
finger.
The
Euphon
he soon developed
into another
instrument,
the Clavi.cylinder.
which
he looked
upon
as lithe practical
application
of his discoveriC's.
and the
glory
of his life."
It looked
something
like a square
piano.
and with it Chladni
was ahle to play prolonged
notes: and to
use crescendo
and diminuendo.
Chladni
took his marvel.
and his new
"Treatise
on Acoustics"
011 a lecture tour
of Europe,
and so pleased
apo1eon that
he was awarded
6000 francs, and encO'.1raged to translate
hjs treatise
into French.
This he did, and dedicated
it to the Em.
peror.

.
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Instruments
of O"lass 110t onl" interested
Chladni.
but manyt" others as
The emi·
nent composer.
Gluck_ invented
an arrangement of twenty-six
c1rinkincr ulasses which
lle 'It
d
. leo
<
llne
Wit 1 water."
With this device
he gave a concert
in London
in 1746. and
played a concerto.
(Continued on Page 63)
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from Mozart or Beethoven or Czerny
while helping Carol prepare the accompaniment
of a school song. But
eventually
you will gain more than
you lose. Carol is happy
in the
knowledge
that she is contributinz
bel' special talent to the success of
a school enterprise,
and this may
prove the incentive to concentrated
work you have been seeking.
She
practices,
not with an eye to a
Carnegie Hall recital ten years from
now, but with the purpose of doing
a good job now. And if Sue is practicing
for the same purpose
each
girl will work a little harder not
to be outdone.
Have you ever seen the look in the
eyes of a classroom of children when
one of their number is performing
for them? It is a look compounded

in inspiring
them to study, you
should be able to make a very comfortable living. I have averaged up
to 80 lessons a week for an entire
summer.
Many children in our smaller communities are not studying piano because there is no one to teach them.
A little girl said to me not long
ago, "But can't you even give me a
lesson once in a while? Mommie says
a lesson every month or two would
keep me from forgetting what I already know." Such pleas are hard
to turn down, but I was forced in
this instance to say )10.
At a recent Commencement in one
of our largest music conservatories
the speaker urged the graduates to
go to the small towns to begin their
work. The small town needs you, the
school music teacher needs your cooperation,
and what is of greatest
importance,
the chad needs you.

of admiration and longing. "I wish
Mother would let me take piano
lessons," they will say wistfully.
And when Carol successfully
accompanies her class in a public performance some one is sure to ask
the name of her teacher. One good
accompanist
pupa is worth dollars
of newspaper
advertising.
In closing, let me plead for more
private teachers in the small community. I know the idea of a. city
"studio"
is appealing.
and young
teachers
dream
of winning fame
and fortune in the hig city. But it is
a dream which comes true for only
a comparative
few. If you want to
serve mankind as a teacher and like
the friendliness
and more leisurely
tempo of the small town, there is a
need and a place for you.
Expenses are much lower in the
small community. If you are friendly
and talented,i f you can make chilchen like you and have any ability

..
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SINGING

VOICE-SPEAKING

(Continued

of musical phrases, and the structure of the phrase may distort normal word pace. For example, you
sing the Lord's Prayer differently
from the way you say it; you have a
larger territory
of vowel-sound to
covel' in the words (Father, Heaven,
etc.). Yet the effect must not be one
of distortion!
The singer's task, actually, is to sing "Fa-a-a-thee'
at
the same time giving the audience
the feeling of "Father."
The actor's enunciation
problem
it to avoid this very distortionalong with every other variety of affectation
or forcing. Speaking
in
normal (or even rapid) rhythm, he
must make every letter sound, without insisting on it in a way to detract from the realism of his speech.
Barring intentional
regionalisms
of
speech, he must say and and not an';
going and not gain'; community and
not kimmunity,
etc., flowing the
words out in a smooth line that allows everything
to he heard, yet
avoids an impression of stiltedness.
Over-emphasis
of letters sounds as
hammy as ranting.
You learn to enunciate completely
and clearly without forcing, through
a kn~wledge of the way letters are
formed, and of the organs of speech
which form them. Then you practice, forming letters alone, jn combination, at varying tempi of speed.
Another helpful point is to l'ealize
that vowels between consonants are
never statjc. In English, certainly_
which has few if any pure vowel
sounds, the vowel works its way up
to a moment of climax at which it
reaches
jts greatest
measure
of
purity. Until that brief split-second
IS attained,
it approaches its climax
from the preceding consonant;
after the moment of climax, it recedes
mto the followjng consonant. Take
the word pose :-from
the moment

are some of the
most interesting first grade teaching
pieces you could find after a long,
long search. While some of them
have been favorites for many years,
today their popularity is greater than
ever.
In spite of spiraling costs, Century
Edition still sells for 20c a copy.

FIRST GRADE PIANO SOLOS
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netre
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3960, Mozart for the Young Pianist,.Eckharlit
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3807 Yo Yo, C.
.
Jamco
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if desi-rcd.
3522 Boom
"2998 Jingle
"3459 When
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3681 Marie
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the P is released,
the 0 builds
through a diphthong,
reaches
one
quick climax 0:£ pure O-ness, ~nd
then recedes through
another
dIphthong into S. Knowing that this happens and aiming
towards
th~ ~oment. of climax, through enuncranon
and tone can be helpful
in practicing. TI~e most beautiful
enunciation is achieved by those who recognize this non-static quality of the
vowel between consonants.
Another difference
between singing and speaking
is that audibility
of words proceeds
from .differenr
causes. When the audience
loses the
words of a song, it means that those
words
are badly
enunciated-the
sounds heard are those of the tones.
When the audience
loses the words
in spoken lines, it means that the
words are deficient
in tonal resonance or carrying
power-a
word
that is heard
at all as it comes
from the stage
is seldom
misunderstood.
But in the last analysis,
the object of both sjnging
and acting is
to create illusion. And this is never
a mechanical thing. There are actors
and singers with superb voices who
fail to give an audience
that last,
undefinable
release
into the world
they wish jt to enter. And there are
singers and actors
with less than
superb voices who carry the a ud ience along from the moment
they
appear. And the audience
is never
wrong! The actual root o[ this difference we do not know-alas.
Whatever it is, it marks the gap between
the capable performer
and the artist.
And while it must be developed,
it
can never be learned-again.
alas.
The gift is in one, or it isn't. The
best we can do is to develop such
powers as lie in us, always resting
on a cushion of skills and techniques
to help lis along.
THE END

El)

are many rea.
sons for selecting Century Edition as
your standby.
Ask to see these piano
classics
at your dealer ond you will
discover
diversity, good taste, cap_
able
editing,
wide scope, excellent
printing
and the low. low price of 20c
a copy-all
good reasons for moking
Century
Edition YOUR edition.
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In G •• 4 ..
C. P. E. B1c'b
Mazurka
In [III. OP. 41. HI. 2, .4.CbosJln
Mazurlta
In Fm •• 4
'DtlJoJln
Polonal .. In Ab. Op 53. -$·6
l'bosJ11
The
Etyllllan
GIrl. GIIl.4·5
.. Ralllnu
Mllonllght
80nala,
C:::.·&
IUfI/'tjrrn
WaUl".
011. 39, Nt •• I, 2, 6. 15, .$.&
IIrabm.
Sl:hllt"Zll. OP. 32, 8b ... "
.CllOllln
Notwulan Dun HI. 2. Op. 35. A·4
Grl~1
Moment
Whim.

MUllnl,
(Orillen).
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Our
graded-and-classified
or our
complete
cotalag
listing over 4000
numbers
is ftee at your dealer Of on
request
fram us.
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READING

(Continued from Page 14)
music at the University of Chicago
back in 1926. His experiments
showedrather conclusively that eye
movements in reading
music are
about the same as in reading words.
If this is true, better reading is only
possible if teachers train their studentsto "look" for note-groups that
have distinct and recognizable
outlines such as triad patterns,
triad
variation patterns, five-finger
pat ...
terns-or parts of them, scale patterns, slur group patterns,
phrase
patterns, to mention only a few.
There are many such patterns
in
music,in fact most music is organized in patterns that can be easily
recognizedby sight in the notation,
,byrelated groups of sound and by
related patterns of touch on the keyboard.It is quite possible to make a
list of the ones which are repeated
most often and this note-pattern
\'ocahulary would be much shorter
than one of the Thorndike
basic
wordlists used for constructing
our
children's word reading primers.
In the Mendelssohn excerpt (Ex.
1) the eyes of the student reading
by individual note names must make
thirty.!wofixations; by !lalterns, only
twelve.HOl Cross Buns (Ex. 2) contains seventeen individual notes, but
onlyfive paUerns which actually are
onlyrepetitions of two simple ones.
Material used
for
beginners
should start with simple eye patterns repeated over and over lUltil
they are quickly
recognizcd
as
meaningful units, related to finger
patterns, and most importan1.
of
course, to sound palterns HEARD.
The sequence of patterns
should
progress gradually vrithout sudden
increases in difficulty. The material
shouldlie well under the hands until
the student establishes an ass6ciation between the notes seen and
the keys felt, If note reading is done
"by location" rather than by note
name. the material need not stay
in just one area of the staff and keyt

•
•

slorcs:
16th

~ thets

Page 13')

19, N.Y.

61h Ave._12f

ALL MUSIC READING IS SIGHT

VOICE

board, but may appear in any part
of the staff, very soon after the patterns are learned,
since the entire
pattern
may be moved up or down.
runes
should be selected with regard for their "interest
value"
to
children,
melodies already familiar
to them, or tunes that are easily
learned.
Playground
chants
and
"patterned"
tunes
like
London
Bridge
are probably
best because
their musical construct jon is so easy
to understand.
To turn out good readers of music
notation at the piano, it would seem
that the factor of "sight"
(or the
looks of the notes) must take precedence over "sound" in the matter
of arranging
a teaching
sequence,
but since music is, after all, nothing'
hut sound, the "sight" requirements
must not eliminate the use of pleasing music. Add to this the requirement that beginning
material
must
lie well under the hands in playable
positions
and we have a very real
difficulty in getting our material into
the
right
sequence
for efficient
musical results.
Unless teachers are familiar with
the facts of vision, the writers
of
teaching
materials
are pretty well
stymied in their attempt.s to improve
the leaching of music reading at the
piano. And if teachers do not demand books with a realistic approach
to the problem, certainly publjshers
will not print them and progress
in
music-reading
education
is at. a
Btand-st.ill.
It is a quest.ion whether we will
ever have good sight-readers
unless
the elements
of sight-reading
are
taught from t.he beginning of inst.ruction_ The problem is not unsolvable
if we all realize that ALL music
reading
is SIGHT reading,
for we
can only learn to read music by
using
our eyes, and certainly
we
should at all times use them as efficiently as possible.
THE

END

WM. S. HAYNES CoMPANY

To Nervous Musicians

Flutes of Distinction

by LORRAINE

STERLING SILVER-GOLD-PLATINUM
Catalog on request
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many

prefer the
METRONOM de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS

Teachers and students of music
and dancing realize how important it is to establish the habit of
correct timing. It's only natural
that this <'time cons~ious" group
should prefer the superb Seth
Thomas* Metronome de Maelzela precision instrument made by an
American finn famed for fine time
instruments since 1813.

cyclonic,

The Seth Thomas Metronome is uni·
versally recognized as the finest made.
Renowned for dependability and accuracy, it faithfully measures time
audibly by a distinct tick ... visibly
by oscillating pendulum-with
tempo
easily adjustable from 40 to 208 beats
per minute. And it's portable, too.
"Roog'. U.S.Pat,

tPrice

Seth Thomas craftsmen painstakingly
fashion the sturdy key-wound mechanism to assure that each Seth Thomas
Metronome is the very finest you can
buy. Handsome hardwood case. Ask
your music dealer, department
or
jewelry store to show you this nne
metronome priced at only $12.95.t

orr.
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change
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Complete

And wish that you could suddenly

PIANO
BREAKS
Our Mouthly Break Bulletin enllhles you
to

BRADY

'Now made in natural
wood exclusively..
and
kept in its native brown
color. Inner core grenadilla gives
[ Martin F'reres the world's most
[,precise clarinet bore. Anchored
~posts eliminate post "jitters", prevent
locke~ keys. See ~our dealer or
write for Martin Freres catalog
~.
showing
Bb clarinets, alto
and bass clarinet, oboe
and English horn.
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is moronic.

Seth 1homas Clocks

Thomaston,

Conn.

Div. of General Time Corp.
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FINE VIOLINS

~r9an lfl!uestions

Handmade,
Unsurpassed
FREE
Expert

~iolin lftluestions

CHELSEA FRASER, M.V.M.
2025 Stark~,

Answered

ABOVE,

Home

Hammond

Model

Organ

Hammond

prices

start

Organ,

used

in more

at $12B5* for the Spinet

homes
Model

lhon any other
Incr illustrated

orgon.
abovel.

A I!fttime if 6eaut!ft1 music
-yours .fOr 1/285*
No

OTHER

i\lliSICAL

in

Ii'\STRUi\IENT

the world can contribute so much to
YOLirpleasure yell' after year, as a
Hammond Organ.
For this is music that works a
magic all its own. You play, and all
the great sounds of music come alive
at your touch. You play, and forget
the tensions and cares of your world.
A wonderful hobby, or career
Best of all, Hammond Organ music
is so completely rcwarding that every"
one in the !illnily will want to play.
A Hammond Organ in your home
c;ould be the start of a lifetime hobby
for yOll, the bcginning of a musical
career for your children.

You can play it in 30 days
Here's the marvel of the Hammond
Organ: it responds brilliantly to the
master musician, yet you, without
any previous musical training. can
play simple but effective music on it
PRICES

START AT JUST

$1285*

in less than a month. Thousands
owners have proved this.

of

No home too small

The Hammond Organ fits in a space
just four feet square. There are no
insrallauon
problems. Simply plug
the Hammond Organ into ;1l1 electrical outlet and it's ready to play.
Upkeep? Little or nothing. For this
is the only organ in the world that
ncucr needs tuning.]
A lifetime of pleasure

Every year you enjoy the Hammond
Organ, it will enrich your home, say
fllle things for your lI'<lyof life.
And - you can own a Hammond
Organ coday for $1285·, the lowest
price in years. Convenient budget
terms Gill be arranged.
Why not havea no-obligation dem.onstration 01" the Hammond Organ
at your local dealer's ver), soon? Or,
for more information, mail the coupon uelow.

FOR THE SPINET

MODEl

.EIAMMOND OIlGAN
MUSICS

MOST

GLORIOUS

Complete
line of 2-manual-and-pedol
up, including
tone eCJuipment
and

VOICE

Hommond Orgons $1285*
bench. *f. o. b. Chicago.

~--------------------------------~
I
Hammond Instrument Company
4210 W. Diversey :\ve., Chicago 39, Illinois

I

I
:

I

Without obligation, please send me information
following Hammond Organ models:

1

\

0 Spinet Model

0 Church Model

I
I

0 Home

0 Concert

Model

I
I

on the

:
I

CHURCH :i\lODEL_
: Hammond Organs are used
I in some 27,000 churches.

Model

I

:

Name..

:

~

Street...

l

I

City...

~

.

P. O. Zone
@ISSI,IlAMMOND

State.... .

INSTRUMENT

COMPANY

I
II

,--------------------------------52

:

Concert Model has 32-not<:
AGO pedal kt:yboard and an
additional tl'edal Solo Unit,
tunable to preference by
the organist.

by FREDERICK

• Our church has a two manual
Baldwin electronic
organ with pedals. (Stops enumerated
bur spac_c
does not permit listing).
Our choir
has about 18 voices. J would appreciate suggestions as to best stops
to use /;, accompanying choir, and
also for hymn playing. Full Great
organ seems too loud fOT congregational singing, but if held back
by expression pedal, the Bourdon
16' makes the tone too deep and
ru;"'bly. To get away from the deep
tones in the bass, I have been playing soprano and alto on Great, using
Bourdon 16', Melodia
8', Dulciana
8', Octave 4' and Clarion
4', and
playing the tenor and bass parts on
the Swell, What do you think o]
this set up? For choir accompaniment I have been using Open Diapason 8' Dulciana 8', Violina 4' and
Swell 'to Great 8'. I don't like this
combination. as it has no depth. I
can't find a suitable combination
on
the Swell eith-er as there is no 16'
stop there,
-G.E.U., Kan.sas
We are not too Impressed with
the idea of playing soprano and alto
parts on the Great
and the tenor
and bass on the Swell. In order to
bring out the soprano
or melody
part, .it is frequently
proper to play
the soprano pan only on one manual, tenor and alto parts on another
manual with somewhat
less volume,
and the bass part in the pedal (suitably balanced
as to volume).
but
more often all four parts are played
on the same manual
(either
Swell
or Creat)
and the pedal doubling
the .bass part. For announcing
hymn
tunes, we suggest
using a "mezzo
forte" Swell (say, Violin Diapason,
Stopped
Flute,
Salicional,
Oboe,
Flute 4' and Salicet
4'). Then for
congregational
singing
add Trampette and Clarinet
(still on Swell).
For more volume you could use the
Full Great, although
we suggest the
Bourdon 16' be used very sparingly,
~s a ,~6' stop has a tendency. to
fuzzy the tone. For accompanymg
the choir what we have suggested
for the announcing
of hymn tunes
would be about normal,
but using
only the softer stops on the Swell
(such as Salicional,
Stopped
Flute
and Flute 4') for softer passages, or
even the very softest stops for pianissimo sections;
the Vox Humana
however, is rather
a poor stop fo:
accompanying
voices. For the louder
parts of anthems,
you could take
the basic stops mentioned
above and
add the Violin Diapason,
Oboe or
even Trompette,
or even full Great

PHILLIPS

Sagi"C1w. MiehlgCl"

By HAROLD BERKLEY

for
climaxes.
Since your Pedal
Bourdon
16' is rather loud try the
Dulciana
16' together if necessary
with the Cello 8'. reserving the other
pedal stops for the greater buildups.

30 E. Adams St.--ChiClfgO 3~Ill.
Specialists

We are sending you the addresses
of a couple of firms specializing in
organ
parts,
and who can supply
the neees ary pedal board. Your reg.
ular piano bench. however, may not
be wide enough or high enough 10
accommodate
the standard pedal
keyboard,
so it may be necessary
also to obtain an organ bench. If
you plan to have this attached to
the piano,
that you could actually
play the note,
we understand this
can be done by organ service men.
but there is a good bit of mechenical work, and the expense may run
into hundreds
of dollars.

• I have several piano pupils who
help with the oreo« music in their
churches but C(IIUlot (iOord an organ
teacher. Where and what is the bes/
information
and simple music ob·
uunable
that they can work out lCilh
a iiule help? I hould like to recei~e
a copy of the circular mentioned in
a recent ET DE.
-Mrs. A.E.P., Missouri
For basic siudies we recommend
the Stainer Organ 'letbod (both the
Kraft
and the Rogers editions are
excellent);
Graded
Material for
Pipe Organ. by Rogers; and 24 Progressive
tudies for Pipe Organ. by
Whiting;
also Pedal Scale Studies
by Sheppard.
OLher suitable studies
are indicated
in the circular we are
sending. For easy collections we sug·
gest "Gem
of
lasterworks," by
Tonner
and the Presser Two Staff
Organ
Book--:both
written on two
staves withouL a separate pedal staff.
Then follow with "Chapel Organist:'
Peery;
"Organ
Melodies," Landon;
"At
the
Console."
Felton; and
"Chancel
Echoes." Felton.
We do. however. suggest that if
these pupils are enlering ule organ
field with the thought of becoming
competent
organists.
it would be
well to make a special effort if pos·
sible to study under a competent
organ
teacher.
in order that the}'
may build on a thorough foundation
and avoid possible laler handicaps.
TUE E\"D

in Violins,

BOWl, Repain,
etc.
ron CATALOG
Publishers of "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
$2.50 per year-Specimen
Copy 3Se,

EST,l.BLISHED

A fiCTITIOUS (')

NAME

Mrs. J. O. S., Florida.
• Please send me the names of firms
who su p pby pedal boards that can
be placed under the piano bench 10
use for practice. I live too for from
our church to practice on the organ.
-IL, Wisconsin

ETUDE-.vaVEA/HER

$150

Singing Tone
Workmanship
FOLDER
Repairing

I~ the

booksavailable to me there IS no
f a maker by the name of
racer d O
k'
M rhias Eberl who was wor ung at
;1 a end of the 17th century. The
n:~e Eherle (or Eberl) is famous
. violin annals, but there seems
ill
. the
I
I have been no M at hilas m
family. Perhaps the name is a fictitiousone, concocted for the J~u.rpose
of gh'ingan aura of auth~ntlcl~y .to
an otherwiseinconsequenual
violin.

ANOTHERSTRAO QUESTION
C. A, S., Owario. The odds against
ycur friend's violin being a genuine
Stradivariusare about seven hundred
thousand to one. The fact that the
daleis not completed on the label
indicatesalmost positively that the
instrument is a Factory product
worthperhaps $50. There is only
one way a person can come to
"recognize a violin as a genuine
Stnd:" he must handle and carefllJlyexamine many of them over a
period of years, until, at last, he
hecemes familiar with the subtle
details of workmanship that distinguisha genuine Strad from a
gl)l)dimitation. A Stradivarius
"in
playablecondition," as you put it,
canhe worth today anywhere from
$10,000 to 15,000.

AN APPRAISAL NECESSA RY
D. E. I., Ohio. YOll WTote a most
detaileddescription of your violin.
hilt I have to tell you that the most
careful description in the world
wl)uldI)/fer insufficient evidence on
whichto form an opinion regarding
authenticityand value. A violin must
heexaminedjf it is to be appraised.
SI)Ican ten you no more about the
instrumentthan you have told me.
But I would advise you to take it
to one of the leading dealers
in
Clel'eJandor Cincinnati and have it
appraised,

WHENBUYING A VIOLIN
E. I. C" Ohio. There is only one
waytl) learn how to distinguish
be:w~ena genuine instrument and an
Imltationand
t
that is handle and examineSomethousands of each over
aperiodof years, And even an expert
Withthirty or more years of experie~cesometimescannot make up his
ml~d,This experience cannot
be
gainedfrom reading books. If you

read all the books printed on the
subject, you would have only a superficial knowledge.
In buying a violin,
you must trust to the integrity
of
the dealer and your own feeling for
tone quality. A knowledge of standani values is a help, and this you
could
gain
from
"Known
Violin
Makers" by John H. Fairfield, pub.
by the Wurlitzer
Co. 120 West 4,2nd
Street, New York City.

TO CURE

VIOLIN

IN

1874.

WHITt;:

250 GENUINE VIOLIN LA8EL fACSIMILES AND
BRANDMARKS of the mOst Important Maker_acb
marl<ed

l'r!ee

a$

to

Hang-e.

Nationality.
·fhi.
newlJ·

JOHN

COlor
or Varnish,
anu
punUshed bOOklet I. tbe

141 WEST

"one ..nd only" or Lts Idnd. ano Is " mu.t for Violin.
Ists,
Dealers and Collectors. An "umenUc r,'ulde to

Expert

the Identification and value of old vlollns. Price $2.
6.3

SUBURBAN
stuyvesant Ave.

MUSIC

STUDIOS
Irvington.

MARKERT

15TH

ST .. NEW

VIOLINS

& CO.

YORK

II.

N.

I

Y.

OLD 81; NEW

Repairing.

Senli lor Catalog

,

J.

N.

TWO IMPORTANT MASTERWORKS
AGAIN AVAILABLE
J. S. Bach.Mugellini

ROSIN ALLERGY

The Well Tempered Clavichord

R. F., Virginia,
who is allergic
to violin rosin. Miss Milly Kahn,
125 Spencer
Place,
Mamaroneck,
N. Y .• suggests that you use PRESCO
rosin, which she says cured an allergy that was similar to yours. She
also invites you to write to her.

in 2 Volumes

$2.10 each
Breitkopf and Haertel,

Edition

W. A. Mozart
Piano Scnctcs in 2 Volumes
$2.25 each

A BOOK

ON BOWING

(1950

Salzburg

by Heinz and Robert Scholz)

Universal Edition

Mrs. A. G. B., Penna.

From the
frog to the middle is the lower 1181£
of the how; from the middle to the
point is the upper half. For a book
on modern bowing methods, I would
suggest
my book.
':The Modern
Technique
of Violin Bowing." You
can obtain it from the publishers
of

Version-Ed,

ASSOCIATED

MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.

25 W. 45th Street, New York 19. N. Y.

ETUDE.

THE OOOS

TOO

GREAT

K. H. J., fllinois. The chances
against
t.he violin you saw being
a genuine Strad are quite astronomical. There
are probably
nearly
a million imitation
"Strads"
to be
seen; there are about six hundred
-""elluine ones-and
the owner af
;ach is known.

A THIRD

FINGER

Pack.fld with
THE BEST IN MODERN
TEACHING MATERIAL

PROBLEM
tndispensable

to Music: Teac.hers

F. F. C" Ohio. I think you have
a real problem
in your pupil who
cannot put his third fingel· a half~
step behind
the fourth finger without raising
the latter, Did he ever
break the third finger? That would
be a reason
why, t.hough not an
answer to your problem. The only
exercise that comes to my mind, and
I am sure you have thought of it,
is to have t.he lad place his third
finger, then the fourth a half-s~ep
above. then have him lift the thud
very little. replacing
it as quick~y
as possible. If he comes to do thIS,
he can ljft the third finger a little
higher and put it back quickly. Then
higher still. It may take time, but
I think this approach
should work.
THE

WE
MAIL
EVERYWHERE

1h!lV'lUS mUSICco.
'24 E. 4th St•• Cincinnati

1. Ohio
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Junior Etude Contest

Captain Coram and Handel
" By ll(l;,el B.

MORE

two h~ndr~d
years ago, an old sea .captam
named Coram lived beside the
river Thames in London. (Captain
Coram was originally from Ameriea, his home being in Maseachusetts.) He was a kindly man and
was much disturbed by the numher of deserted children he saw
when he went about that part of
the city, and he made up his mind

Edited by Elizabeth A. Gest

THAN

Letter to Johnny
BY PAUL N. ELBIN
Dear Johnny:
I enjoyed your letter and thank
you for writing to me. When I was
your age~ I too was taking piano
lessons. Mother was the supervisor
of my practicing, and she kept a
clock on the piano so I could see
when my practice period was up.
I remember, even when she was
upstairs, she could tell when I
played a wrong key. "Wrong bass,
Paul," she would call to me. I con·
tinued my piano lessons until I
was in high school, and then I discovered the organ-but that's an·
other story.

Johnny, now that I am no longer
a boy, there are many things for
which I thank my parents, but I
thank them as much for having me
take piano lessons as for anything
else. Of course I never became a
fine pianist nor organist. For the
past fifteen years I have had the
job of running a college; before
that

I was a college teacher.

today, such men as Robert Casadesu~~ Walter Gieseking, Vladimir
Horowitz, Artur Rubinstein, Rudolf Serkin and many othersmen you'd be proud to know.
~Then you become a man,
Johnny, you will thank me for advising you to keep up your music
lessons. You can do this and still
have time to play ball and ride
your bike, and you will be glad
you are able to do something the
lazy fellows can't do. Besides, if
you learn to play the piano you
will be ready to take up an orches·
tral instrument, should you choose
to do so. You will also be able to
understand what is going on in the
music when you listen to others
play and you'll enjoy it more. So,
.'.'go to it," Johnny. Keep up your
music lessons. You'll always be
glad you did.

54

portrait

hy Hogarth

to have a hospital built to care
for these childreu. In England the
term hospital means also a home,
as well as a medical center.
So, through his own efforts and
with some money he had saved,

Who Knows the Answers?
Beethoven

from that day in high school when

tinue with music; if they hadn't I
never would have found that piano
playing is such fun.
Yes, it is fun. And I notice that
the boys at our college who can
play the piano are among our most
popular fellows. Of course you
can't show off your playing, nor
show what beautiful music the
great composers wrote, until you
can play acceptably. That's why it
is a good idea for you to take lessons now and get in some good
practicing' every day. You see,
J ohnoy, piano playing is some·
thing for real men. Think of some
of the world's greatest pianists of

'Coram.

--------

But

music "took" until now, music has
given me more and more pleasure.
I am glad my parents had me con-

Captain

(Keep

score. One hundretl

1. Was Beethoven born in 1827,
1797 or 17707 (5 points)
2. Was he born in Bavaria, Bohemia, Germany or Austria?
(5 points)

is perfect.)

5. Did he die in 1825, 1827 or
1832? (5 points)
6. Which of the following symphonies did he compose: The
Jupiter Symphony, the Choral
Symphony, The New World
A\\et)t"o o.S'sa.~
Symphony, the Eroiea Symphony, the Surprise
Symphony? (10 points)
7. Was he married?
(15 points)
i ~
~
,
f 8. How many piano sonatas did
he compose? (10 points)
3. Was he a child prodigy? (15
9. Did he write operas?
(10
points)
points)
4. Did he stndy counterpoint
10. From what is the theme given
with Mozart or Haydn? (15
with this quiz takeu?
(10
points)
points)
(Answers on next page)
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JuniorEtude will award three attractive prizes each month for the neatest
and best stories or essays and for answers to puzzles. Contest is open to all

SHERWOOD MUSIl: SI:HOOL

_ nd airls under eighteen years of age.

Dorey

boy~a '"
ClassA-IS to 18; Class B-12

the building
of the hospital was
begun in 1742, in what was then
an open field. This generous.
hearted sea captain gave all he had
to this institution. which, at one
time, cared for about seven hun.
dred children. Some of the boys
were trained to play in the army
bands and the girls were trained
for domestic service, but all could
return to their own homes if their
parents became able to take care
of them.
Men y painters became inter.
ested in this charity and presented
some of their paintings. to deco.
rate the chapel. The great artist.
Hogarth, for instance. presented a
portrait
he painted of Caplain
Coram. Wh n Handel was living in
London he also became interested
in the cal rain and his good work,
and foil wing the example of the
art iats, he offered to give a benefit
concert in aid of the fund for finishing the chapel.
A London magazine wrote up
the affair
thus: .. aturday the
Prince and Princess of Wales, with
a great
number of persons of
quality and distill lion were at the
chapel of the Foundling·s Hospi.
tal to hear eversl pieces of \'ocal
and instrumental
music compo~
by George Frederick I·landel. Esq..
for the benefit of the foundation.
. . . There was no collection but
the tickets were half·a·guinea. and
the audience abo\"e one thousand:'
When the chapel was finally
completed Handel \'ery generously
donated the organ. Tn recognition
of this great generosit~· Handel
was appointed
to be one of the
governors of [he Hospital. and in
return, he directed a performance
of his great oratorio. the '"Mes·
siah"
each succeeding rear: as
long as his health permiUed. This
was the beginning of the lessiah'~
great
popularity
in England,
which spread to other countries.
Charles
Dickens: the famous
novelist,
also was interested in
the Institution
and laid the scene
of one of his stories. "Good
Words,"
there. where the manu·
script is still p~eser\'ed. He held a
seat in the chapel for many years.
Old Captain Coram was buried
beneath the chapel walls. and his
kindly spirit and great generosity
to the homeless children will long
be remembered.
ETUDE-,YOVEMBER

Distinguished

to 15; Clues C-under 12.

since

1895 for the training

Member of the National

Names of prize winners will appear
on this page
in a future issue of the
ETUDE.The thirty next best contributions will receive honorable mention.

of Music.

Faculty

Put your name, age and class in which you enter on upper left corner of
your address on upper right corner of your paper. Write
on one side of paper only. ~o not use typewriters and do not have anyone
copyyourwork for you. Subject for Essay, "A Thanksgiving
Story."

voice, violin, organ, 'cello, wind instruments,

Public School

music, composition.

In the heart

Chicago.

ing accommodations

at moderate

artists.

vour paper and put

Essay must contain not over
"ived by JUNIOR ETUDE,

hundred and
BRYN MAWR,

words and must be .rePENNSYLVANIA,
on or

one

fifty

before November thirty-first.
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Degree,

of renowned

diploma,

Association

American

and certificate

If yOll have ever seen

Letter Box
or

Send replies to letters in cure
Junior Etude, Oryn Mawr, Pu.,
and they will be forwsl'dco
10
the wl'itel·s. Remember
fOI·cign
mail requires five-cent postage.
Dear }Iwior Etllde:
You may be surprised
to reeclve :I
leiter from Ceylon. I play the piano
Dudhave studied music several years.
Mymother used to be u piano teacher
nul she helps me with my work.
I
would like 10 hear from) unior Etude
readersabout my age.
Tmri SUI/,ies (Age 14), CeylOl~

I play piano and cornet, have two sisters who play piano anti anur her sister
who plays piano and baritone
hortl.
We all siudy lhe things
in ETUDE.
I wouJd like 10 hear from some Junior

Elude readers.
Joyce Abbott (Age 10), Illinois

Wpbb

Rcsull.§

Both I and my sister study Iliallo
~Ild harp and our mother
drives
us
fitty miles each way every week for
our lessons. We would like to henr
r~oUlothen who play piano and Iml'p.
We are enclosing ollr picture.
Margaret Maudella (Age 13)
Frances MClUdella (Age 9),
Rhode Island

(Age

cost.

~ Se ErOica Symphonyand the ClIor·
I ymphony, so-called because it cm·
poys a large chorus in lbe last move.
ment; 7. no; 8. thirty-two' 9 only ooe
called "Fi
' •
,
Ch
Idelio"; 10. the Chorus in the
oral (or Ninth) Symphony by Bee·
IbOven.

19j/
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~PRING SEMESTER BEGINS FEBRUARY 4

14) Missouri

or July Essa,' Contcst
Prize
\Vinncl's

Class A, Hilda Schmidt (Age
17), New Jersey. Topic, "Effect
of Music on World Relations."
Class B, Shirley Ann Hagen
(Age 12), Montana. Topic, "Language of :Music."
Class C, Randall Jacob (Age 9),
ew York. Topjc~ "Religious Mu-

IAMERICAN

~lusical Director.

I.:HH:AGO 5 • ILLINOIS

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC-CHICAGO

Send ror

11

Offers courses in all branches of music and dramatic art
65th year. F'aculty of 135 artist teachers
Member- of National Association
of scnoors of Music
frec cutalog-Addl'css:
John R. Hattstaedt. Pres .• 583 Kimball Bldg., Chicago

THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Bcchelor

af Music-Moster
of Music-Bachelor
of Science in Education
(B.S. in Ed. by arrangement
with Kent State University I

BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus.D., Director
3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio
of fhe Nofional

Member

CINCINNATI

Association

of Schools

CONSERVATORY

Dr. Luther

A. Richman,

of Music

OF MUSIC

Dean of Faculty

Established
1867. Operated
under auspices Cincinnati
Institute of Fine Arts
offiliated
with University
of Cincinnati.
Complete
school of music-Degrees.
Diplomas,
Certificates-dormitories,
10 acre compus.
For Catalog
address.
Dept. E. T., Highland

Ave. and Oak St .• C. M.llenjamin.

COSMOPOLITAN

Registrar,

CINCINNATI

19. OHio

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Preparatory,
College,
Special, and Graduate
Departments.
Courses leading to
Bachelor of Music, Bochelor of Music Education, Moster af Music, and Teacher's
Certificates
in Music and Theatre Arts.

Clarence

Eidam

William Phillips

President
Member NASM
Edwin L. Stephen-Mgr.,
306 South Wabash.

Dean
Chicago

4. Illinois

fJo'lclan Collegeof ~usic

-Indianapolis

-57th
yearBaccalaureate
degrees
in music, music educatianj
music merchandising,
radio,
drama
donee.
Masters in music and music education.
Notionally
known faCUlty of artist-teachers:
Member, Notional
Association
of Schools of Music.
Write for catalog.
Address:
Director of Admissions. lIox E. Jordan College of Music:
1204 N. Delaware Street. Indianapolis 2. lndiono

. "

SIC.

Honorable

MClllion

(Ol'

essays:

ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC

Belly Allen. Phyllis Prisci.Jla Bcrnie~"
AII&wer& to Wllo Knows
1. li70;2. Germany; 3. Yes, at lbe age
o! Ih'\fteen IIe was already a composer
:n~hcondu~tor;4. with Haydn; 5. 1827;

Liv-

a band or

drum corps come marching down
the street you probably noticed
that the leaders usually are twirling bright little sticks, called batons. All this twisting and twirling
looks as though it would be very
easy to do, but it certainly is not
casy !
Baton-twirling
is an art that requires many, many hours of hard
practice,
and the unusual little
tricks that are done with the baton are the result of many bruises,
bumps and backaches!
There
are nine fundamental
tricks,
called rudiments,
which
must be thoroughly mastered before one can correctly perform
twirling. These fundamentals
are
called the Salute, 'Vrist Twirl~
Figure
Eight,
Cartwheel,
Flat
Spin, Finger Twirl, flash, Pass
Hround Back, and Pass under legs.
The next time you see batontwirling
remember
these fundamentals and see if you can tell
which is which.
June

and European

of cultural

1014 SO. MU:HIGAN AVENUE

Deor /'I.I,;or Etufle:

of Schools

courses in piano,

For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman,

..011oo..- _

of professional

musicians.

Eva Cauaniga, Johnnie Crowell, Dons
Daymun, Paul Frcnch, Paul Fried,
Alice George, Lyle Gillman, Nell Hack·
ett, Georgina Howells, Peg Hutchinson,
Miriam
Johnson, Landis Kaufman,
Yvonne LaRouche, Kay Long, Roland
B. Low, Julie Lueders, Mary Manning,
Francis Middleton, Edward Molt, E~la

JOHN

PHILIP BLAKE, Jr., President

Bachelor

of Music Degree

Master

of Music Degree

Preparatory

I

in 24 Fields
in 23 Fields

School Courses

Munroe, Ida Mary McCutchan, LoUIse
Nungesser,
Maric Petrowsky,. Rola~ld
Romine, Sally Ann Slein, BIll Tngmeier,

Ann

Walson.

Institutional
7aOI

Bonhomme

Member

Avenue

National

Association

of Schools of Music
St. LCluis 5, Missouri
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YOU NEED MORE THAN

How (an

(Continued

your (hurth ~

.,

advertise \
best

An

outside bulletin board
will advertise your church, hut
Schulmerich "Carillonic Bells"
will do it much more effectively.
Their clear hell tones provide
inspirational music for all within
hearing-setting
a mood in
minds and hearts, a mood receptive to your message.
For a moderate
price,
"Carillonic Bells" provide music
that successfully advertises your
church in every part of the com.
munity. No church tower is
required. Write for further details.
SCHULMERICH
CARILLONS,

INC.

28601 'Carillon

Sellersville.

Hill,

Penna.

"Curillonic Bells" is a trade.
mark.

It denotes

elecLrt,,,ic

carillon3
produced
by
Scliulmerich Electronics, Inc.

hung my things in the bathroom for
an emergency
steaming;
drove to
the concert hall ; saw to the lights;
placed the piano; tried it; washed
the keys (1 always do this myself) ;
rushed back to the hotel; swallowed
a sandwich and a cup of coffee;
showered, shaved, and changed to
my freshly steamed clothes;
went
back to the hall; slid into the stagedoor at 3: 12; and walked out La
the platform
at 3:15, conscious of
the need to give my best efforts.
Pianos can be a problem. The
beginner
must use any piano set
before him, asking no questions, as
St. Paul says, for conscience's sake.
And you must make that piano
sound beautiful!
You must be considerate about it, too. It may be far
from your ideal instrument, but it's
the best the town has, otherwise it
wouldn't
be offered to you. You
must remember
it is offered with
love, and he appreciative.
One of
the soundest maxims for the young
pianist is never to criticize a piano!
One generally
finds good hotel
accommodations
on tour; and by
learning
to select with ,discretion,
one need have no difficulties about
food, But emergencies
of weather
and equjpment
are another story.
I was dressing for an evening reo
cital when a severe storm came up,
The lights
djmmed;
ten seconds
later, they went ouL I stopped shaving and waited, and after a while
all was we11 again, I finished dress·
jng, found a cab in the downpour.
reached the hall, and began to play,
My program closed with Liszt's Me.
phisto Waltz. Just as I started, the
lights repeated
their performance
of dimming and then going out. Having begun to play, I kept on, negotiating those wide leaps by feeL Aftel'
a bit the lights came on-and
went
off again during the Coda. The performance ended in a blackout, and
though the audience applauded, no·
body could tell whether I was on-

from
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By [obn H. lvIllelie/'
ALLHAIL THE POWER Of JESUS' !'I-A)I E

~

• In only fifty years, our symphony orchestras have become the
finest in the world. Here, for the
first time, is the definitive history
of these orchestras-from
their beginnings
a century ago down to
the present day-including
humorous incidents. anecdotes and all the
vital facts and figures. The conflicts
of the music world-tales
of bril.
liant conductors and temperamental
philanthropists,
the struggle to de.
velop American
taste, the failures
and ultimate
successes, make it a
fascinating
nory. There are sepa·
rate sections on leading orchestras
in sixteen ciries. This is a thorough,
well documented
volume indispem.
able for every musician's library.
J1/ustrated,
At all booh/ores,
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CHRISTMAS CAROL BOOK simplified· for piano solo
with words for singing - Peery
•75

<WJJ/UilliIlY

York
his interludes
and modula·
tions'made
his playing of the hymns
a highljght
of the service. Thanks
to Dr. Williams'
kindness,
we re·
produce one of his hymn arrange·
ments here. (All Hail the Power 01

~

~
_
.:
~

success

you
wJllfind that your congregation
is
after
, you constantIy to add more of
thiSSortof thing to the service.
An excellentway to add vadety
to hvmn.si . .
.t
ngmg IS to transpose some
f
°uteve
.
, rses mto
another key. Some
organists
h'
,
0 leCI f'unously
to this
practIce maIntammg
'"
that hymn.
Iuneswer
. a certain key by
e put m
~mposersor editors and should not
movedto another. Moreover, tbey
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MUSIC INSTRUCTORS!
TEACH
The

, ., '11",o.r

argue that .if yQII move to a higher
key. l~eOI?le wilJ be discouraged ""and
stop ~lI1~.Illg, and if you go to a lower
lh~ smgmg will be heavy and Iugu.
brlous. I do not think these objections will always hold water. Modulining to another
key is a favorite
device of com posers to a void monotony and repetit ion in their music.
The change of key freshens the mu.
sic and rouses new interest. Anyone
who has heard Virgil Fox play The
Church's One Foundation, with interludes and several changes of key,
und has heard the enthusiasm
with
which the congregation
has sung
along with him. will have no doubt
of the effectiveness
of transpositions
in hymn-playing.
When David McKay Williams was
at St. Bartholomew's
Church in New

or

289 8LEECKER ST.
NEW YORK 30, N, Y,

the ASiatic
a lai'tlnl': gift-un
in,-aluable asset for a musical car~er. travel. schoo),
armed sen-ices. business and social life.
With LI,,\GlTAPHONE )'Olt LISTE,\'
and LK\lt~
another
langual':e the same eo.'Y. Natural
way .\'ou
learned ronr own-AT
HO~IF, ~'ou lIear native men
Rnd women make ererJ'da;' eon"~rsation-Yoll
Ull11er$fonrl-YOU
SPEAKl
O\'N a million
home-shld)'
~tud~nts ur all ages.
MAl L COU PON TOOA Y for fascinating
FREE book.
Approted for Ve/crans' Traj.nin!!
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Pla:zCl. New
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I ld
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011' s lOU
a un a
hi'
them and be a e to sing
ma,ter
h mwithperfect ease.
Ie.
I
t
I think it is unwise to lave 00
singers on the descants. The
manY. after all. IS t I'ie Important
hymn,
'
•
I
' and the descant IS on y an
lung,
I
embellishment.
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stage or not. I was, not venturing
to grope my way off in the bl~ck
ness. So I struck a few chords, Just
to let the audience
know we were
still together, and we communicated
with each other till the lights came
back for the encores.
Air
travel
cuts
distance,
but
weather is another thing, as I learned
the time I flew from Houston
to
Shreveport,
to be met by friends
who were to drive me to the town
two hours distant.
of my evening
r-ecital. I went to sleep on the plane
On awakening,
I was told that
Shreveport had suddenly become fog
bound, our plane had not been able
to land, and we were at that moment
approaching
Little Rock. The rna
ment we got there, I arranged
fOJ
a car to take me back to Shreveport
and then telephoned
the concert
committee my change of plan. This
done, word came that the Shreveport
airport was clearing
and that an
afternoon flight. out of Detroit would
st.op at Little Rock and take me
back to my destination.
I was worried about the time and decided
this would be quicker
than going
by car. So I again telephoned
the
commiuee my second change of plan.
In time, the Detroit plane was announced-45
minutes late-then
an
hour late-then
90 minutes
late. I
fina11y reached Shreveport
at 6 :15.
My friends were waiting
for me, 1
shaved, changed,
and ate in the
car, and reached the hall in time
to appear according
to schedule,
The next time you make careerdreams, extend the proceedings
a bit
further than the picture
of somebody's discovering your talent. Ask
yourself whether,
over and above
talent. you have the endurance
to
cany
through
a career.
If as a
human
being
and
a O"entleman
you can also meet the re;uirement~
of a professional
musician,
you
might make a try-but
don't expect
too much at the start!
THE END

1
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Piano Books for Christmas

{l

CHILD CHRIST [Suite}
CHRISTMAS

_. _

......

Louise Robyn

CHRISTMAS

MELODIES

430-40036

$_75

430-40038

_75

KENS,

Ada Richter
Ada Richter

410-40132
410-40255

_75
.75

Norwood Hinkle
_.............
Tschaikowsky
........
Tschaikowsky-Richtcr

430-40047
410-00299
410-40178
410-40115

_50
1.25
_75
.60

......

CAROLS

NUTCRACKER SUITE

(Words)

NUTCRACKER SUITE
WINTER FROM AROUND THE YEAR WITH

MUSIC

Piano Solos for Christmas

{l-------------------i}
GRADE

1

ADESTE FIDELIS
CHRISTMAS EVE

. .. Reading-Austin
.... Louise Stairs
ON CHRISTMAS MORN.
.. Bernice
Copeland
SANTA CLAUS ..
. ... , . Louise Stairs
SILENT NIGHT, HOLY NIGHT .....••.
Gruber-Austin
GRADE

FIVE CZECHO·SLOVAKIAN

. . Louise Christine Rehe
HOLY NIGHT, PEACEFUL. NIGHT .. Gruber-Greemvald
JINGLE BELLS AND JOLLY

110-27792

_35

130·41089

.60

110·13530

.30

110-27198
110-27792

.35
.35

Ada Richter
. . Handel-Richter

SONGS

Nicholas)

(Jingle Bells, Silent Night, Jolly Old St.
. Ada Richter
110-27198
.35

MELODIES

to the If! orld }

(Away in a Manger, Christmas Tree,
.. Ada Richter
110-27792

]0)'

.3'5

GRADE 2

AROUND THE CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS EVE ....
_.

_Marie Croshy
_AIilton D. Blake

Mllnn
.I. Thomas

110-16192
110-17925
130·40069
110-27407

.30
.30
_30
.30

Pjtcher
Gruber-Manney
Tschaikowsky
Bernice Copeland
H. Engelmann
.. F. A. Williams

110-25103
130·40387
110-19444
110·2732,5
110-07609
110-23148

.35
.25
.25
.30
.40
.35

110-02728
110-08755

.40
.35

110-06380
110-25840
130-40287
110-22503

.25
.35
.40
.30

110-27698
110·11451
130·40180
110-14941
110·23105
110·25139

.35
.40
.40
.30
.50
.30

TREE .....

SANTA CLAUS IN TOWN

~v.O.

SANTA ON HIS WAY.

J.

.

GRADE 2112

BELLS
HOLY NIGHT,

PEACEFUL

NIGHT

MARCH OF THE TOY SOLDIERS
TINSEL FAIRIES
UNDER THE MiSTLETOE
YULETIDE

GRADE 3

ARRIVAL OF SANTA CLAUS
H. Engelmann
BELLS OF CHRISTMAS. _ .
. ..... H. Karolv
CATHEDRAL CHIMES AT CHRISTMAS EVE
CHRISTMAS

BELLS_

CHRISTMAS

BELLS.

o

H. Engelmann
. , ,Wallace A. Johnson
............
C. D. Wilson
........
AlexClnder Thomas

SANCTISSIMA

GRADE 3112

CHILDREN'S

PRAYER

(Hansel and Gretel)

CHIMES AT CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS

CANDLES

CHRISTMAS EVE ....
CHRISTMAS FANTASIA .....
MADONNA

Hllmperdinck-Reddick
M. Greenwald
Myra Adl,,. Carl Heins
_ .....
Carl F. Mueller
.. _ .. _A_ S_ Sweet

• Send for the THEODORE PRESSER Piano Catalog.
Address all orders on above material to Dept. EPSB.II-51

THEODORE

PRESSER

CO.

BYRN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA
~~~~~~~~~&:#&:#~~~&:#~
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by KARL
Mus.

Webster's
Dictionary,
A. MELCHER,

AR£

TH£R£

TRIPL£

W. GEHR·

Doc., 1Vlusic E~I.-tor,
New

Internatwn(;l

and

Prof.

ROBERr

Oberlin

College

FLATS~

• On page 27 of fohn Thompson's
Scale Speller.
intervals are to .be
written. In the scale of Gb a major
third, minor tliird, and diminished
third are asked for. Gb-Bb is a rna~
jar third; Gb-Bbb is a minor
third;
would be a diminished third, bur I've never seen
triple flats and can find no muliority on it. As I see it, we must remain in the key of Gb and it truest
be a. third, so how shall I write the
diminished third? Thank you for
your help.
-111rs. L.E.Tf'l., Louisiana

Go-Booo

that the quarter-note
B on the third
beat is tied to the dotted-half nota
B of the second measure. This
makes
the interpretation
of the
simplified
version correspond 10
that of the original version.

III order

to effect the tie of the

B's you will have to catch the
B (quarter
note) with the
damper
pedal on the third beat,
and hold the
. pedal down throuah
the following
measure. You can
then
play the two notes on the
bass clef with the lelt hand on Ihe
fir t beat of your second measure
while
the right continues the sixteenth-note
figure.
-R.A.M.
two

first

.

OLD ST. NICHOLAS

JOY TO THE WORLD...

THREE YULETIDE

$.30
.30
.30
.30
.30

CAROLS TO PLAY

ANDSING. . .

CHRISTMAS

130-40145
110·40121
110-27178
110-26051
130-40081

l1h

Ada Richter

AWAY IN A MANGER_ _

THREE

Conducted

IH EASY ARRAHGEMEHTS

(Suite).

FIRST CHRISTMAS
FORTY CHRISTMAS

Mason

(Continued from Page 12)

§

CAROLS MADE EASY

Mary Bacon

"THE PUPILS TALK IT OVER"

rtluestions and .Answers

.~~~&:#~~~~~~~~~~

You. are correct in saying

that
a diminished
third above Gb would
have to be
This would sound
the same as Gb-Ab, but this latter
interval is a major
second:
not a
diminished
third.
Triple
sharps
and flats are never used in actual
mu~ic, but one should
be· able to
figure out theoreLically
any inter·
val over any given
pitch.
Such
questions are therefore
often given
in text' books.

Booo.

-RoM.

WHAT
CURVED

DD

STRAIGHT

LIN£S

AND

IT

E·FLAT

DR E~

• In. Merkel', Butterfly, Op.81,
the Ditson. edition does not
Ita've (I, flat sigll above lhe symbol
for Ihe inverted mordent, either
tim.e it occurs, allhongh every
olh er edilion I haue seen does have
the flat. The DilSOn edition is the
approved
one for the Wisconsin
COlli est, and I would assume IMI
the jlulges would choose a,perfect
edition. J'Phich is the correct tmy
to perform. Ihis ornament, with or
wit hout the flat?
-OLAf., Wisconsin
No.4"

M£AN~

• Will you
please tell me the
17l,eaningof the straight a,nd curved
lines joining the two B's in this ex·
capt from Malaguena
by LecllOl1.a,
simplified
version
by Gregory
Stone?

1~:lit=mJmJ
~r'

IS

~.

can one reach all the notes
in the second 7neasu-re?
-Miss Thelnw Osborn.e, Canada

How

The straight line indicates
that the melody
(top voiee of the
left hand in the first measure
of
your excerpt)
continues
to the B
on the treble
staff of the second
measure.; the curved line indicates

111. I his romantic style of music.
the inverted
mordent is more like1r
to be performed
with the note a
half·step
above the principal note
than
with tbe note a whole·step
above. Especially in this case, since
the ornament
appears over a B·Rat
chord,
1 would play the ornament
D-Eo-D, not D·E~·D.
Since
ulis edition has been se·
lected
for a contest, howe\fer1 I
would advise rou to write to the
state
chairman
of the Wisconsin
State :Music Contest for advice on
the matter.
If he cannot give lOU
the necessary
information, at least
he will be able to give you the
name of the chairman of the com·
lnittee
which selected this partieu.
lar edition,
and certainly that per·
son should be able to answer your
question.
-K.G.

ETUDE-NOVEMBER

aboutmusicand how to play it they
ld " need lessons or a teacher,
woun since we want to Iearn t Ilese
lI t
butt
. ~' why
then we shou Id I et ourdungY,
b
.
, learn and not argue a out It
se I\es
I .,
at home, Wlen It s
I lessonnor
atlle
.
limeto practIce.
"
Hardlyanyone wants to practice,
butgoodpupils know they must. so
hen they can play With
t~
.
I do. T
thegangwith a clear .consclence.
Good pupils practice regularly
' day and willingly too, but are
CI'e,fl
•
gladtheir parents remind them to
doit.
.
.
Theyalways praise other pupils
d laugh at mistakes other pupils
D
make.Mistakesare so em h'arrussutg,
anyway.
.
"Badpupils try to bluff their way
outofa bad situation such as leaving
the music they didn't work on at
home-hoping I won't know they
didn'treally forget it. Bad pupils
eet mad when Mrs. Reid or other
~eachers
have to correct them and
thenthe girls cry and the boys get
smarty. Bad pupils look and do not
see-listen and do not hear. They
donot pay attention. They are alwaysbehind, with everything."
Wehad begun the second round
of theice cream sandwiches by now
andneededa few minutes to finish
them.Cars of wailing parent
were
linedup at the curb out in front of
the studio. Patient parents,
with

HYMN PLAYING

many things to do beside wait for
their children,
enjoyed our refresh.
merits, too.
"Now Mrs. Reid," said the junior
high pupil,
"let's talk about eood
and bad teachers!'
And so they did
and here is what they said .
Bad teachers-snap
at pupils'
t Iley. s~y, "D 0 as I teU you";
they '
are irrita ble and usually very nervous; they sometimes hold a rule in
their hand and hit pupils who make
mistakes;
they do not seem to know
that child ren are young people, not
small sized adults.
A good teacher is patient, but not
soft or easy;
keeps changing
her
words until the directions are clear'
makes every music lesson interest~
ing ; checks every mistake, never letting any go by; gives something new
at each lesson;
divides the practice
work into sections-hand
builders
studies, pieces, things to read, etc.;
she is neat;
wears pretty colors;
smells good;
tells interesting
facts
about the composers
of every piece
of music we have and lends us books
from her library
to take home and
read; helps tiS to figure th.ings out
for ourselves and does not spend too
much I ime playing FOR us; chooses
music \VE like; is interested in each
pupil 3S a person;
is interested
in
what \VE like, what we do. where
we go: somehow or other makes us
want to do Our best."
THE
END

IN THE CHURCH

(Continued
Manygraduates of the WestminsterChoirCollege love to sing Fair.
est Lord Jesus in the arrangement
shownon Page 57.
The hymn should begin
very
roftl)',in the key of E-flat. For the
secondstanza, it modulates quickly
10 F Major,with an increase in tone.

ETUDE-NOVEMBER 1951

GEORGE GERSHWIN'S

on

PORGY AND BESS
For Two Pianos -

Four Hands

By Percy A. Grainger
Price $3.50
(GERSHWIN

PUBLISHING

CORPORATION)

* * * *
By Abram Chasins $2.00

PERIOD SUITE •..............
WARSAW CONCERTO
lArr. Grainger)

By Richard Addinsell

$3.50

CHAPPELL and CO., Inc.
RKO Building. Roc:kefeller Center,

ROOSEVELT COLLEGE

PHILADELPHIA
MUSICAL ACADEMY

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Applicd and 'tneorcttcut Music, Composition,
Musicolog)', and Music Education.
Bachelor
of Music and Mast.N· of Music deg-rees,
Bldlctin on Reaucst:
430 So. Michigan Ave., Chic.lgO 5, lllinois

Jani Santa. Diree:tor
Founded

DECATUR.

in 1870

Chartered
by the Commonwealth
Diplomas and Degrees
Complete
courses in all
Departments
of Music

JAMES
MILLIKIN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
ILLINOIS

otrera thOlOUJ;h !rulnlllil
In wlI.,lc. Cuurses 1c1lL!jug III tle~ree. of: Jluchelor
or .uusIC. llllxhelor of
)Iuslc
Etlucallon.
~lasICI' of )luslc,
31lL! Mastel'
or ;\lu,ic Education .
.\[ em hHOf the ~ 3Llol1al Assoclatlon
Sel.lOiJ!8ofM us Ie
Bulletin
sent UDOn request
W. ST. CLARE
MINTURN,
Direclor

New York 20. N. Y.

Faculty

i

of 50

1617 Spruce St., Philadelphia 3
Pennypacker 5·5053
Approved
for Veterans' Training

SERVICE

frollt Page 57)
Tilc final stanza mOtUlts to F.sharp
major and is sung with all possible
power and brilliance.
If rehearsed
carefully and sung with fervor. this
hymn can be an upliftjng and inspiring experience
for the organist, the
choir and all the members
of the
THE END
congregation.

I'Here's why your Diapason sounded like a piccolo!"

1951

FANTASY

STATEMENT
OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION,
ETC.
Required by the Ac:ts of Congress of August 24. 1912, and March 3. 1933

Of ETLDE. tIle lllusic magazine pub·
lished MOl/thly at l'hiiadefphia, Pennsylvania, jor October 1, 1951.
State of Pennsylvania}
SS
County of Montgomery'
Before me, a Notary Public in and for
the State and county aforesaid, per.
sonaJly, appeared Gny McCoy, who,
having been dilly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he is the
Managing Editor of ETUDE the music
magazillc and lhal the following ie, to
Ihe be,,;t of his knowledge and belief, a
true ,,;taLement of the owncri:ihip, managcmenl, elc., of the aforesaid Jmblica·
lion for the dale shown in the ahove
caption. required by the Act of August
24, 1912, as allwnded by the Act of
March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537,
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed
all the reverse of this form to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of
the publi,,;her, editor. managing editor,
and business manager are:
Publisher Theodore Presser Company,
Bryn Mawr, Penllsylvania.
Editor VOWII!
~'ranagjng Editor Guy McCoy, 111 Sntton Road, Ardmore, l.Jenllsylvania.
Business ::\Ianager Shirley
C. Jefferis,
38 Hannum Drive, Ardmore, Fennsyl·
vania.
2. That tlte owners arc:
Theodore Presser Company, Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania.
The Presser Foundation, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
Estate oj Theodore Presser, Philadel·
phia, Pennsylvania.

James Francis Cooke, [,janberris Rd.,
Bala·Cynwyd, Pennsylvania.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees and other securily holders owning or holding I per cent or more of
10tal amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: None.
4,. That
the two paragraphs
next
above, 'giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if
any, contain not only the list of stockholders and .o;ecurity holders as they
appear upon the hooks o[ the company
bllt also in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as truslee or in
any other fiduciary relation the name of
the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given: also that the
said two paragraphs contain statements
embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and con-.
clitions under which stockholders and
security holdcrs who do not appear
upon the books of the company as truslees, hold stock and securities jn a
capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner: and this affiant has no reason
to believe that'any other person, associalion, or corporation lias any inlerest
direct or indirect in the said stock,
bonds, or other securities than as ,,0
stat.ed by him.
(Signed) Guy McCoy, Managing Editor
Sworn to and subscribed 'before me
this 5th day of September, 1951.
SE:AL
EnwlN J. KRANE
Notary Public
eMy commission expires April 4, 19:)3.)
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IT'S TIME

Christmas Cantatas and Oratorios~
THE NATIVITY

HERALDS OF PRAISE

George B. Nevin

432-40057

William Baines

.75

412-40209

20 minutes. Solo Voices: SATB. Choruses:
SATB, SSAA, TTBB.

40 minutes.

THE ADORATION

HOSANNA IN THE HIGHEST

George

B. Nevin

20 minutes.
SSAA.

432-40058

Alfred Wooler

.75

Norwood Dale

, took up the work of polishhour
. 'lie. a small detail. of pe d a I'mg,
mg up. ring or ru 1iato Itere an d
tonec' olo
Suggestions were requeste d
there.
.
1
the audience
concernmg
tne
f rom
btai
I
desired
be t meansof 0 tammg t re esire
S II Almost invariably
someone
resu .
. I
rth with the ng It answer.
fo
caUle
Finally I asked the young ma.n
here he had studied, and who his
WIerher was. "Mrs. B"
rown, 1ie salld.
ieac
•.
11 .
Sh was a teacher III a nerg 1 iortng
sm:n town,and he readily admitted
thathe had never gone to anyone

'CALL OF THE STAR
412-40060

.75

Solos: SA, BaL, Rec., Tenor
or

432-40000

TTEB.

Solo

. Louise E. Stairs
45 minutes.

412-401 12

'THE KING COMETH
R.M.Stults

Louise E. Stairs

45 minutes.

412-40116
For

the

average

Solos, duets, trios and choruses

*THE KING COMETH

*THE CHILD OF BETHLEHEM

R. M. Stults

412-40062

SA, Bar.

.75

(or Two PUJ'I SA).

*THE CHRIST CHILD
C. B. Hawley
45 minutes.

For

422-40018
choirs

.75

with solos,

SAT,

412-40017

For SA. 45 minutes.
Trios. Quartets.

'COME

LET US ADORE HIM

Lawrence Keating

.75

40 minutes. For average choir with
ruses, solos and ensemble numbers.

cho-

William Baines
30 minutes.

412-40090

.75

'THE GREATEST GIFT
412-40096

.75

50 minutes.

*THE HERALD ANGELS
R. M. Stults

412-40 I03

.75

45 minutes.

*0

45

432-40065.75

THE SHEPHERDS'

VISION

Irenee Berge

432-40067

*SONG

412-40124

.75

.75

.75

Solos: SATB.

40 minutes.
ruses.

412-40017

Solos,

Duets,

Trio ond Cho-

412-41002

.75

412-40129

William R. Spence

432-40069

50 minutes.
Women.

.75

412-40180

Lowrence Keating
45 minutes.

Solo, Duet,

for

.75

WATCHED
412-40192

.75

Trio.

LIGHT
412-40202

.75

*THE WORD
30 minutes.

"THE MONARCH

THE WORLD'S

DIVINE
412-40208

.75

.75

30 minutes.

30 minutes. Solo Voices: SAT, Bar. Choruses: SATB, TTEE.

Lawrence Keating

Chorus

40 minutes.

R. M. Stults

Charles Fonteyn Manney
432-40062

Duets,

.60

horuees:

OF JOY

*THE WONDROUS

THE MANGER THRONE

ATB.

412-40176

Solos,

WHILE SHEPHERDS

SATB.

.75

THE STORY OF BETHLEHEM

Louise E. Stairs

Solos, Duets, Trios.

Solos:

.75

45 minutes. Solos: SATE.

*TIDINGS

412-40126

.75

AT, Bar., Cho-

OF BETHLEHEM

Louise E. Stairs

minutes.

else,
. d" 1 rep I're d;, "I
"My young friend,
wantyou to take a message when
you"0 back.Please tell 'Mrs ..Brown'
thatto I think she is a wonderful
teacher, and convey to her my warmest congratulations." The name is
ofcourse fictitious.
There are thousands of "Mrs. Browns" working
diligently and artistically with little
bopefor high professional recognition. AU 1IQll0r to them!
Many of the teachers who were
present are members of musical
clubs and organizations
in the city.
Spontaneouslythey volunteered
to
arrange a full scope recital for him
nextspring, and several spoke about
finding a way to finance him so he
couldgoelsewhere for furl her study.
Where\'er and whoever it may
be,
I hope that full credit will be extendedto the remarkable
tuition
dispensed by "Mrs. Brown" for over
ten years. It goes to show that, given
tileproper material, country teachers
can develop natural gifts into notable
achievements.
It is also comforting
to know
thatthe aboveis by no means an isolated case. I could mention several
others.Some even deal with great
masterswho once were asph-iug students. Whoremembers, for ins~nce.
that Debussy-who
was an exquisite
pianist-studied
with Mme. Maute
de Fleurville? It was this fine lady

*STARS OVER BETHLEHEM

LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM

40 minutes.

35 minutes.

.75

*THE LIGHT O'ER BETHLEHEM

(Easy)

For Junior Choirs.

H. W. Petrie

30 minutes.

1.00

KING

G. F. Broadhead

*THERE WERE SHEPHERDS

412·40120

Lawrence Keating

THE FESTIVAL OF THE NATIVITY

THE PROMISED

R. M. Stults

Louise E. Stairs

412-40071

412-40153

60 minutes.

25 minutes. Solo Voices:
SATB, TTBB.

THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
1.00

1.25

*THE PRINCE OF PEACE

Louise E. Stairs

Solos: SA. Duets,

*THE CHRIST CHILD
422-40012

422-40002

*KING OF KINGS AND
LORD OF ALL

Mrs. R. R. Forman

Solos:

(Oratorio)

Louise E. Stairs

35 minutes.

40 minutes. 3 Part for Treble Voice or
Junior Choirs.

.75

choir.

Bar. B.

C. B. Hawley

'1', 2'1',

Solos: SATB, Trio, SAT.

*THE CHILD OF BETHLEHEM
412-40064.75

THE NATIVITY
H. J. Stewart

minutes.

30 minutes. Solo Voices:
ruses: SATB, SA.

Trio for Women.

Louise E. Stairs

Voices:

.75

*THE INFANT HOLY

Quartet,

Strings
(Optional).
60
Seve; Medium Voices.

Solos: SATB. Men's and Mixed Choruses.

George B. Nevin

.75

30 minutes.
Ber., B.

Chorus

.75

*THE INCARNATION

412-40059

Lawrence Keating

432-40132

30 minutes. Mixed. Solos: SATB, Trios,
Quartets, Men's Chorus.

(or

(Pageant)

Luida Ekeman and Elizabeth Fyffe
432-40063
.75

J. Truman Wolcatt

George B. Nevin

40 minutes.

45 minutes.

.75

'THE INCARNATION

*THE BIRTHDAY OF THE KING

Men's

412-40107

Solo Voices; Quartet, Trio
of \'{Iomen's Voices, Trio nrr. lor ATB.

412-40057.75

30 minutes. Two Parts SA. Chorus
] unior Choir).

Choir)'

.75

and Junior

40 minutes.

Solo Voices: SMA. Choruses

William Baines

(or

Chorus

Choir.

THE AWAKENING

4S minutes.

Mixed

.75

Solos: SAB.

INCARNATE

R. M. Stults

412-40193

who prepared
him for the class of
the cel~brated
Marmontel at the Conservaton-e de Paris. Who recalls the
name of Henry Ghys, Ravel's first
tea~her in composition
and an intelligent
musician
whose foresight
p:·edJCted his disciple's great eare:r?
Now Ghys is forgotten, even as being
the author
of the
ever-popular
"Amaryllis"
incorrectly
attributed
to
King Louis XIII; and Gabriel Faure
receives credit
for teaching
Ravel,
though when the latter entered his
class he was already
more than a
promising
young composer.
Yes, it's time to pay tribute to
the "first
teachers,"
to all those
men and women of good-will who
untiringly
go about
their task of
spreading
musical knowledge.
Much
of the ever-growing
appreciation
for
our art is due to their efforts. They
are like the great armies of volunteer
workers
whose Faith built the cathedrals of Chartres
and Notre Dame
de Paris.
in fact, a ll of the great
cathedrals
of Europe, with no earthly reward for their labor save the
thought that they served for the glory
of God. Indeed
there is somethinz
devout
about
the work of those
modest, unassuming
musk teachers,
and they remind
me of the priests
I have eecn in post-war Normandy,
riding their bicycles from one liule
hamlet church
to another,
through
snow or sleet or rain or sunshine.
with never a word of com plaint, absorbed as they are by the idealistic
purpose of their mission.
More power to "Mrs. Brown" and
all the others
who, like the violet
which alone prospers in some happy
shade, find their reward in the satisfaction of a job well done. It was
La Bruyere
who said, in his "Caracteres" :
'·~rodesly is to merit. what shade
is to figures in a painting:
it makes
it stand out. and gives it strength."
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Faculty and
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ORCHESTRA

• OPERA
• CHAM BER MUSIC
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•
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BAND

EDUCATION

• CHORUS
Apply now for admission
the school year
log

and

for
• CHURCH

1952-53. Cata-

entrance

data

sent

•

promptly on request.
David

R. Roberhol'l.

Piano-Organ-H.orp-,Violin
-

Violoncello -

branches

D'rector

MUSIC

Singing -,

all

of instrumented and

vocol study.

80lt 5111 Oberlin. Ohi~

THE END

.75

TRUE LIGHT

R. M. Stults
40 minutes.

OBERLIN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC

(Continued from Pa.ge 15)

MIXED VOICES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

THE ADORATION

TO PAY TRIBUTE

412-40194
Solos and

.75

Choruses.

*Words, $2.50 per 100.
new A. B. Dick music manuscript stcncils now let 'you produce
hundreds of copics easily, quickly,
iocxpcnsiycly.
Band, choral, toscaff, 12·s1aff-ta.ke
your choice.

Simply add notcswirh an easy-w-usc
stylus. Then mimcograph as many
copies as you wish. Or, run stencil
"as is" for manuscript paper. Sten~
dis can bc filed for rc-run.

FO/(I'

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
FOR TREBLE VOICES

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
WE LOVE TO SING
312-21130

.20

Choirs of Mixed Voices or Congregational Use.

3 12-2 1225
Two Part.

TRADITIONAL
.
CHRISTMAS CAROLS
.22

312-21362

YULETIDE
.15

Co~npiled and An. by William
Hames For Junior Choir Unison.

Send your orders for above selections to Dept.

Moil the coupon below or see your A. B. Dick distribulor for full deloils on these four stencils, for use with
011 mokes. of s.uitable stencil duplicating products.

CAROLS

312-21180

r-·---------------------------------------~

.15

I
•
I

For ';\(en·s Voices.

fCC-11-s1

I

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
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rhe following stencils;
0 10-stalI 0 t2-staff

0 Ncw A. B,

Dick mimeographs

1/

Organization
Address

II

City

Mail

~

~
II
~

Namc
Position

•
I

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

Tellmc more about
0 Band 0 Choral

•
•

t
tI.

ZODe~Statc

this

coupon

to

A.

B.

O

Ie K COM

P A 1\11
Y

,--------- -,- .,.'.'.------------ -------- -- -,.
5700 1'0uhy Ave., Depf.El151,Chicago

31, III.

I

l
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A

av~-Ru

SAY "MERRY

CHRISTMAS"

_.~-,
WITH

iamo 1'eddJ 1=J~~
STOPS "HEEL

HOLES"

FOREVER; SAVES PRECIOUS

RUGS

A quality product moulded ir; a lovely musical. design of rtch. soft brown rubber which
blends with piano finish. Addmg beauty and utrhty to the finest of drawmg rooms, It IS
a Good Housekeeping MUST. Prevents ugly worn spots or covers them; encourages
car_
.~ rect posture-s-in a word-IT
BELONGS. Sent to
any address in the U. S. A. for 53.50 cash, check
or money order. No COD's. On CLUB plan, order
five mats, remit $14.00, save $3.50. Speclaf offer
for agents and music teachers. Due to condttrons
the supply is necessarily limited so be safeorder now.

NOVEL ART SPECIALTIES
v,

M. CRUikSHANK, Sole Prop.

Drawer

BE SMART-GIVE

WHERE
PRIVATE TEACHERS

BENZ

8ochelor

Fine Arts-Formerly
a College
Instructor
TEACHER OF SINGING
Voice-Piano Studio, 2 Hamilton Place, Merrick,
Long 15land, N. Y. Tel. FReeport 9-3764

HELEN ANDERSON
Concert

Pianist

Interesting
course-piano,
Mony Successful
lOb w. nnd St .• N. Y. C,

harmony
Pupils
Tel. Sc 4-8385

MME, BOXALL BOYD
(LeschetiIky)
Pia nist- Teac:her-Cooch-Prol;l
ram Building
Address-Steinwoy
Hall-Nolo
Studios113 w. 57th St .• New York City, N. Y.

EDWIN HUGHES'
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE AND FOR COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING POSITIONS
338 West 89th Street,

l·G

Sunbury.

SAV-A-RUG-A

SHAll

(Now Yo,k C;ly)

CECILE HODAM

190

RICHARD

TO

M,CLANAHAN

Matthay exponent, formerly his representative.
Private
Lessons, Teachers Courses,
ForumsSummer closs-Southwest
Horbor, Me.
801 Steinwoy Bldg .• N.Y.C,
(Tues.-Fri.)
Cl. 6-8950, other days, KI. 9-8034

Teacher of singing.
Popular songs and Clossics.
T.V.-Radio-Stage-Concert.
405 Eost 54th St.
New York 22, N. Y.

CAROL ROBINSON
Concert Pianist-Artist
Teacher
405 East 54th Sr.
New York 22. N. Y.
Plaza 5.5123

VIOLA

(HUll)

Dramatit Soprano
Teacher of Singing-"Bel
Canto"
Experienced
European trained Artist
Coaching
Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct
voice production,
defective
singing
corrected.
Beginners accepted
Phone: TrofolQor 7·8230 Mon., Tues., Wed .. Thurs.
608 West End Ave.
New York City

New York 24, N. Y.

(ERNESTO)

LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Vaice-Piano
Among those who have studied
With Mr. La
Forge are: Marion Anderson,
Lawrence Tibbett, Richard Crooks, and Mme. Mohenouer.
1040 Pork Ave,. New York
Tel, Atwater 9-7470

EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist-Arti$t-Teocher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Mortiz Mosz·
kowski and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837, 57th St. at
7th Ave., New York City
Tel. Columbus 5-4]57

FAUST
B.S. Music
Education
Piano Teacher
Learn to Teach or Ploy for Pleasure
Pupils teaching successfully allover
the U. S.
600 West Illth. (Corner Broadway)
New York 2S, N.Y,
MO 2-6772

WILLIAM

FICHANDLER

Pianist, Composer,
Teacher
314 West 75th St,. New York Su·7·3775
Recent Compositions
published
by
G, Schirmer, Inc.
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PRIVATE

TEACHERS

(Western)

DR. EVANGELINE

LEHMAN

HAROLD

HURLBUT

Singers who have studied
with him include
NADINE CONNER
HOWARD KEEL
James Pornel!
Henry Cordy
and others of stage,
screen, opera and radio
Res, 2150 N. Beachwood Dr" Hollywood 28, Calif,

EDNA GUNNAR

PETERSON

Concert
Pianist-Artist
Teacher
229 So. Harvard
Blvd.
los Angeles.
DU, 3-2597

Colif.

JEROME D. ROSEN
Violin Recitals-Artistic
Founder "Ancient String
6508 Delmar 8lvd,
St. touis 12, Mo.

Composer,
Pianist
and
Teacher
Teacher of Aron Copland, Elie Siegmeister
and many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING
TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia, B'way at 73rd 5t" New York City

ALFRED JACOBS
Teacher
Violin & Viola
Coach
Highly Recommended
by
Wm. Primrose, Otto Klemperer & Mishel Piostro
Carnegie
Hall
Call CLoverdale
6-3701
Write to 7510-18th Ave" Brooklyn 14, N. Y.

LEILA TYNDALL MOSES
ALMA

STUDY?

Violin Instruction
Instrument
Ensemble"

Sfudios

LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
(FRANKl

GIFT

"Teacher
of successful
singers"
167 Elmhur~t Avenue
Detroit
J, Michigon
Townsend 5-8413

CRYSTAL WATERS

MME. GIOVANNA

Penna.

LOVELY

GO

Former Pupil & Assistant of Dr. Wm. Mason
(Pioneer Teacher of WeighT, Relaxation,
Rotary Motion)
Gives Instruction
(Clos>, Private) in Mason's
"Touch and TechniC,"
315 W. 86, N. Y. 24, N, Y.
SC.4-6351

Teacher of Voice
1908 N Street, Northwest
Washington,
D.C.
District

2070

Kirkwood
Rood
KirkWOod. Mo.

ISABEL HUTCHESON

DR. FRANCIS L, YORK
Advanced
Piano Interpretation
and the Theory
work required by the degrees
of Mus. Bach
and Mus. Mos. Special
Chopin interpretat,o~:
DETROIT CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
D.troit,
Mich.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA_
TORY OF MUSIC, INC,
ALBERT

<W79

N.

Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Tech n ic: Coa~h ing Concert Pion iSis:
Group Work: For further
Information
address:
Studio 202, 10051h.Elm St., Dallas, Texas
August In New York

3435 Sacramento
Street
Announces
a new

ANNE YAGO McGUFFEY

PHILOSOPHY

Walnut
Director

ELK US

Formerly chairman
of
The Department
of Music
Univer$ity of California'

1-3496

OF CONDUCTING
(Continued

from Page 16)

should play the violin or some other
orchestral
instrument. Naturally, the
more instruments
he knows, the bet.
ter ; as a basic requirement for con.
duct.ing,
however, I advocate the
piano. Not only does it serve to de.
monstrate
values of harmony and
balance;
it also provides immense
help in getting the feel of the music
as a whole into the hands, into the
physical
organism. I enjoy reading
scores
from the page, without any
instrument;
I like to hear tones,
combinations.
sonorities, in my mind,
But it is always a step toward prog.
ress when, after quiet reading, Itake
the score to the piano. and feel the
music in my body. Somehow, there
is a response
in fingers, nerves,
muscles.
blood, which fixes it more
firmly. For thi rc l'anse, the piano
is best
since one makes contact
with the score as a whole.
In approaching
ally score, it is
imperative
that the conductor master
it thoroughly,
in all it details-to
the point
of being able to tran·
scribe it from memory. AIf;O, he must
IlUve a feeling of love, or at leasl
sympathy,
for any work in which
he expects
to interest olhers. And
he must work hi knowledge and his
feeling into his v ry blood-actually
feel it there physically! What he
has to do is to take from the score
every least detail of what it has to
say; to assimilate
this within him·
self;
and,later
on, to give it out.
clearly, to others. This involves much
physical
and spiritual work.
First comes score·reading. There
is no fixed "method" for learning to
read scores;
but the best approach
is througb
counterpoint.
In mastering counterpoint.
one learns to see
(he orchestra.
Most instruments give
you but a sectional view of the music
-never
as a whole. The piano gives
you harmonic
truth, but your vision
is vertical;
you read up-and-down.
Now, score-reading
moves horizontally;
it gives you anywhere from
two to eight voices which must he
worked
out
side-by-side.
Fluent
score-reading
takes time; one masters
it slowly.
progressively. Its
firmest
basis, however, is counter·
point which shows you orchestral
completeness.
To improve the sonority of his or·
chestra.
a conductor
must realize
lhat problems
may arise which have
nothing to do with lhe playing.quali.
ties of his men. He must therefore
have
a general
understanding
of
acoustics.
of the structural and tonal
properties
of theatres. of the possibil.
ity of arranging
(or removing) drap·
eries .etc .. of grouping his men so as
to Overcome acoustical defects. Where
tonal problems
arise from defects in
playing_ he must be able to analyze

ETUDE-NOVEMBER
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g and to offer suggestween director
and men. Without
'1
ha ron• provement,always
wit 1 this you may have good diplomatic
uo ~, or rm
'and understan dimg.
relations;
you may even achieve an
lriend]m~s~.,actually that enables
adequate
performance;
but some.
WhatlSl, to work Ius
'·1 musrca
thing, intangible
yet very real, will
d
con uctor
f
I
a
I the playing 0 ot ier
be lacking. All these shades of feelill nrcug 1
'"
11'1 Ie (which generall~
looks .so ing show themselves in the way conpeoPI)? What is it which perrmts
ductor
and
men
recognize
each
easY'd"lor to get what he wants
others'
faults.
If either speaks of
one rrec
~
the other's shortcomings
with sneer'I II e slif/htest gesture, or ex presWltl I.,
• k
ing or malice, the basic relationship
, '1'1 another slu-ie S alit, con_IOn, '1\ 11 e
I ? N at hiIll", is wrong. But if weaknesses are rec' I' If grows purp e.
lorts nmse ,
ivid
I
ognized in a spirit of human tolerh Impact of indivi ua perbut tel
ance and helpfulness,
you may he
sODality!
,
~
certain of good orchestral
harmony.
Thusthe conducto~ s greatest. task
'I ema stery of Ius persouality-eFinally,
the conductor
needs exlstl "man himself. "T 0 deve Iop
perience. I began at five. At six, I
[
of me
I .
'
te honesty, t ie smcerrty,
led my father's
band and a year
lie
1 com ple
, I Jone makes his performance
later, I directed
in church. By fourI
sue
Ia
I
, true he must probe deep y
teen, I was conducting
chorales
in
nn"church,
and at twenty, I directed
withinhil~self, finding O~lt who he
'__ [ t he thinks what Ius full pos~ww
"
, opera. I was young, but I'd had experience. The point is, to conduct!
sibilitiesmay be. Thi.s IS not. easy.
Public engagements
are not necesThen, when he begins to .dJ~co~er
sary. Church
work is an excellent
his qualities, he must discipline
start. And if no ready-made
opening
them-voluntarily. Perhaps
the
exists, it is always possible to create
[(eatestasset a conductor can deone, if only with a small group of
~elop
isself-control-of his thoughts,
interested
friends.
Ilis emotions,his condllct, hiS tel~It i part of the necessary equj p.
l Also he must be aJert to hiS
er
p,
,
,)
ment 10 be able to forge ahead by
0\\11 faults (everyone has
them. I
oneself.
seizing
opportunities
that
and stand ready to correct them,
exist, and creating
those thai do not.
eleDif it means the overthrowal o[
is one's attipre~ious
methods of work. When I Of highest importance
tude toward one's work. In Europe
had heen conduCling two years, I
Ihere is compulsory
military
duLy,
completely
altered my method
of
btll nowhere
is there any obligation
,tud)',It was agonizingly hard work,
10 do
musical
duty!
One enters
butit hadto be done. Be harsh with
music as one enters the priesthood.
yourself
and never be satisfied!
ouL of o"erwhelming
inner cOlllpldOutof the conductor's self-disci·
sion. Only by llluking certain of t bis
plinegrowsthe relationsbip between
vocation. by consecrating
one~elf to
himself
and his men. And th.is is of
ils denll:lnd~. by feeling the torment
utmost
importance.The best relationof Ihose demands
and disciplining
shipis one of reciprocal confidence
oncseH 10 meet lhem. does one Hr·
andfriendliness, based on mutunl
rive ut being a conductor.
It's nol a
respectand esteem. Not only must
question of luck-only
of self-recog.
thereexist a spirit of democracynition and endless
discipline.
thereshouldalso ,be nn element of
THE END
genuine
attraction, of kindliness, bet'SW
If
'f
'P"

GUILD

$16,000
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LJ.

awards came to

ALLEN ROGERS
of $450
in

in r 950-51 season according to Dr. 1,1Allison.
Founder and Pres. af the Guild. This includes
Certificates, Pins, Medals and Cash Prizes.
Recording Festival on Now

Winner
Guild

cash

Town

Hall

in
with

Feb.
Carl

years.

Friedberg.
Kansas

M.A.

Columbia

Coast.to-caast

•

recital

Five

B.A. fram
from

G U IL D

awards.

U.

taurs.

National
Piano Teachers

Box 1113 .........•..•..••......

CLASSIFIED

Austin.

Texas

ADS

J{AR:iUONY. Com pos l tlo n, Orchestration,
Musical
Theory.
Pri va.te
or
COITespondence
Inst.ructioll,
lHanusCl'ints revised
and cOITected,
Music
arranged.
Frank
S. Butler,
32-4G 107
St... Corona. N. Y.

PIANO
'rEACHING
l\IA.'l'E RIA. I.•:
Practical,
Basic List, graded:
Cla.~sics, '.rechnicul
and MelocHc Studie;;;,
Pieces,
etc.
$1. Entel'j)J'ises,
182,1
Spruce
Street.
Philadelphia
3. Pit.

I,EARN PIANO 'rUNING------Simplified,
authentic
instruction
$4.00-Literature
free. Prof.
Ross,
·15G Beecher
St" Elmira,
N. Y.

LEARN
PIANO 'rIJNING A'i' 1I0,ul;"":.
Course
by Dr.
Braid
'Vhite,
world's
leading
piano technician
and
teacher.
,Vl-ite
Ka1'1 Bartenbacll.
1001A 'VeIls St., Lafayette.
Ind.

NE'V
PIANO
2\1UTE
L"::TS YOU
I-"RAC'I'ICE DAY On. NIGHT WITH_
ou'r
DHi'rUltllING·
O·I'HErts. Mutes
phLl10 about 85%. Easily
attached
or
deta.ched
without
hal'luing
mcchaniHll1. St.ate upl'ight,
grand.
01' spinet!
Sold only on mnney back gu~.rantee.
Send $:'),00 for mute and full lIlstruct ions.
Richard
:Hayo, Dept. 004, 1120
Lntonn
Street,
Phila.
4-7. Pa.
YOUR
changed
'1u~dity
Shoppe,

UN'VA::v'I· ...:O nuslc
expiece
for
piec~,
5¢ e,ach;
matched.
Burpee·s
SpeCIalty
Dclton, 1\iich.

",V1t['l'E SONGS: Head "Songwl-iter's
Review"
Magazine.
1650-ET
Broadway, New Yor!,;: 19, 25¢ copy;
$2.00
year.

'''Ill,

SONGWRITEUS!
Your
tunes
will
have hit' quality
if yoU l,;:now how to
put
in highlights
[J,lld
avoid
weal,
spots.
Unique
met1lOcJe~ 1\fail your
songs
with retlll"ll postage
for [I·ee
examination
to "SONGART", 3031 EcJ~
win Ave. IE, Fort Lee, N.J.
OLD lUUSIC ",VAN'I'ED. Have
~'Oll a
collection
of old Illusic
~athering
dust in your attic 01' barn'!
Turn
it
into cash. '''rite
to George Goodwin,
Box 49, New York 1~, N. Y.
urpOn'I'EO
lUUSIC: All kinds f:or all
instruments.
Imported
recordel·s
(instruments).
Jneckel's
Music
House.
3649 ~. Southnort,
Chil.;.lg·O 13, TIl.
TO COltIPOSE find An.nA~GJ~
a March
for full military
band a. hi
Hollywood
~tyle in 12 easy lessons.
'~Tl'ite for Free sample lesson
to Dr.
FJ. H, Klel'fman.
1IOO-E
Sauth
G-n1'field Ave., Alhambra,
Ca.lif.
1I0'V

MUSICIANS

AS INVENTORS

(Continned on Page 48)
';accompanied
by the whole band."
It remainedfor Benjamin Franklin,however,to invent an instrument
onsimiliarprinciples, and to bring
it up to its practical possibilities.
Franklin,
though remembered chiefly
asa patriotand for such inventions
as the lightning rod, was also a
printer,publisher, statesman. "'Titer,
fire·chief-andwas a good musician;
andit is pro.bable that. had the inclinationmovedhim, he could ha\'e
beenoutstanding in this field. He
~asa composer(some of his music
IS s,tillplayed); he wrote
about
m~SJC, and is of course remembered
b)' theinstrument mentioned above.
m Franklin's
' ,. instrument was an "Ar.
omea,·a set of glass discs strung
~nan iron spindle; the largest or
wertoneddiscs were on the left.
e spindle, moved by a treadle,
SPun the lower discs in a trourYb of
;~ter"andthe lones were pro<luced
) mOistened
fingers. With this type

n
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of set-up. chords
could be played.
The instrument.
contributed
its
slllall part to the advancement
of
knowledge
of acuustics,
and it 511
intrigued
Hasse.
Naumann.
Bee,-hoven and Mozart
that they cumposed for it, the latter
with the
Adagio and Rondo, K. 617.
Other inventors
made violin~ alld
other instruments
of glass. StiJ! in
the Library of Congress
is the cul.glass flute given to President
i\fadi·
SOil by Lafayette.
Of considerably
less consequence,
but of po~sible jllterest to physiologists
(both amat~llr
and professional)
is the il1\'entwn
of Badiali.
the 19th century
basso
calltante_ BadiaJi. as Crave suherl}'
.
r~cords. devised
a way 1.0 :S1Ilg: ~l
;,cale while sUI)ping a glass of clare!.
1£ he missed a note, or if "his exeelltion was not quite perfect, he would
repeat ule performance
with ~ full
glass. a loud
voice, and ''''-11!J001
missing a drop."
Til E E'I)

,VRl'rEltS,
COl\IPOSEUS: Yo.ur na}Ue
on penny
card
bl'jngs
1)l'ICe h.st,
Magdalene
Kuhlm8.n,
~S-l- Sauth Pomt
nrive.
Avon La.J,;:e, OhiO.
S",VI::VG PIA.NO-BY
U~~IL. 20 sel~teaching
lessons,
$3.0q.
OV ER
DO
PUBLTCATIO:\TS~1~lsRlcai and pop·
ular
Attention
:'!rtJsts
and teachers
ol;l~"; $30.00 of music for $~O,OO. Free
wtmples
(Introductory
r)ll.er.) PHIL
PUBLICATI0::\rs,
P.O. Box
1402, Omaha 8, Nebr., U.S.A,

'riRETON

PI.\.NO
ACCOJIPANIUENTS
RECOil nED. Send music
and ~heel;;: f~r
$4,20.
Music
l'e_.t.Ul'ned -.,~rtth UNBTI1'lAKAELE RF~COHD, vJncent
!"teC0nling
Service, P,O. Box _06, Umon,
N. J.

n.\.cli:

POPur,AJt
Sr·Ha;~r
l\~USIC.
l;::·verything.
Cata log !.O¢. C,lqSS1~3i5i
c!l:tn"·ed
fol' popul:u.
FOle s,
T-ligh~ Denvel' 5, Colorado,

'I'EACH POPUI,An.
l~IANO. InCl'ea;,;e
your income teacl1ing popuhu'
music.
easy
exclusive
method teaches
bass,
bt'eaks,
run;,;, im[lJ"ovisation by sheet
music
chord>;. Complete
coul'se
inoludes '10 popular
songs available
to
teachers.
Beginners
01' Advanced
co)'t-espondence
students
accepted.
Chorll
Chart GO¢~5 for $1.00, Write for free
(letails.
Stuart
StUdios, 1227C Morris,
Union, N. J.
'I'J~ACHEn
'J'JL'-J~~JNG COURSES_
POPULAR
PIANO I"L"'-YING·. New,
original
presentation,
1JI'ocedures and
tecJllliques
fOI' creative
expreS!:3iOJl.
Descriptive
booklet,
inf01'mation
on
request.
KARL
1\J.<\.CEK, 12·12 ]\f~lin
St., Springfield,
1Jass.
",VHOI~ESAld;::
Genuine
ltalian
French,
Gennan
Violins,
Violas,
Cellos and Bows, Historic
mn,terial,
etc. R. Nusinov,
2f/lS 'V. North
Ave ..
Baltimore,
Md.

('If1

\.DED
IJL\.~O
JIUSIC
1:0.1'technic\1 studies
and I'ecital
pla:l'lng.
Contine'ntal
Publishing.
Comp:;~1Y, 4441
.lunctfon
Ave., DetroIt
10, ),(Jch.

VIOLIN iUAJi:EH,0; - AmateursProfessionals,
Fine tone J:>':lIJ'opean wood,
materials,
supplies, patterns,
instructions. Tllustl'uted
catalog 10¢, refunded. Premier
Violin
Supplies,
Dept.
V.E., 430 S. Broadway,
Los An,,;elD:';
13, California.

]"Olt SA[,E: GenuiI~e "Amati"
Violin.
r wiR Certificate.
$l,ODl). Cost $5,000.
(~~nRider trade. Tllen, )'fa I'~hett.i, 1275
"-cHt\Yood
"\'\·e., C01I'111hu>;, OhiO,

'VAN'J'BD:
Small Pipe Ol'g'an, 2 Manual. .1", Hoyer, RF'.D. 4-B.
77, King"ston, N, Y.

~~~~~~~~~..4f.!"~

ATONALITY

SCHOOLS KNOX

COLLEGES
neeenrcent

COLLEGE

OBleaburl.

Illinois

~e~P~~o~
~~Qa~~~~n

T~~~8~~~e

SHENANDOAH

CO"lSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
L. E. Hill. Pees.

Philadelphia Conservatory
of Music
75th Year
E7.ER~lAN

DRAKE,

Director

Eminent faculty
Expert Child Training
Complete Degree Courses
216 S. 20th St.
lOcust

...,.."
II\e

flL~
IVleRe

(Continued

7-1877

Drama-Opera-Dance
MusicalComedy

.,. ....
Adult training-Stage
and
Telel"lsioll.
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in all probability.
remain most
loved among the founding fathers
when the atonal world shall have
got round to doing over the art of
instrumentation.
But that will not
be for another decade, at least. Just
now a new rule of rhythm is the
instrument
lacking
for traveling
trackless oceans of atonality, where
the brave adventurer has, by the
very nature of his renunciation. no
harmony to guide him. The twelvetone-row technique is a radar for
avoiding shoreline hazards, but it
has not yet taken any 'composer beyond the sight of Europe's historic
monuments. For that a motor source
will have to be found.
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